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ABSTRACT
The primary goa l of this thes is is the determination of the most appropri ate means
of measuring phys iological root dentine transparency in the permanent human dentition
to estimate age-at-death of skeletal remains. Although a number of internal and external
factors may conceivably contribute to the observed di sc repancies between predicted
va lues and true ages , the magnitude of the influence exerted by such extraneo us factors
cannot be quantifi ed until a standardized means of measurement has been agreed upon.
To this end, two sampl es of teeth, one derived from an archaeo logical context (N=32)
and the other a sample of recently-extracted teeth (N=32), have been examined as intact
and sectioned spec imens. Traditional area and linear measurements of transparency have
been made under stereo microscope. In addition, a novel vo lumetric measurement of
transparent regions has been approximated via micro-CT analysis of densitometric
differences within affected root areas. The relati ve value of each measurement in the
prediction of age has been assessed via a description of the assoc iation with
chronological age for each variable, with unscaled measurements of area di splaying the
highest correlation with age (1'=0.711 ). Alternati ve curve fitting techniques have also
been explored. The poor corre lation with chronological age reported for densitometric
measurements of transparent dentine (r=0.142) is likely indicati ve of local differences in
root dentine hi stology prior to the advancement of transparency. Thi s research has also
served to illustrate the amount of variance in measurements of transparency irrespecti ve
of the means of measurement applied. Future research should be directed to wards the
deve lopment of age-predi ct ive formulae based on area measurements of transparency
made on secti oned spec imens. However, until the ultimate causal mec hani sm underl ying
the progress ion of root dentine transparency is uncovered, the strength of the assoc iation
of thi s phenomenon with chronological age will continue to fluctuate between teeth in an
unpredictabl e manner. Such error will limi t the acc uracy of age pred ictions within both
the archaeo log ical and forensic contexts.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Accurate age estimation techniques are an imperative in the forensic as we ll as
the bi oarc heao logica l context (B urns and Map les, 1976; Bang, 1989; Map les, 1989 ;
Kemkes-Grottenhaler, 2002; Usher, 2002). For law enforcement officials and the
physica l anthropol ogists working in coordi nation with them, age estimates constitute an
essential element of personal identification (Pretty , 2003). Within the bioarchaeological
milieu, a major focus of inquiry centers on paleodemography, the reconstruction of the
demographic parameters of past populations (Ho ppa, 2002). In this realm,

" pal eodemographic reco nstruction s of past popu lati ons depend on accurate determination of ageat-death di stributions, sorted by sex, within skeletal sampl es" (Hoppa and Vaupel , 2002:3).

Accurate age estimates fo r multiple indi viduals are therefore an integral aspect of
physical anthropo logical inquiry.
Before the age of twe lve, formative or developmental changes can be observed
and co mpared to population standards of growth in order to define an expected age range
into which the individual in question should likely fall (Burns and Map les, 1976; Byers,
2002; Hoppa and Vaupe l, 2002) . However, after ad ulthood is reached, at approximate ly
the eightee nth chronological year after birth, the majority of skeletal growth indicators
will no lon ger be available for age estimation (B urns and Map les, 1976; Byers, 2002;
Hoppa and Vaupel, 2002). An investi gator must, therefore, rely upon dege nerat ive
changes within the skeleton of an indi vidual in order to estimate the age at death (Burns
and Ma pl es, 1976 ; Byers, 2002) .
Yet, fo ll owing the publi cation of Bocquet- Appel and Masser's article Fare1l'ell lo
paleodemography ( 1982), the validity of such reconstructions ca me under question. [n

partic ul ar, the authors questioned the acc uracy and reli ability of current age estimati on
techniques whi ch rely upon the observation of morphologica l changes within the human
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ske leton (Bocquet-Appel and Masset, 1982). They argued that all current techniques,
regardless of the indi cators upon which they are based, are limited by the degree to
whi ch skeletal degenerati on varies with clu·onologic al age (Boc quet-Appel and Masset,
1982). Such a di sc repancy marks the di stinction between biological age (the age an
indi vidual appears when morpholog ical criteri a are eva luated in compari son to a
population stand ard) and chronological age (the amount of time an individual has been
ali ve) (Ay kroyd et aI. , 1999; Hoppa, 2002; Usher, 2002) . Bocquet-Appe l and Masset
(1982) argued that the acc uracy of age estimates, whether used to identi fy an indi vidual
or reconstruct a demographic profile for a past population, is limited by the degree to
whi ch the rate of change in the biol ogical age of an individual matches the average rate
of change for the reference sampl e upon which the predictive standards have been based.
They also lamented the tendency for all current techniques to under-estimate age at the
upper end of the age spectrum (Bocquet-Appel and Masset, 1982) .
These systematic sources of error do not represent insurmountable impediments
to accurate age prediction. Nor have they signaled the end of paleodemography.
However, some 25 years later, the need for more accurate and reli abl e osetological
methods of age estimation persists (Hoppa and Vaupel, 2002; Kemkes-Grottenhaler,
2002). The Rosto ck Manifesto, deve loped in August, 2000 at a meeting of the Laboratory
of Survival and Longevity at the Max Planck Institute fo r Demographic Research in

Rostock, Germany outlines several goal s for paleodemographic inquiry in the future
(Hoppa and Vaupel, 2002). The first of these is that

·· ... osteo log ists mLlst deve lop more reli abl e and more vigoroLlsly va lidated age indi cato r stages or
catego ri es that relate skeletal morphology to kn own chronolog ica l age." (Hoppa and Vaupel, 2002:2).

The research undertaken for thi s thes is is moti vated by such a need. rts foc us is
on an eva luati on of the age-related phenomenon of root dentine transparency as a means
of adult age estimati on. To date, the va lue of age-estimati on methods based on
transparency remains uncertain.
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Beginning at around the age of twenty years, following the cessation of primary
gro wth , a mac roscopically-v isihl e transparency is noti ceabl e in roots of the adult teeth.
This change in the appearance of the root begins at the apex and advances up the length
of the root to wards the cervical margin (Gustafson, 1950; Vasiliadis et aI. , 1983a). It has
been suggested that such transparency is due to an increase in the mineral content of root
dentine, either in abso lute or relative terms (Nalbandian et aI. , 1960; Metzger et al., 1980;
Vasiliadis et aI. , 1983b; Hill so n, 1996; Kinney et al. , 2005) . Although the mechani sm by
whi ch thi s process occ urs is not yet completely understood, it appears that this
phenomenon is related to advancing age, rather than to any pathological impetus (Azaz et
aI. , 1977; Solheim, 1989). Numerous studies have demonstrated a strong correlation
between the degree of apical root transparency and chronological age (for exampl e
Miles, 1963 ; Burns and Maples, 1976; Maples, 1978; Solheim, 1989). Current research
suggests a positive linear relationship betwee n the amount of transparent root dentine and
age (for example Bang and Ramm, 1970; Vasiliadis et aI. , 1983a; Solheim, 1989;
Lamendin et aI., 1992).
The method of Bang and Ramm (1970) is currently the most widely used means
of age estimation based solely on the empirical measurement of apical tran sparency.
According to this method , measurements of the length of the root affected by
transparency are made on both sides of the tooth (Bang and Ramm , 1970). Values
obtained through the application of thi s method are inserted into regress ion formulae in
order to arrive at estimated ages-at-death. The relationship between transparent root area
and age has also been explored using single and multivari ate regress ion analyses
(Lorentsen and Solheim, 1989; So lheim, 1989). The method of area measurement
described by Solhei m (1989) is carried out on sectioned specimens under a
stereo microsco pe using a grid system on a photographi c plate (So lheim, 1989).
Measurements of transparency offer several advantages over other means of age
estimation. Paramount amongst these are the practical utility of the method s and relative
ease with which age estimates may be secured. Transparency ap pears to be a ubiquitous
development in all adult teeth (G ustafso n, 1950; Vasiliadis et aI. , 1983b) and estimates of
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age may be rendered based on the observation of a single spec imen (Bang and Ramm,
1970; Lamendin et ai. , 1992). Furthermore, the hi gh concentration of inorganic crystals
within tooth tissues mea ns that teeth are often extreme ly we ll preserved in both the
forensic and archaeological contexts, eve n in cases where the rest of the ske letal remains
are not (Bang and Ramm , 1970; Maples, 1978). Eve n methods that call for teeth to be
sectioned req uire ve ry littl e preparation. Estimates may be arri ved at within hours
(Pretty, 2003) .
Yet the acc uracy of age estimates based on measurements of transparency lacks
consistency between studies. Mean errors as high as 14 years have been repo rted for the
method of Bang and Ramm (1970) and Lamendin et al. (1992) (Solheim and Sundnes,
1980; Lamendin et al. , 1992). In general, the error of estimates is exacerbated at both
ends of the age spectrum , irrespective of the method applied (G ustafson, 1950; Miles,
1958; Bang and Ramm , 1970; Wegener and Albrecht, 1980; Kashyap and Koteswara
Rao , 1990; Drusini, 1991 ; Lopez-Nicolas and Luna, 1991 ; Lamendin et al. , 1992;
Whittaker and Bakri, 1996; Prince and Ubelaker, 2002; Olze et al., 2004). Furthermore,
there is currently no standard method of measuring root tran sparency, a fact which may
account for a considerable amount of the error in age estimates between studi es.
In light of these diffic ulties, the primary objecti ve of the current research is to
determine the mo st appropriate means of quantifying transparency in the estimation of
age. This issue is examined through a direct comparison of the correlation with
chronological age for traditional area and linear measurements of transparency and for a
nove l densitometric measurement based on mi cro-CT analysis of affected tee th.
Measurements were performed on a subsample of teeth (N =32) extracted from skeletal
remains buried in the S1. Thomas ' Angli ca n Church cemetery site in Belleville. Ontario
between 1821 and 1874 and currentl y held in the department of Anthropology at
McMaster Unive rsity (Saunders et al. , 2002). In addition, a sample of recently-extracted
teeth (N=32) , co ll ected from the Winnipeg Sc hoo l of Denti stry and from two dentists'
offices in the Greater Toronto Area over the summer and fall of2006 were examined.
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The fundamental goals of this research are:

1. To

examine

transparency

both
111

area

measurements

and linear

measurements

of

order to establish the value of each in age estimation

formulae based on transparency. The strength and regularity of the

correlation between each type of measurement and the age-at death for each
tooth will be compared. The method of measurement displaying the greatest
regularity and the closest fit with age will be recommended.
2. To determine the utility of absolute measures and relative indices of
tramparency in age -predictive formulae. All measurements will be ex pressed

both as absolute values and scaled proportions of total root size. The
correlation of such measures with chronological age will be compared in
order to arrive at this determination.
3. To explore volumetric measurements of transparency in order to determine
their value in .filture age -predictive formulae based on transparency. Such

measurements will be carried out via micro-CT analysis of intact teeth prior
to sectioning. The volume of transparent root dentine will be compared to
both linear and area measures of transparency . The potential of tlu'eedimensional measures to improve the accuracy and precision of age estimates
will be weighed against the cost and time necessary for such analyses.

In addition, the seco ndary goals of thi s research are:

I. To examine the influence of sex on the observed associations between
tramparency and age in order to determine the necessity for a consideration
of sex in future age-predictive fo rmulae based on the observation of
tran5jJ(lrency. This determination will invo lve the comparison of the observed

relationships between area, linear and vo lumetric measures of transparency
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and chronological age with those for which the influence of sex

IS

held

constant.
2. To exam ine the influence of tooth category on the observed associations
between transparency and age in order to determine the value of tooth specific age-predictive fo rmulae. Thi s determination will

in vo lve the

comparison of the observed relationships between area, linear and vo lumetri c
measures of transparency and chronological age with those for whi ch the
influence of tooth category is held constant.
3. To explore the degree to which post-mortem interval is a fac tor that requires
consideration

when

employ ing

age-predictive

formulae

based

on

transparency. The strength of the correlations with age for each of the

variabl es based on the measurement of transparency will be compared for
both archaeological and recently-extracted teeth.

The following hypotheses will be tested:

1. Area meas urements of transparency better describe the distribution of affected
root dentine and therefore di splay a stronger correlation with age than linear
measurements.
2. Relative

indic es

of transparency

di splay

a closer co rrelation

with

chronological age than do absolute measures sll1ce they control for
fluctuation s in the amount of transparency related to root size.
3. Volumetric measures of root dentine transparency more close ly approximate
the true exte nt of hyper-minerali zed dentine and therefore exhibit a stronger
co rrelation with age-at-death than either linear or area measures.
4. Regardless of the measurement app lied, sex does not signifi cantl y influence
the degree of observed transparency within a given tooth.
5. Across all forms of measurement, tooth type is a signifi cant facto r intluencing
the observed association between transparency and age.
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6. Significant diffe rences will be apparent for measures of transparency made on
archaeo logical spec imens when compared to recentl y-deri ved samples.

The thesis begins by providing a bi ological and biochemical description of the
affected tooth ti ssue and a description of the mechani sm by which transparency proceeds.
Chapter 2 rev iews the class ifi cation, hi stol ogy and growth of dentine and describes the
process of minerali zation underl ying root dentine transparency. Fo llowing thi s, the utility
of transparency in age estimation is exp lored. Chapter 3 rev iews the alternati ve means of
desc ribing transparency and explores the sources of error that co nfront researchers who
empl oy them. These di fficulti es are used to formulate the goa ls of this research. Chapter
4 provides a description of the tooth samples used in thi s research and the methods
employed in their preparati on and examination. In the process, the rationale behind the
vari ous methodological dec isions and the di ffic ulties in data collection are explored.
Chapter 5 presents the results of data co llection and the stati stical interpretations of these
findin gs. A di scussion of the relevance of these findin gs in relation to methods of age
estimation based on root dentine transparency is presented in Chapter 6. The thes is
concludes with a di sc uss ion of areas that deserve future research inquiry in li ght of the
current findings.
It is hoped that the results of this research will further refine current protocols
invo lved in the description of root dentine transparency. Standardized variabl es, along
with clearl y defin ed measurement procedures would co nstitute a critical refinement of
current method s invo lved in the quantificati on of root dentine transparency. It is further
hoped that thi s research will illuminate the degree to whi ch seve ral extraneo us vari ables
interfere with the assoc iation between transparency and chronological age. Thi s research
does not have as its goa l the creati on of any age- predicti ve formul ae. However, the
res ults of thi s inquiry have the potential to improve the acc uracy and precision of future
age- predicti ve formulae based on the examinati on of transparent root dentine in the adult
human dentition.
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Chapter 2
DENTINE AS A TISSUE
2.1 Introduction

Within the literature, there ex ists a vast lex ico n of terminology empl oyed in a
description of tooth anatomy - so me of which has been associated with standardized
defi nitions and some of which has not. In order that a clear and consistent vocabulary is
employed throughout this thesis, thi s chapter begins with a bri ef review of the taxo nomic
and hi stological particulars of human dentine. Following this, the deve lopmental,
structural , chemical and optical properties of human dentine are ex plored in detail. Such
an examination provides the basis for a di scussion of the modificatio ns to dentine
associated with physiological transparency, thereby laying the foundation for a di alogue
concerning its properties and any potential mec hani sms underl ying its progression.

2.2 Taxonomy of Dentines

The ad ult tooth is a co mposite of four tissues: dentine, enamel. cementum and
pulp. It is perhaps eas iest to conceive of a tooth as being composed primarily of dentine
and being covered in the crown by enamel and at the root by a thin layer of cementum. At
the innermost aspect of a tooth, dentine surrounds the pulp cavity, a hi ghl y vasc ulari zed
reg ion of soft-tissue (see Figure 2.1).

A ge nerali zed definition of dentine vvo uld describe it as

·' ... a ti ssue whi ch is situated superfi ciall y in the body and for ms the basi s of th e teeth of ve rtebrates and th e
exoskeleto ns of the elasmobra nches and so me primiti ve agnathans. It is of mesoderm al ori gin , deve lops in
a ce ntripeta l direction from th e dermal dental papilla or dental pulp and in the mature state is usuall y
min erali zed" (Bradford, 1967:3).
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However, even a relative ly broad definition such as thi s is not uni versally
acce pted, as di sagreements exist concerning whether to class ify dentine based on gross
hi stological appearance or structural organizati on (Baume, 198 0). Further, so me
researchers choose to classify dentines based on their rese mblance to bone, while others
elect to strati fy the vari ous fo rm s based on their site of initi al fo rmati on (Baume, 198 0).
The taxonomy of dentine is therefore a co ntested subj ect, co mplicated by the uncertainty
of whether vari ous forms of dentine can be confi dentl y arranged in a hi erarchy of
evo lutionary stages or whether they in stead represe nt "a random pattern of hi stoge netic
di versity based on relati vely loose developmental co ntrols" (S mith and Sanso m,
2000 :66) . For a complete rev iew of dentine taxonomy see Orvig ( 195 1), Bradfo rd (1967)
and Smith and Sansom (2000).
For the current di scussion, the classificati on set out by Orvig (195 1) will be
employed. Under this sc heme, all dentine within the human tooth is termed or/hodenline.
Such a term describes

'·... a min erali zed co ll agenous tiss ue surrounding a mesoderm al papilla or denta l pulp . Its form ati ve ce ll s
remain within the dental pul p but, at some stage in th e deve lopm ent of the ti ssue, these ce ll s possess long
dent ina l processes whi ch penetrate alm ost the whole thickness of th e denti ne." (B radfo rd , 1967:9-1 0)

Or, according to the uni fo rm World Dental Federati on (FDT) defi nit ion,
"Orthodentine is the tubu lar den tine fo und in the teeth of all dentate mamma ls, co mposed ma inl y of
para ll el odontob last ic processes, nonmineralized predentin e and min erali zed in tertubul ar, peritubul ar and
eventuall y intratubul ar matrices." (q uoted in Baum e, 1980:58).

Both pallial (mantl e) dentine situated at the peripheral margin s of the dentinal
ti ssues and circumplilpal dentine 'vvhi ch surrounds the outer margin of the pul p cav ity are
included unde r such a class ifica ti on (S mi th and Sansom, 2000). Both of these fo rm s of
dentine ex hibit para llel, bra nching tu bul es and a matri x of co urse organic fibe rs ori ented
para ll el to the tooth surface in circ um pul pa l dentine and perpendicul ar to it in the pa lli al
portion (S mith and Sanso m, 2000).
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In the following discussion, all human dentine, although properly termed
orthodentine, will bc referred to simply as dentine. However, salient differences in the
formation and histological structure of the two tissues mean that the distinction between
mantle and circumpulpal dentine will be retained where appropriate.

Figure 2.1 Thin section illustrating the distribution of enamel, dentine and pulp. The advanced age
of this specimen means that large portions of the dentine that would normally appear opaque are
now transparent. This is discussed in detail later.
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2.3 Human Orthodentine

In humans, dentine ex ists as a mineralized connective tissue that is produced via a
two-stage process involving the deposition of inorganic mineral within a co ll ageno us
organic matrix (Mjor, 1984) . By we ight, human dentine is composed of roughly 70%
inorga nic mineral, 18% organic components and 12% water (Mjor, 1984; Torneck, 1989;
Dai et aI. , 199 1; Linde and Go ldberg, 1993). By vo lume, it is roughly 47% inorganic
material, 32% organic material and 21% water (A rmstrong and Brekhus, 1937 ; LeFevre
and Manly, 1938). However, these proportions are variabl e both with anatomical locati on
and chronological age (L inde and Go ldberg, 1993) .
Both by weight and vo lume, dentine constitutes the largest proportion of the
mature tooth . It is produced by spec ialized cells refe rred to as odontoblasts during
dentinogenesis, a process intimately tied to the microstructure of the tissue in life that has

relevance for the later discussion of root dentine transparency (Mjor, 1984).

2.4 Types of Human Dentine

Dentine within the human tooth ex ists in three morphologically distinct forms,
each of which deve lops in a unique manner. The term pl'imc/l y dentine is generall y used
to refer to all forms of dentine produced prior to the completion of tooth deve lopment
(Torneck, 1989). It constitutes the majority of human dentine, encompass ing the entire
pulp chamber of a fully formed tooth and being covered at the crown by ename l and at
the root surface by cementum (H illson, 1996) . The FD I defini ti on of primary dentine
refe rs to it as

" ... that portion of regular dentine (orth oden tin e) prod uced duri ng the format ion period Lip to near
compl etion of the externa l shape of the tooth " (q uoted in Ba ulll e, 1980:6 1).

Secandmy dentine refers to that dentine whi ch is depos ited at a much slowe r rate,

on the pulpal aspect of primary dentine following the closure of the root ap ices - an event
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which marks the cessation of initial tooth growth (Torneck, 1989) . The FOr definiti on of
seco ndary dentine describes it as

"' ... that circ um pul pa l porti on of regular den tine (orthodenti ne) in continui ty with the prim ary one
prod uced circumpul pa lly throughout th e later peri ods of the vital tooth ." (quoted in Baum e, 1980:6 1).

Primary and seco ndary dentine are relative ly co ntinuous and the junction between
the two is therefo re somewhat indi stinct; howeve r, the hi stolog ical structure of secondary
de ntine is more irregular than that of primary dentine and it is depos ited ra ther unevenly
within the pulp cav ity (Torneck, 1989).
Terfimy dentine is that dentine which is de posited in response to external stimuli ,

including cari es, attrition or endodonti c treatment (L inde and Go ldberg, 1993) . Although
the amount of terti ary dentine often increases with age, its production is the byproduct of
a pathologica l intrusion rather than a regular, physiolog ical process. Both the structure
and quantity of tertiary dentine are variabl e acco rding to the nature and duration of the
stimulus (Torneck, 1989). Accordingly, the FDl defin es tertiary dentine as
··th e dentine, more or less irregul ar in structure depos ited at sites of the pulpal aspects of primary
or secondalY dentine, correspond ing to areas of extern al irritations" (quoted in Baum e, 1980:6 1).

2.5 Mantle Dentine

Mantle dentine is the layer of primary dentine depos ited during the earliest stage
of dentine production, immediately fo ll owing odontoblast di fferenti ation (Jones and
Boyde, 1984; Linde and Go ldberg, 1993). Its mineral co ntent is lower than that of
circumpulpal dentine and its formati on is assoc iated with the presence of large interodontobl astic co ll agen fi bers oriented parall el to the co urse of the tubul es which traverse
its length (Baume, 198 0; Jones and Boyde, 1984).
Within the cro wn, mantl e dentine is the layer of dentine immedi ately adj acent to
the dentino-enamel juncti on (DEJ) (Jones and Boyde, 1984) . Here, its thi ckness in
human teeth is ro ughly 150

~lm

(see Figure 2.2) (Torneck, 1989). Within the root, mantle
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peripheral to the Granular

Layer of Tomes, a hypomineralized layer of dentine underlying the cemento-dentinal
junction (COl) (Jones and Boyde, 1984; Hillson, 1996). Root mantle dentine is
morphologically similar to crown mantle dentine; however, in contrast to their
alTangement in the crown, collagen fibers in root mantle dentine are oriented parallel to
the mineralization front and much thicker than those found elsewhere (Jones and Boyde,
1984).

Figure 2.2 Low magnification image showing the dentino-enamel junction (DEJ)(Dozenist, 2005).
The line separating enamel (A) from dentine (8) is well defined. The darker dentine immediately
below the DEJ is mantle dentine, while the lighter area surrounding the pulp is circumpulpal
dentine.

The unique collagen-rich fibers of mantle dentine are often referred to as von

KOIjJ's fibers in order to denote their morphological and structural distinction from those
collagen fibers found within the organic matrix of circumpulpal dentine. Although their
presence is a hallmark of mantle dentine, their identity and biochemical structure remain
contested. Ten Cate (1989) in particular believes them to be an optical artifact arising
fr0111 the silver staining of dentinal ground substance. However, a review of the
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hi stochemi ca l and ultrastructural research in the field suggests that vo n Korff's fibers
ex ist as glycosamin og lycan (GAG) sheathed fibers with a co llagenous core ori ented
parallel to the cytopl asmi c extensions of the odontoblasts responsibl e for dentine
production (Baume, 198 0).
Much li ke their ex iste nce, the ori gin s of the vo n Korff's fi bers remain a source of
co ntroversy. Ten Cate (1978 ; 1989) maintain s that all co ll agen within human dentine is
the product of odontob lasti c activity. However, Meye r et al. (1977) and Katchburian and
Burgess (1977) have reported the ex istence of von Ko rff's fibers between pre-functional
odontob lasts concomitant with the di sso lving of the basal lamina. Further, the irregul ar
network of co llagen fi bers that ex ist betwee n the bipolar subodontobl astic cell s of the
peripheral pulp, kno wn as Hohl 's cells, has been shown to be co ntinuous with the von
Korff's fib ers of mantle dentine (Baume, 1980). Finally, interce llular co nnections ex ist
between Hohl 's cell s and odontoblasts (see Frank et aI. , 1964; Takuma and Eda, 1966;
Baume, 1980). Although this does not provide clear ev idence of dentine production by
cells other than odontoblasts, it does emphasize the contin uity of dentine with pulp and
the importance of the ce lls of this region in the metabolic activity of odontob lasts.

2.6 Circumpulpal Dentine

The remall1l11g prtmary dentine, bounded at its innermost margll1 by the pulp
cavity, is referred to as circumpu lpal dentine (see Figure 2.2) (Linde and Go ldberg,
1993). The FDI has adopted the following defi nition for circumpulpal dentine:

.' ... the main bulk of orthodentine characterized by fine co ll agen fibers runnin g approx im ate ly at
ri ght angles to the long axes of the tubul es" (q uoted in Ba um e, 1980 :57).

Circumpulpal dentine is a minerali zed co nnecti ve tissue permeated throughout by
long cana ls housing odontoblasts, the ce ll s responsible for its production . During
circumpulpal dentine formation odontobl asts move centripetall y towards the pu lp at the
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centre of the tooth (Jo nes and Boyde, 1984). The two major reg ions within circumpulpal
dentine are des ignated intertubul ar and peritubul ar dentine.

Int ertubular Dentine

lntertubular dentine is the mineral ized co llagenous matri x that ex ists between the
tubul es that house the cell s responsible for dentine production (see Figure 2.5) (Baume,
1980; Jones and Boyde, 1984) . It is the major product of odontob last production during
dentinogenesis (L inde and Go ldberg, 1993). It is a compos ite tissue, constituted by an
organic matrix into which an inorganic mineral has been deposited (Linde and Goldberg,
1993). Although the mineral content of intertubular dentine is relatively constant, the
amount of intertubular dentine per unit area decreases in a pulpal direction, due to an
increase in the relative number of odontoblasts towards the dentine-pulp margi n (Mjor,
1984).

Peritubu/ar Dentine

The minerali zed cuff of ti ssue demarcating the outer boundary of dentine tubules
(0.5 to 1

~lm

thick) is referred to as perifubu/al' dentine (L inde and Goldberg, 1993;

Hillson, 1996). Peritubul ar dentine is deposited within the tubule following the formation
of intertubul ar dentine (B lake, 1958 ; Linde and Goldberg, 1993). Although its organic
and inorganic components appear identical to that of intertubul ar dentine, peri tubular
dentine is more hi ghly mineralized than intertubular dentine, displaying both a hi gher
mineral density and sma ll er crysta llite size (Nall a et aI. , 2005). Peritubular dentine
contains a limited organic matri x for which the few co ll agen fibers are co ntinuous with
those of the intertubular matrix (B lake , 1958 ; Mjor, 1984) . It ex ists throughout the
majority of circumpulpal dentine; howeve r the thickness of peri tubular dentine appears to
be more irregul ar in root (rad icul ar) dentine than in crown (co ronal) dentine (B lake.
1958). It is not present in unminerali zed predentine, nor in anomal ous areas in which
minerali zation has failed to occ ur (B lake, 1958 ; Mjor, 1984).
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Both intertubul ar and peritubul ar dentine contain nearl y identical orgalllc and
inorganic components. It is the variati on in the proporti on of each that di stinguishes the
two. In order to understand the structure of circumpulpal dentine and the process through
which it is manufac tured, it is necessary to fi rst desc ribe its constituent organic and
inorganic compo nents.

2.6.1 The Organic Matrix

Hi stochemi cal and microchemi cal investigati ons into the orgal11C matri x of
circumpulpal dentine reveal that it is primaril y composed of co llagen (Eastoe, 1967 ;
Johansen, 1967; Hohling, 1989; Wi esmann et aI. , 2005) . Although the exact proportions
vary somewhat between studies, it appears that collagen constitutes roughly 90-95% by
we ight of the organic material contained within dentine, the remaining organi c materials
consisting of small amounts of mucopolysaccharides and lipids (Johansen, 1967;
Bohling, 1989). It is thi s organic material which is responsibl e for the genesis, both in
terms of precipitation and ori entation, of the inorgani c crystallites of dentinal mineral
(Eastoe, 1967) . Collagen is a structural protein found within the vast maj ority of
mammalian connecti ve tissues (Wiesmann et aI. , 2005). It is the most abundant protein in
the human body, and may be described as
"an in solubl e, fib rill ar materi al th at is co nstructed of many highly elongated, thread-li ke
molec ul es cross-linked togeth er. " (B utl er, 1984:38)

Numerous va rieti es of co llagen ex ist, each of whi ch di ffer according to their
structural appearance (May ne and Brewton, 1993). Dentine co llagen is co mposed almost
exc lusive ly of Ty pe [ co ll agen, with a small amount of Ty pe V and Ty pe III co ll agens
present (W ies mann et aI. , 2005). All three are banded, fibril -fo rming proteins (W iesmann
et aI. , 2005).
At its most bas ic leve l each co ll agen fi ber is co mposed of a vari abl e proportion of
18 di ffe rent amino ac id mol ec ules joined together to fo rm a po lypeptide chain (Eastoe,
1967; Butler, 1984). The chemi ca l structure of eac h amino ac id centers around a carbon
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atom to whi ch are attached four di fferent chemi ca l groups: an a -amino group , a carboxy l
group, a hydrogen atom and an organic side chain of variable length, denoted as the R
group (Eastoe, 1967). Biosy nthesis of the pol ypeptide chain invo lves the joining together
of the carboxy l group of one amino acid with the a -amino group of a neighbo uring
amino ac id, fo rming an amide bo nd (Eastoe, 1967) .
The organi zation of the constituent amino ac id s within each chain has im po rtant
structural and chemi cal conseq uences fo r co ll agen as a ti ssue (Eastoe, 1967). Fo r each
polype ptide strand of co ll agen, the sequence of amino ac ids repeats in a regular patte rn ,
the general fo rm of which is (-N H . CHR . CO-)/1 where n may be very large (Eastoe,
1967). Within dentine co llagen, one in every three amino ac id units is glyc ine, an amino
acid without an R group, while one in every ninth position is occ upi ed by alanine with a
single methyl group in the R pos iti on (Eastoe, 1967; Butler, 1984).
Each collagen macromolecul e, or tropocollagen molec ule, co nsists of three
polypeptide chains joined together and twisted into a left-handed minor helix about a
common axis with a pitch of 0.93 nm and three amino acids per turn (Eastoe, 1967;
Butler, 1984: 38). The tropoco llagen molecule itself is twisted into a right-handed. mqjor
helix, the pitch of whi ch is 2. 86 nm , meaning that there are ten amino units per turn

(Eastoe, 1967; Butler, 1984:40). Each triple helical molec ul e is composed of two a l and
one a2 polypeptide chains, so denoted in order to recogni ze the minute yet important
diffe rences in the amino ac id compositi on of each (Eastoe, 1967). These chains are held
together laterall y by bonds betwee n their amino and carbonyl groups as we ll as by
various covalent bonds (Eastoe, 1967).
Tropoco ll age n molec ules in turn are joined together to form co ll age n fibril s.
Within eac h fi bril , these molec ul es are arranged in parall el, being held toge ther by bonds
between polype ptide chain s of adj acent tropoco ll agen rods (Eastoe, 1967; Butler, 1984).
Co llagen fi bril s may be of indefinite length with a width of approx imately 4 nm
(W iesmann et aI. , 2005) . In an elec tron microsco pe, these fibril s exhibit a regul ar pattern
of alternating li ght and da rk areas at interva ls of 67 nm (Butler, 1984; Wiesmann et al..
2005) . Thi s banded appearance ari ses as a result of the way in whi ch eac h tropoco llage n
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rod is arranged with respect to its neighbours, each molecule being staggered a distance
equal to roughly one quarter of its length (B utl er, 1984). Such an arrangement creates
repeat ing overlap and hole zones between the constituent molecules of each fibril
(B utler, 1984). During mineralization, these hole zones with a depth of 2nm are able to
acco mmodate a greater quantity of inorganic mineral than are the areas of molecular
overlap, a phenomenon which produces the regular pattern of optic al an iso tropy whi ch
characterizes Ty pe I co ll agen fibrils (Hodge and Petruska, 1963). This pattern is referred
to as D, or the co llagen macro period (W iesman n et al. , 2005). The length of the overlap
zone is equal to O.4D while the hol e zone is 0.6D in length (Wiesmann et al. , 2005).
The hi ghest order of co llagen organization is visible under li ght mi croscope and
invo lves the parallel arrangement of collagen fibril s into bundles to form fibers (Eastoe,
1967; Butler, 1984). Each fiber is roughly 50-100 nm in width (Wiesmann et al. , 2005 ).
Within circumpulpal dentine , their arrangement forms an irregular "feltwork ," with the
orientation of each fiber being random in two dimensions yet rough ly perpendicular to
the path of the dentinal tubul es (Jones and Boyde, 1984: Ill ; Kinney et al. , 2001 b;
Wiesmann et al. , 2005) . However, increas ing disorganization has been reported at the
peripheral margi ns of dentine nearest the CDJ and the DEJ (Kinney et al. , 200 1b). Yet,
collagen orientation is not entirely random. Recent research has shown that mechani cal
strain is a regulator of both collagen fib er assembly and the form ation of crystals within
this matri x (Wiesmann et al. , 2005). Co ll agen fibers oriented with their long axes parallel
to the length of the dentinal tubul e have also been reported. However, their distribution
appears to be limited to the areas immed iately adj acent to these structures (Jones and
Boyde, 1984; Dai et al. , 1991 ).
The somewhat haphazard arrangement of co ll agen fibers , along with the low
so lubility of this tissue and its lack of swe lling under acidic co nditi ons, make dentinal
co ll agen di stinct from the co ll age ns contained with in lll1calcified co nnecti ve tissues
(Eastoe, 1967 :297). These properties may indi cate an additi onal set of cross- linkages
within the co llagenous matrix of dentine, designed to offer increased res istance to the
forc es assoc iated wi th occ lusa l load ing of the functional tooth (Eastoe, 1967).
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Ground Substance

Several non-co llagenous proteins are included within the organic matri x of
dentine, albeit in much small er concentrations than collagen. Co ll ecti vely, these are
refe rred to as the gro und or cementing substances. They are characterized by a relati ve ly
hi gh concentration of various mucopolysacc harides and mucoproteins (Eastoe, 1967; Ten
Cate, 1968 ; Ten Cate, 1989). The mol ec ules contained within thi s portion of the organic
matri x include chondritin sulphate, citrate, lactate, and various phospholipids and
sialoproteins (Eastoe, 1967; Linde and Goldberg, 1993).
Lipids, including cholesterol, cholesterol esters, triglycerol s and vanous
phospholipids, constitute roughl y 2% of the organic matrix of dentine (Linde and
Goldberg, 1993). In vitro deficiencies in dentine production in the absence of essential
fatty acids hint at their importance in dentine production (Prout et a!. , 1973). The exact
rol e of these molecul es has yet to be determined. Howe ver they are thought to playa
vital role in the nucleation of inorganic crystallites within the collagenous matrix of
dentine. For a more complete discussion of this subject see the description of predentine
below.

2.6.2 The Mineral Phase

An analysis of the inorganic mineral of dentine in human permanent teeth reveals
that it is primaril y composed of calcium and phosphorous at roughly 35.1 % and 16.9% of
dry weight respective ly (Le Gros, 1991).

Magnesium, carbon diox ide and sodium

account for the bulk of the remaining inorganic content (for a rev iew of ashing studies of
dentine see Rowles, 1967). At an average of 1.61 , the molar ratio of calcium to
phosphorous in dentine is in general lower and more vari abl e than that reported for
enamel (1.63) (Le Gros, 1991 ).
As in bone and enamel, the preponderance of mineral contained in dentine is
found in the form of calcium hyd ro xyapat ite (Johansen. 1967; Le Gros, 1991 ; Kinne y et
a!. , 2001 b). The chemical formula for this mol ec ule is
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The three dimensional crystalline structure of hydroxyapatite is characterized by a six
0

fold c-axis perpendicul ar to three equiva lent a-axes, each at angles of 120 to one another
(Trautz, 1967; Le Gros, 1991 ). The macroscopic structure of the mineral found within
dentine arises via the uni on of many hydroxyapatite molecules or " unit cells" linked
together in an appositi onal manner ex panding to indefi nite proportions in each of the
three directional axes (Trautz, 1967: 167).
Mi neral size is relati ve ly homogenous in dentine, the majo rity of crystals being
approx imate ly 5 nm in thickness (Balooch et aL, 2001 ; Kinney et aL, 200 I b). Although
chemically identical, the average size of hydroxyapat ite in dentine is smaller than in
enamel (Trautz, 1967). This difference is likely due to the collagenous matrix into which
hydroxyapatite is deposited during dentine growth. Gap zones between co llagen fibrils
may act to constrain crystal growth, thereby limiting overall crystal size in dentine
(Kinney et aL , 2001b). Co mparatively hi gh concentrations of magnes ium and carbonate
in dentine may also affect crystallite size, as hi gh quantiti es of both have been
experimentally shown to cause the formation of smaller apatite crystals (Althoff et aI. ,
1982; Le Gros, 1991 ; Roy and Nishimoto, 2002). Crystal shape is variable by anatomical
location within the tooth, changing from needle- like to more plate-like with increasing
movement towards the tooth periphery (Kinney et aI. , 2001 b).
Hydroxyapatite crystallites are located both within and between collagen fibrils.
Their orientation appears to be dictated by the arrangement of the collagen fibers in
whi ch they are embedded (Trautz, 1967). Crystals are organized in a regul ar manner,
eac h with their long ax is (c-ax is) aligned parallel to the length of a given collagen fibril
(Johansen, 1967). Further, mineral density vari es regularly with the periodicity of the
repeating overlap and hole zones of collagen fibrils , being greatest in the inter-fi brillar
areas (Johansen, 1967; Hohling, 1989).
Hydroxyapatite in dentine shares many of the physical and opt ical properties of
other apatite minerals. In parti cular, it displays uni ax ial birefringence, the sign of which
is weakl y negati ve (Trautz, 1967). Substitutions of other chemi ca ls with in the
hydroxyapatite lattice account for the majority of trace inorganic elements assoc iated
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with dentine (Rowles, 1967; Le Gros, 1991 ). So me are incorporated directly into the
molec ule, while others may be abso rbed on the crystal surface (Le Gros, 199 1). Among
these are carbonate (CO/) and inorganic phosphate (HPO-l-2) as well as flu orine (F I ) ,
magnes ium (Mg +2) and chloride (Cl- I ) ions (Le Gros, 1991 ). The additi on or substitution
of any of these chemica ls affects the local chemica l, physica l and optical properties of
dentine (Le Gros, 199 1).
Within dentine, the co ncentrati on of the mineral phase is hi ghest in the
peritubular zone immed iately surrounding the tubules (B lake, 1958 ; Johansen, 1967 ;
Kinney et aI. , 2005; Porter et aI. , 2005). Intertubular dentine di splays an intermediate
mineral content, whil e the mineral content of mantl e dentine is the lowest of the
mineralized porti ons of dentine (Ten Cate, 1989; Kinney et aI. , 2005; Porter et aI. , 200 5).
A mineral phase is not present within predentine (Ten Cate, 1989).

2.6.3 The Odontoblast

Odontoblasts are the ce ll s responsible fo r the production of all human co ronal and
radicul ar tooth dentine (S mith, 2000). They are columnar or cuboidal in shape and have
their ori gin in primiti ve ectomesenchymal tissue (see Figure 2.3) (Jones and Boyde,
1984; Mjor, 1984). During the Bell stage of tooth fo rmation, their division is initi ated

th ro ugh growth hormone secretion by the preamelobl ast cell s on the opposite side of the
basement membrane se parating the epitheli al and mese nchymal ce ll populations (Jones
and Boyde, 1984; Linde and Go ldberg, 1993; Ruch and Lesot, 2000). In response to thi s
hormonal impetus, undifferenti ated mesenchymal cell s of the dental papilla undergo
mitosis. At the cessation of mitotic di vision, these ce lls transform into preodonto blasts,
" rounded or oval binucleated ce ll s whose ce llul ar co ntents include ribosomes, rough
endopl asmi c reti culum (RER) and a pre-fun cti onal Go lgi apparatu s" (L inde and
Goldberg, 1993 :686) . Mature odontob lasts represent the fin al stage of preodontobl ast
maturati on, a process

that in vo lves

both
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reorganization (fo r a more complete treatment of odontob last differentiation and
maturation see Baume, 1980 ; Linde and Goldberg, 1993; Ruch and Lesot, 2000).
Within endoplasmic cytoplasm, eac h odontoblast contains at its proximal end a
single nucl eus (with two nucleoli) and numerous other organelles including rough
endopl asmi c reticulum , a Golgi apparatus, seve ral mitochondria, and various ves icles,
vac uoles, microtubules and fibrils (Mjor, 1984). However, both the shape of the
odontoblast and the frequency of the various organelles contained within it vary
acco rding to the secretory activity of the ce ll (Mjor, 1984; Torneck, 1989).
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Figure 2.3 Sc hematic diagram of dentine formation (Johnson, 1998). Each odontoblast is depicted
with an elongated odontoblast process (OP) emanating from an oval-shaped cell body. The OP exists
within a dentinal tubule which extends throughout the circumpulpal dentine towards the DEJ . The
cell bodies face the peripheral margin of the pulp , narrowing th e pulp cavity as they deposit d entine
during primary dentinogen sis.
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Odontoblasts are aligned in a single layer at the pulpal border of circumpulpal
dentine (see Figure 2.3) (Ten Cate, 1989; Torneck, 1989). They are linked to one another
laterall y by a seri es of gap junctions, ti ght junctions and desmosomes (spec ialized
surface structures of a membrane that serve as zones of adhes ion to anchor co nti guous
ce ll s together) (Baume, 1980 ; Mjor, 1984). These junctions also form a membranous
layer whi ch maintains the separation of prede ntine and pulp (Baume, 1980; Orchardson
and Cadden, 200 1). They also all ow the odontoblasts to comm unicate with one another
and may facilitate the transport of necessary compounds and elements to the
mineralization front (Linde and Goldberg, 1993).
Unlike the ameloblasts responsible for enamel formation , odontoblasts do not
expire following tooth completion (Ten Cate, 1989). In stead , they persist at the inner
margin of dentine and remain capable of continued dentinogenesis fo llowing the
cessation of primary dentine production (Smith, 2000). Nevertheless, they are considered
a "static , postmitotic cell population," which is incapable of further divi sion (Baume,
1980:71). However, it has been suggested that bipolar cells of the peripheral pulp may
constitute a reserve popul ation from which ce ll s may be recruited to replace dead or
diseased odontoblasts (Stanley , 1962; Smith, 2000).

The Odontoblast Process

Perhaps the most characteristic feature of the odontoblast is the odontoblast
process, or Tomes process, which extends from the cell body towards the periphery of

the tooth, pass ing through both predentine and dentine (see Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4)
(Baume, 1980). Eac h odontoblast process contains within it a seri es of microtubul es and
microfilaments related to the production and secretion of the organic phase of dentine
(Mjor, 1984). Branching of the peripheral end s of the odontoblast processes vari es
acco rding to anatomical location, being more finely di vided in the roots (Mjor, 1984;
Mjor and Nordahl , 1996). Odontoblast process morphology also varies according to
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cellular activity. During early dentine production, branching of the cytoplasmic extension
of the odontoblast process is particularly pronounced (Mjor, 1984).

Figure 2.4 Scanning electron microscope image of the pulp-dentine border at 800X magnification
(Goracci et aI., 1999). Odontoblast cell bodies are visible at the upper portion of the picture. The
elongated odontoblast processes can be seen extending towards the bottom of the image where they
insert into dentinal tubules (see below).

2.6.4 Dentinal Tubules
The small tunnel-like structures housing the long distal processes of the
odontoblasts are referred to as dentine tubules (see Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5). At its
outer margin, each tubule is lined with a highly mineralized layer of peritubular dentine
of variable thickness (see Figure 2.6) (Blake, 1958). Tubules run the entire length of
circumpulpal dentine, however they are not present within predentine, as they only form
following apatite deposition (Ten Cate, 1968). These tunnels form around the
cytoplasmic processes of odontoblasts as they migrate towards the pulp cavity (Ten Cate,
1968). Although it is unclear how far odontoblast processes extend tlu·oughout the length

of the fully forn1ed tubllie follo\X/ing l11ineralization, processes ha\'e beel1 reported lining
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the entire length of tubules, from the pulp margin to the DE] (Baume, 1980; AranaChavez and Massa, 2004).
Within tubules empty periodontoblastic space is scarce (Carda and Peydro, 2006).
In addition to the cellular extens ions of the odontoblasts, each tubul e contains dentinal
liquor, a fluid component se parating the odo ntoblast process fro m the tubule wall
(Torneck, 1989). They are also lined by an amorphous material extending fro m the DE]
to the predentine-dentine junction. Scanning electron microscopic invest igation of
deminerali zed dentine indicates that this substance represents a 30 nm thick, organ ic,
sheet- like structure lying free of the odo ntoblast process and separated from the tubul ar
walls by a distance equal to the peri tubular matrix (Thomas and Carella, 1983). This
amorphous material is therefore thought to represent the inner hypominerali zed layer of
the peri tubular matrix (Thomas and Carella, 1983). It is referred to as the lamina limi{ans
in accordance with the terminology developed for similar tissues within bone. Nerve
fib ers also li e within the tubules, extending from the pulp towards the peripheral margins
of dentine (Orchardson and Cadden , 2001 ; Carda and Pey dro, 2006). These fibers lie in
close proximity to the odontoblast processes and in some cases may be entirely
encompassed by them (Carda and Peydro, 2006).
The path described by tubules as they run from the outer dentinal margin to the
pulp surface is S-shaped . This primmy curva{ure is especially pronounced within the
crown, becoming less visible towards the cusp tips and in the cervical third of the root
dentine where tubules may run in a nearl y straight path (see Figure 2.2) (Bradford, 1967).
The primary curvature likely ari ses as an artifact of the crowding of odontoblasts towards
the pulpal marg in, where their density is kno wn to increase in comparison to peripheral
dentine (Ten Cate, 1989; Torneck, 1989). Minute deviations in the primary curvature of
each tubu le have also been noted and are referred to as secandmy curvatures (To rneck,
1989). The origin of these smaller oscillations rema ins unclear.
Lateral branching along the length of tubu les occurs roughly every 1 to 2
(To rneck, 1989). Branches may be between 1

~lm

~lIn

and 25 nm in diameter (Mjor and

ordahl , 1996). In general , the number of tubul e branches decreases as the diameter and
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Figure 2.5 Scanning electron microscope image of fractured dentine at 2,OOOX magnification
(Goracci et al., 1999). Odontoblast processes (OP) are visible protruding from tubules (*). The
mineral between tubules is intertubular dentine.

density of tubules increases (Mjor and Nordahl, 1996). Terminal branching of dentinal
tubules is particularly pronounced in the peripheral portion of root dentine, in which
many fine extensions form a network of filamentous tubules extending into the mantle
dentine (Torneck, 1989; Mjor and Nordahl, 1996).
Tubule morphology and distribution varies with anatomical location within the
tooth. Tubule diameter decreases from 311m adjacent to the pulp surface to less than 111m
in peripheral dentine (Mjor, 1984; Torneck, 1989; Dourda et aI. , 1994). Further, the mean
number of dentinal tubules per 100 11m at the pulpal aspect of crown dentine is
significantly higher than at the periphery (Torneck, 1989; Mjor and Nordahl , 1996).
Accordingly, the cross-sectional area occupied by dentinal tubules has been found to
increase in a pulpal direction (Marchetti et aI. , 1992; Dourda et aI. , 1994; Mjor and
Nordahl, 1996; Orchards on and Cadden, 200 1).
When root dentine is compared to crown dentine , a significant difference is onCe
again reported, with the density of tubules in the mid portion of crown dentine being
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higher than that at a similar depth in radicular dentine (Mjor and Nordahl, 1996). Within
root dentine, tubule density increases to a maximum in the cervical third of the root and
is lowest at the root apex (Mjor and Nordahl, 1996; Harran et aI., 2001). Furthermore, the
shape of tubule openings appears to become more irregular towards the apical third of
the root (Harran et aI., 2001).

Figure 2.6 Scanning electron microscope image of fractured circumpulpal dentine at 1.0mm from the
pulpal surface (Goracci et aI., 1999). Tubules are visible as dark canals running from upper left to
bottom right. Each highly mineralized cuff of peritubular dentine (arrows) is visible as a light halo
separating the tubules from the interstitial intertubular dentine. Odontoblasts have been removed
during specimen preparation.

Tubule diameter also varies according to age and pathological changes, due to the
deposition of mineral within tubule lumens both in response to pathological intrusion and
as part of a poorly understood physiological process (Blake, 1958; Baume, 1980; Traub
et aI. , 1988). The latter process, referred to as root dentine sclerosis underlies the
phenomenon of root transparency, the subject of this study . As such, it will be dealt with
in greater depth below.
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While the heterogeneity of tubule morphol ogy and distribution in cross-sectional
studi es is agreed upon , a three-dimensional analys is of the spatial di stributi on of tubules
has not yet been undertaken (Kinney et aI. , 2001a). Th is is of extreme importance give n
that tubul e orientation varies with anatomical location within the tooth (Vasiliadis et aI. ,
1983b; Kinney et aI. , 2001 a). The spatial arrangement of tubules has major implications
for any discussion of alterations in tubule diameter and density, as both may be due to
changes in the orientation of tubu les with the plane of sectioning at various depths from
the tooth surface.

2.7 Dentinogenesis

Dentinogenesis of both circumpulpal and mantle dentine involves two
simultaneous processes: the formation of the organic matri x of predentine and the
subsequent mineralization of thi s collagenolls template (L inde and Goldberg, 1993).

2.7.1 Organic Matrix Production

Predentine

A layer of unmineralized orgamc matri x composed primaril y of co ll agen and
proteoglycans is referred to as predentine (Linde and Go ldberg, 1993). During primary
dentinoge nesis, predentine ex ists as a layer preceding the mineralization front (see Figure
2.7) (Linde and Goldberg, 1993). Fo llowing primary dentine production, it persists on
the inner margin of circumpulpal dentine. Lying between the connective ti ssue of the
pulp and the last layer of minerali zed dentine and persisting throughout the li fe of a
tooth , thi s layer is simil ar to osteoid in bone (Ten Cate, 1989; Linde and Goldberg,
1993). The thickness of predentine va ri es between 10 and 47 pm acco rdin g to the
secretory activity of the odontoblasts and is thickest during active dentinogenes is (Ten
Cate, 1989; Linde and Goldberg, 1993).
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primaril y composed of Type I collagen, prev iously

di sc ussed. However, the collagenous network within predentine is neither uniform, nor is
it identical with that contributing to mat ure circumpulpal dentine (Beniash et aI. , 2000).
Rather, there is evidence that the collagen fibrils undergo a thickening towards the
predentine-dentine junction and that the fibrils within both regions di spl ay differences in
their banding patterns when co mpared with one another (Be ni ash et aI. , 2000). The
biochemical mod ifi cation of predentine prior to minerali zation and the identity of the
molecules implicated in this regard are discussed below.
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Figure 2.7 Schematic diagram representing the production of predentine and its subsequent
mineralization during primary dentinogen esis (Linde, 1989). Collagen and va riou s proteoglycans
(PG) are exocytosed into the predentine zone when collagen assembly begin s. Towards the
mineralization front there is an exchange of un-metabolised PG 's and an excretion of
phosphorolated phosphoproteins and Gla-proteins, both of which are involved in mineral nucl eation.
These subjects are addressed below.
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Matrix Synthesis
Fo llowing differentiation and maturati on, odontoblasts begin to produce the

orga ni c matrix of dentine (Linde and Goldberg, 1993). The six endopl asmic phases of
co ll agen synthes is and secretion by odo ntobl asts have been summarized by We instock
and Leblond ( 1974). These stages can be si mplifi ed into four main steps, beginning with
the sy nthesis of polypeptide chains within the rough endopl asmi c reticulum of the
odontoblasts (Weinstock and Le blond, 1974). These mol ecul es are then transported to
the Uo lgi appa ratus where they assume a para ll el organization (Weinstock and Leblond ,
1974). The resultant procollagen molec ules, immature segments of tropoco ll agen, are
then transported outside of the ce ll. They ex it through lateral branches of the odontoblast
process via secretory granu les whi ch also contain various phosphoproteins and
carbo hydrates invo lved in co ll agen sy nthes is and mineral impregnation of the resultant
organic matrix (We instock and Leblond, 1974). The last stage of co ll agen sy nthesis
invo lves the extrace llul ar assembly of tropoco llagen molecules into elementary co ll agen
fibril s (Reith, 1968). This process requires the enzymatic modification of the molecules
prior to their assembly (We instock and Leblond, 1974).

2.7.2 Mineralization

A thorough di scuss ion of the timing and hi stochemical particulars of dentine
mineralization is necessary in order to adequate ly discuss the processes underly ing root
dentine tran sparency. Etiological theo ries surrounding the progression of root de ntine
transpa rency rest on the fundamenta ls of primary dentine structure and cannot be
understood without pri or grounding in the processes invo lved in its formation . Further,
kno wledge of the character of the mineral phase and its relation to the macrosco pic
attributes of dentine is imperati ve, as qualitative differences betwee n areas of transparent
and normal dentine ari se from modifi cations and addition s to the structure of thi s portion
of dentine.
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The i\lfinera/ization Front

The mineralization front represents the peripheral minera li zing zone of prcdc ntine
and marks the transition to mature dentine (see Figure 2.7) (Ten Cate, 1989). It is
composed of two di stinct areas of mineralization (F iore-Do nno and Baume, 1966). The
zone of the mineralization front nearest the odontoblast ce ll body, the intertubular
mineraliza/ion /ran t, represents the area in which minerali zation of the intertubular

matri x advances (Baume, 1980). Because intertubular minerali zation precedes crystal
growth within the peritubular matrix , the other zo ne of minerali zation, the peritubular
mineralization /rant, is situated peripheral to thi s, at a greater distance from the pulp

margin (Baume, 1980). It is in thi s zone where tubules beco me visibl e, follo wing the
deposition of mineral at the boundary of the tubul e lumen (Baume, 1980). The
intertubular and peritubular zo nes of minerali zation are separated by a di stance which
vari es according to the speed of organic matri x production, being widest during those
times in which deposition rates are at a peak (Baume, 1980).

kfineral Transport

Mineralization

of predentine

begins following

calcium

and

phosphate

precipitation out of solution (Posner and Tannenbaum, 1984). In order for crystal
formation to advance, the local concentration of both ions must be sufficiently high
(Posner and Tannenbaum, 1984). The role of the odontoblast in the transport and
accumulation of the calcium and phosphate necessary for crystal gro wth is unclear
(Irving, 1973 ; Hohling and Fromme, 1984) . However, it appears that Ca+2 and Pi
(inorganic phosphate) may be moved to ward s the minerali zation front independently of
one another via both intrace llul ar and extrace llul ar pathways (frving, 1973 ; Hohling and
Fro mme, 1984). Studies of mineral transport by enterocytes, the pol ar cells of the small
intestine, suggest that both acti ve intrace llul ar and pass ive intercellul ar mechanisms of
mineral transpo rt and conc entration may ex ist (Murer and Hildmann, 1981 ). Further,
intrace llul ar mechani sms of transport and accumulation of Ca

2

and Pi via mitochondria

and rough endopl asmic reticulum have been suggested, based on the observation of
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simil ar pathways invo lved in the calcification of bone (Wuthier, 1977). Despite the
obsc urity of the mec hani sms by which ion transport occurs within and betwee n
odontoblasts, it is clear that the concentration of Ca+2 and Pi at the mineral ization front is
considerabl y greater than that found to be necessary fo r mineral nucleation in vitro
(Hohling and Fromme, 1984; Linde and Goldberg, 1993).

Crystal Nucleation

While elevated local concentrations of mineral ions are a necessa ry condition fo r
minerali zation, they do not constitute a sufficient circumstance for crystal growth. Eve n
within a supersaturated so luti on, heterogeneo us nucleators (chemicals which lower the
activat ion energy barrier for prec ipitation) must be present in order for minerali zation to
occur (Posner and Tannenbaum, 1984).
In the earl iest stages of minera li zat ion, OCCU1TlI1g

111

mantl e dentine, matrix

vesicles - "round or oval-shaped entities with a di ameter roughly in the range of 100 nm ,

containing no collagen and surrounded by a bilaminar membrane" - are thought to serve
as sights of apatite nucleation (Wiesmann et aI. , 2005 : 132) . Located between the
collagen fibers of the organic matri x, they act as the earli est sites of calcification in
mantle dentine (Bonucci, 1984). Similar entities are found in calcifying bone and
cartilage (Ali et aI. , 1971 ; Bab et aI. , 1981). Numerous electron microscopic
investigations of calcification in these ti ssues support the rol e of matrix vesicles in the
onset of calcification (for a full rev iew see Bonucci , 1984; Oluna et aI. , 2000). The
presence of crystals within matrix vesicles prior to mineral formation in the surrounding
organic matri x has been documented in bone (Dearden and Esp inosa, 1974). In cartilage,
the co ncentration of Ca +2 within these bodies has also been shown to exceed that in
adjacent chondrocytes by roughly fifty times (Wuthier, 1977). A hi gh concentration of
matri x vesic les adjacent to the amelob last border of mant le dentine prior to calcificati on
is therefo re suggesti ve of their simil ar role in the initi ation of minera l formation in
denti ne (Takano et aI. , 2000).
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Co llagen lvlineralization

Matrix vesicles are not present within the predentine of circumpulpal dentine, nor
IS

there ev idence of elevated, localized mineral density assoc iated with their prior

mineralizati on in mature circumpulpal dentine (Hohling, 1989; Takano et aI. , 2000). It
therefore appears that matrix ves icles are not req uired for circum pulpal mineral
nucleation (Takano et al. , 2000). Instead, once minerali zation has begun within mantle
dentine, the propagation of crystal fo rmation is maintained by non-co llagenous proteins
located both between co ll agen fib ril s and attached to their surfaces (Wiesmann et al. ,
2005).
Predentine contains a number of non-co llagenous or extra-co ll agenous molecules
(ECM ' s) that have been implicated in this regard . Among these are vari ous glycoproteins
(including phosphoprote ins and proteog lycans) as we ll as y-carbo xy lglutamic acid
containing proteins (Hohling, 1989). Although their role is still unclear, the results of
ongo ing research indicate that these macromolecules playa role both in the initi ation and
regul ation of predentine mineralization (see Figure 2.7) (L inde and Go ldberg, 1993 ;
Butler et al. , 2002 ; Butler et al. , 2003 ).
Phosphoproteins appear to be exc reted by odontoblasts at the minera lization front
and are rapidly incorporated into dentine. Their ability to bind calcium suggests that they
play an important role in the nucleation of apatite (Hohling, 1989; Wiesmann et al. ,
2005). Recent research has focused on the role of dentine sialoprotei n (DS P), dentine
phosphoprotein (OPP) and dentine sialophosphoprotein (DSP P) in dentinogenesis. It
appears that OSPP, a highly ac idic protein, may act as an inactive precursor molecule
that initi ates mineralization fo llowing cleavage into OSP and DPP (Hunter et al. , 1996;
Butler et al. , 2003). fn additi on, dentine matri x protein 1 (DMP I) has been shovvn to
initi ate apat ite precipitation in vitro (He et al. , 2003) .
Proteog lycans, a group of mob il e prote ins bound to glycosaminoglycan (GAG)
chains, may have a dual function , both inhibiting calcium phosphate nucleation while in
so luti on and binding calcium once they have attached to peripheral branches of the
polypeptide chains within the coll age n matri x, thereby serving as sites of mineral
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nucleation (Hohling, 1989 ; Go ldberg et al. , 2003). Small leucine- rich proteoglycans
(SL RP) including decOt'in, bi glyca n, fibromodlllin , lllmican, and ostcoad herinl
osteomodulin have been implicated in this regard (Go ldberg et al. , 2003). Further, a
highly sulfated group of proteoglycans has been impli cated in the assembly of the
co ll agen wi thin predentine (Lormee et al. , 1996). Despite these findings , the
biochemistry of dentinogenesis is not yet comp letely understood and the composition of
predentine is still the subj ect of investigation (O hma et al. , 2000).
The hi stochem ical matrix of predentine can be divided into three di stinct zones
based on varying concentrations of the above organic proteins. The first layer of
predentine, extending from the proximal end of the odontoblasts, shows high leve ls of
acidic mucopol ysaccharides-containing proteoglycans (AMPS) (Martens, 1968). The
seco nd shows lower AMPS concentration and an increas ing concentration of
glycoproteins. The final layer of predentine, adj ace nt to the mineralization front, contains
hi gh concentrations of zinc and lipids (Martens, 1968). There is also evidence of a
similar increase in alkali ion concentration in the direction of the mineralization front
(Wiesmann et aI. , 1998). Sodium, potassium, sulfur and magnesium concentrations are
hi ghest at the predentine/dentine border (Wiesmann et al. , 2005). These biochemical
gradients, along with the relati ve ly uniform thickness of predentine during dentine
production, hint at the cellular regulation of these extracellular processes (Te n Cate,
1989; Linde and Go ldberg, 1993).

Crystal Growth

Predentine transforms into mature dentine following the depositi on of inorganic
mineral salts into the organic matrix (Jones and Boyde. 1984). As discussed above, the
mineral depos ited within predentine takes the form of need le- like or plate- like crystal s of
hydroxyapatite. The observatio n that the outer surface of co ll agen fibers display a hi gher
mineral dens ity than do their inner reg ions suggests that minerali zation begins on the
surface of these fibers and progresses towards their interior (Hohling, 1989).
Mineralization first occ urs at sites where non-co llage nous prote ins are bound to the
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surface of co llage n fibers (W iesmann et ai. , 2005) . Mineral is then deposited within the
fibers , in the microchannels between parall el collagen fibrils (Wiesmann et ai. , 2005). In
the electron microscope, mineralized collagen fib ers di splay a banding pattern at a
periodic di stance equal to the co llagen macroperi od, D, a phenomenon that is suggestive
of increased mineral depositi on in the hole zones between co llagen fibrils (Hohling,
1989). It therefo re appears that the orientation of the hydroxyapat ite crystals of dentine is

hi ghl y regul ated by the co ll age n matrix in which they mature (Ho hlin g, 1989; Wi esmann
et ai. , 2005).
Macroscopically visible crystals of hydroxyapatite begin first as nanometer-sized
particles, nanocrystallites, which grow in size to form larger calcospherites (Schmidt and
Keil, 1971 ; Wiesmann et ai. , 2005). In vitro studies of hydroxyapatite minerali zation
indicate that the earliest crystal formation begins with the precipitation of amorphous
calcium phosphate Ca9(PO-l)

6,

an un stabl e precursor which allows for the nucleation of

stable hydroxyapatite (Moore and Araki , 1977). Following this, crystal growth proceeds
via epitaxy, the "oriented overgrowth of one crystalline phase on a spec ific face of
another" (Posner and Tannenbaum, 1984: 19).
Fo llowing nucleation, calcospherites grow in a radial manner until they meet one
another laterally, merging to form a relative ly homogenous mineralized ti ssue (Jones and
Boyde, 1984; Wiesmann et ai. , 2005). According to Popoffs laws of simultaneous
crystal grov,rth, crystals initiated contemporaneously and having achieved radi al contact
are limited in shape to parabaloids with their axes oriented in a line from the tooth
surface to the pulp (Schmidt and Keil , 1971). Despite their equi -directional growth ,
mature crystallites therefore ap pear columnar in tangential section (Schmidt and Keil.
1971). Calcospherites are in general ali gned with the long axes of the collagen fibers of

dentine; however, they may also be arranged spheriticall y (in globul es) see mingly
independent of the organic matrix (Schmidt and Keil , 1971 ).
Unminerali zed reg ions within circumpulpal

dentine are

refe rred to as

interglob ular dentine (Mjor, 1984). These represent areas of di sturbance during dentine

production in which the crystals of apatite fail to coalesce (Ten Cate, 1989). Ne ither
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intertubular nor peritubu lar mineral are found in these areas (B lake, 1958). They are
particularly comm on at the junction between mantl e and circumpulpal dentine (Mjor,
1984).

Rate a/Mineralization

Co ll agen is deposited at a rate of ro ughl y 4 f.1m per day , whil e minerali zation
occ urs approx imate ly twelve hours later, at a rate of 2 f.1m per day (Ten Cate, 1989).
However, the rate of matrix depos ition is not unifo rm over this period (Ten Cate, 1989).
Rather, the speed of co llagen secretion increases and decreases, res ulting in a regul ar
vari ation in the ori entati on of the fibers (Ten Cate, 1989). Following mineralization, a
record of these osci ll ations is preserved within dentine and is visible under the light
microsco pe as alternating lines of li ght and dark (Simmons, 1979).
Lines ari sing as a result of dail y fluctuations in the rates of predentine prod uction
are referred to as lines a/von Ebner or incremental lines (Yilmaz et aI. , 1977). Overl ying
this dail y rhythm is a five-day cyc le in which changes in collagen orientation appear
more exaggerated (Ten Cate, 1989). These long-period markers, in which more dramati c
banding of dentine is evident, are referred to as Andreson lines (Ten Cate, 1989). Periods
of syste mic stress produce similarl y exaggerated lines, termed Owen 's contour lines
(Mjor, 1984). For teeth fo rming at the time of birth, the eve nt is di stinguished by a
neonatal line, a reco rd of the trauma assoc iated with labor (Mj or, 1984).

2.8 Dentine Sclerosis

Tubular Obliteration

Following the cessation of primary dentine production, at the closure of the root
apex , the diameters of the tubules of circumpulpal dentine appear to decrease with
advancing age (Beust, 1931 ; Traub et aI. , 1988; Kinney et aI. , 2005). Examination of the
cross secti onal area of tubul es in root apices revea ls a signifi cant decrease in mean area
(Traub et aI. , 1988). This dec rease in tubule di ameter appears to be the result of the
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gradual infilling of dentine tubul es. Section s of dentine made in a pl ane perpendicul ar to
the path of the tubul es reveal that they are progressively fi lled by a radio-opaque material
(Beust, 1931 ; Na lbandian et aI. , 1960; Vasi liadis et aI. , 1983b; Traub et ai. , 1988). The
general process of the inti lIing of tubul es is referred to as dentine sclerosis (van Huysen,
1960; Reith , 1968; Ten Cate, 1989; Balooch et ai. , 200 1). Areas of dentine in which
tubules have become filled are therefore referred to as sclerotic.
Microradiographi c and electron mi croscope investigation suggests that tubule
closure occurs in both coronal and radicul ar dentine (Beust, 1931; Takuma and Eda,
1966). Although tubular closure is observed in the crown, the processes underl ying its
manifestati on are pathological and therefore di stinct (a lthough perhaps not independent)
from those of root dentine sc lerosis (Nalbandian et ai. , 1960; Mendis and Darling, 1979;
Porter et ai. , 2005). The fo llowing wi ll address the age-re lated phenomenon of tubul ar
scleros is exc lusive ly within root dentine. This di sc uss ion will close, however, with a
consideration of the ev idence for a physiological origin of radicular sc lerosis.

Mineral Composition

The material that fills tubules appears to be a substance with a hi gher mineral
content than that of the surrounding intertubular matri x (Takuma and Eda, 1966).
Sy nchrotron radiation computed tomographic analysis of sc lerotic dentine re veals that
mineral concentration within affected areas is significantly hi gher than in normal dentine
but that it is variabl e by location (Hawkinson and Eisenmann , 1983 ; Kinney et ai. , 2005 ).
Ho wever, areas of highest mineral density always correspond to those areas in which
closure of the tubule lumens is visible (Kinney et ai. , 2005). At all locati ons, the
minerali zed material appears to be intimately assoc iated "vith the peritubular matri x and
the two are therefore often indi st ingui shabl e (Takuma and Eda, 1966). Electron
microscope analys is revea ls a simil arity in appearance of the two, with the occ luding
mineral exhibiting a broken, stippl ed texture (Na lbandian et ai. , 1960). The results of
microradiographic invest igation appear to confirm the simil arity between peritubular
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dentine and the occluding mineral, as both show a simil ar rad io-density (Bergman and
Engfeldt, 1954).
The occluding mineral appears to be hydro xyapatite, the same mineral found
throughout normal dentine following maturation (Kinney et aI. , 2005). In completely
occluded tubules, crystals appear to be uniformly arranged , hav ing minerali zed both the
odo ntob last process and any collagen fibril s contained with in the lumen (Hawk inson and
Eise nmann , 1983). Electron micrographs of filled tubules and the adjacent intertubul ar
and peritubular matri ces reveal a simil ar crystal latt ic e structure within both (Nalbandi an
et aI. , 1960). Furthermore, small crystals of hydroxyapatite have been reported within
partiall y filled tubul es (Takuma and Eda, 1966; Hawkinson and Eisenmann, 1983; Porter
et aI. , 2005).
Despite chemical similarities, differences exist in the crystalline properti es of the
mineral and its associated organic matri x (Nalbandian et aI. , 1960). Decalcification of
sclerosed dentine reveals a homogenous organic matrix within tubules (Nalbandian et aI. ,
1960). However, unlike in patent tubul es, fibrillar, collagenous structures are not always
apparent (Nalbandian et aI. , 1960; Hawk inson and Eise nmann , 1983). Further, it appears
that metallic ion substitution may occur within the apatite filling sclerosed tubules
(Balooch et aI. , 2001). In comparison to surrounding intertubular dentine, the intratubul ar
hydroxyapat ite is composed of coarser crystallites that appear darker in the transmission
electron microscope (Nalla et aI. , 2005; Porter et aI. , 2005) . However, desp ite diffe rences
in the crystallite size and structure, the optical properti es of the mineral within sclerotic
tubules are identica l to those of the mineral phase of intertubular dentine (Vas iliadis et
aI. , 1983 b).

Pallem of Mineralization

The pattern of mineral depos ition within tubules has been the subj ect of
numero us investi gations. Amprino and Ca manni (1956) co nclude that mineral depos iti on
begins on the inner surface of the dentine tubule wa ll , indicating a centripetal process of
deposition. Building on these findings , Takuma and Eda ( 1966) suggest that li ghter areas
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visibl e at the center of partially sclerosed tubul es represent areas not yet occluded by
intratllbular mineral. When combined with the chemical similarities to peritublll ar
mineral , these findings may suggest that the mineral occluding tubules is the product of a
continued deposition of the peritubul ar matri x (B lake, 1958). However, the pattern of
mineral accretion within tubules ap pears to be variable. Some tubules contain mineral in
a clumped pattern, partially occluding the lumen (Hawk inso n and Eisenmann, 1983).
Further, intratubul ar mineral seems to form more diffuse ly, without a clear minerali zing
fro nt (Takuma and Eda, 1966; Vasi li ad is et aI. , 1983b). To date, the exact sequence of
mineral deposition remains obscure (Frank and Voegel, 1980; Kinney et aI. , 2005) .
The role of the odontoblast process and other tubular contents in mineral
deposition within the tubules is uncl ear. In a description of dentine sclerosis, Pindborg
(1970) discusses the retraction of the odontoblast process concurrent with tubular
obliteration. However, Nalbandian et al. (1960) suggest that the odontoblast may be the
esse ntial site of nuc leation for intratubular mineral deposition . In an electron mi croscope
investi gation of sclerosis, Hawkinson and Eisenmann (1983) report visible odontoblast
processes within tubules undergoing ob literation . Further, Frank and Voegel (1980)
report that the odontoblast process does not appear to degenerate prior to filling of the
tubul e. They are also unable to report ev idence to suggest its retraction prior to or during
mineralization of the periodontoblastic space. In contrast, Vasiliadis et al. ( 1983 b)
suggest that the odontob last is not actively in vo lved in dentine sclerosis and that
occlusion of tubul es may proceed in the absence of a vital odontoblast, however they
postulate that maintenance of a blood suppl y to the pulp is esse ntial for the development
of transparency.

Physical Properties

Dentine sc leros is alters the phys ical properties of mature dentine. Unlike areas of
normal dentine, reg ions of dentine in which tubules have become fi ll ed di sp lay an
inability to abso rb stain (Beust, 1931 ; Fish, 1948). The microhardness (V ickers hardness)
of sclerosed dentine appea rs to be hi gher than that of normal dentine, consistent with an
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increased calcification of these areas (Grajower et aI. , 1977; Balooch et aI. , 2001) . The
CaiP ratio of sclerotic areas has been shown to be reduced and the ash contcnt is lower in
comparison to areas of normal dentine (Simon and Armstrong, 1941 ; Manly and Brooks,
1947; Moore and Leaver, 1974). The elastic properties of sclerotic dentine remain
unchanged; however, the fracture toughness of sc lerotic areas is roughly 20% lower than
that of normal dentine and the fatigue life is similarly lowered (Kinney et aI. , 2005).

2.9 Root Dentine Transparency

A change in the optical properties of sclerosed dentine concurrent with the
increasing frequency of tubular closure has been demonstrated. Early studies by Miller
(1890) , Beust (1931), and Bodecker and Lefkowitz (1937 ; 1946) point to intratubular
mineralization as a causal agent for the progressive optical transparency of sc lerosed
dentine. In normal light, areas of tubular sclerosis allow more light to pass through,
contrasting markedly with areas of normal dentine which appear opaque (see Figure 2.8)
(Manly and Brooks, 1947; van Huysen, 1960; Nalbandian et aI. , 1960; Vasiliadis et aI.,
1983b; Kinney et aI. , 2005).
Numerous lines of inquiry confirm the association between dentine sclerosis and
root transparency. Microradiographic investigation of transparent areas of root dentine
confirms that tubul es within these areas are sclerosed (Nalbandian et aI. , 1960; Weber,
1974; Vasiliadis et aI., 1983b). Further, tubules within transparent areas are difficult to
di stingui sh from the surrounding mineralized tissue under light microscope (Nalbandian
et aI. , 1960; Vasiliadis et aI. , 1983b). Increasing radio-densi ty of dentine is also apparent
for areas of dentine appearing transparent to the naked eye (Nalbandian et aI. , 1960;
Weber, 1974) . Electron micrographs appear to provide similar results. In contrast to the
sieve- like ap pearance of normal dentine, areas of transparency ap pear as so lid, electrondense areas devo id of tubule lumens (Nalbandian et aI. , 1960; Vasiliadis et aI. , 1983b).
X-ray micrograph ev idence suggests that the pattern of progress ion for root transparency
is simil ar to that for dentine sc leros is, both developing from the outer surface of the root
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towards the central pulp chamber (Bradford, 1960; van Huysen, 1960; Vasiliadis et aI. ,
1983a).
An explanation for the association between transparency and dentine sclerosis
may be found in the fundamentals of optical physics (Simon and Armstrong, 1941).
Snell 's Law dictates that as light passes from one medium into another, the speed and
direction of propagation of its constituent waves are altered in a regular manner (Schmidt
and Keil , 1971). Both of these properties vary according to the magnitude of the
difference in the refractive index (the ratio of the speed of light in air to its velocity in a
particular medium) of each of the two media. This difference, refelTed to as the strength

of birefringence, determines the degree to which light is altered as it moves between

Figure 2.8 Stereomicroscope images of two sectioned tooth specimens photographed under
polarized light. At left is a specimen from a younger individual. Note that the root dentine appears
opaque throughout. £L\t right is a specimen from an individual of advanced age. Dentine

transparency is visible at the apical end of the tooth and towards the CDJ. Note that the line
between transparent and normal dentine is somewhat diffuse. It is clear from this image that the
pulp canal is not affected by transparency.
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materi als (Schmidt and Keil, 197 1). The speed of light and its direction also vary
acco rding to the angle

0/ incidence - the angle at whi ch a li ght wave enters a substance

(Schmidt and Keil , 1971 ). The path of a given wave of li ght is therefore dependent upon
both the optical characteri stics of the medi a through which it is being propagated and the
number of transiti ons between medi a that it makes. As either increase, so too will the
overall scattering of an incident bea m (Sc hmi dt and Ke il , 197 1).
No rmal human dentine, free of sc leros is, represents a co mposite of a number of
differe nt materi als, each with its own refractive index (Schmidt and Keil, 197 1). As light
passes through dentine, it is di ffracted eac h time it passes between intertubul ar mineral
and mineral-free tubules. The vast number of tubules within circumpulpal dentine means
that it appears opaque, having scattered light in a multitude of directions (Schmidt and
Keil , 1971). Sc lerosed dentine, on the other hand , represents a more opticall y
homogenous ti ssue. Since tubules are filled with mineral with a similar refracti ve index
to that of the surrounding intertubul ar matrix, light does not make as many refractory
transitions as it passes through scl erosed dentine (Schmidt and Keil, 1971 ; Vasil iadi s et
aI. , 1983b). The ti ssue therefore appears less opaque, hav ing allowed more li ght to pass
through unaltered (Vasiliadi s et aI. , 1983a; 1983b).
Thi s expl anation for transparency was confirmed by Manley and Brooks (1947),
\;vho demonstrated that the immersion of undecalcifi ed sections of normal dentine in a
liquid of a simil ar refractive index to that of intertubul ar mineral produced transparency
in the secti ons. These findin gs not only substanti ate the association between scleros is and
transparency but also suggest a casual relationship wherein the former begets the latter.

Dis/ribul ion a/ Transparency

Based on photomi crographi c analys is of se rial secti ons (25 0 f..tm thi ck) of 70
canines di spl ay ing transparency, Vas iliadi s et al. (1983a) report that transparency
advances from the root apex up the length of the root in a co ronal direction. However, it
appea rs to progress fas ter in a mes ial and distal direction than it does in the buccal and
lingual pl ane, producin g a three-dimensional '"butterfl y pattern" (Vasiliadi s et aI. , 1983a).
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Further, the line separating transparent and opaque dentine is not always clear and may
instead be quite diffuse (Vas iliadi s et a!., 1983a). Transparent areas may alternate with
areas in which the dentine di splays normal opacity (Beust, 1931).
With regard s to the distribution of scleros is underl ying transparency, Vasiliadis et
a!. (1983a) report that tubule closure spreads in a simil ar pattern, progressing from the
outer surfaces of the root both in a coronal direction from the root apex and from the CO]
towards the pulp center. However, calcospherites of hyd roxyapatite are apparent at the
occl usal, lingual and buccal aspects of the pulp surface - a finding which seems at odds
with the observation that both transparency and sc lerosis spread more quickly in the
mesial and distal directions than in the bucco-lingual plane (Vasiliadis et a!., 1983a).
Kinney et a!. (2005) report a significant elevation in the mineral content of
transparent dentine. They also report mineral density to be hi ghest towards the mid pulp,
decreas ing in an apical direction (Kinney et a!., 2005 ). These results appear to run
counter to those ex pected, given that intratubular mineral deposition associated with
sclerosis is believed to underlie root transparency. However, they may be explained if
one recalls that both tubule density and diameter increase in a pulpal direction. If
transparency results from the deposition within tubules of a material with a similar
refracti ve index to the surrounding intertubular mineral, then in order to achieve a similar
level of transparency, a given area of peri-pulpal dentine will have to have been
impregnated with a large r amount of intratubular mineral, both in abso lute and relative
terms. If one assumes that the mechani sm of mineral deposition is constant for all tubules
and within all areas of a given tubul e, then it is not surpri sing that transparency appears
to begin at the root apex and in the periphery of the root, where the number of tubul es
and their lumen di ameter are lower than in the rest of the root.

Etiology ojT}'{[l1spurel1cy
As noted above, several authors vIew intratubular minerali zation as a process
represe nting the continued maturation of the peri tubular matri x (Bradford , 1960; van
Huysen, 1960;

albandi an et a!. , 1960). Beust (1931) in part icul ar beli eves tubular
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obliteration to be a result of the continued deposition of the peritubul ar matri x. Further,
he views the mec hani sm underl ying this as one with a physiological origin, related to
natural age-related processes. The simil arity in texture and mineral content of the
peritubular and intratubular matrices seems to support thi s claim (Vasiliadis et aI. , 1983b;
Kinney et aI. , 2005). However, Hawk inson and Eisenmann (1983) note that although
centripetal accretion of mineral may be observed on the tubule wall , minera l precipitation
begins with mineral deposition in the center of the tubule. They therefore view
intratubular mineralization as a distinct process from peri tubular minerali zation - one in
which calcification of the tubule wall follows the nucl eation of hydroxyapatite on the
odontoblast and within intratubular collagen (Hawkinson and Eisenmann , 1983). This
conclusion is strengthened by the observation of a clear space between intratubular
mineral and the peri tubular matrix in human teeth and by the appearance of sclerosis in
the dentition of the rat, an animal that does not possess peritubular dentine (Hawkinson
and Eisenmann, 1983 ; Vasiliadis et aI. , 1983a).
Tubule closure does not occur independently of alterations to the surrounding
intertubular matrix. Nalla et al. (2005) report a dec rease in the density of intertubular
mineral in areas of transparency. Crystallite size of intertubular dentine within areas of
sclerosed dentine is also small er than within normal areas by roughly 19% (Kinney et aI. ,
2005 ; Porter et aI., 2005). Tubular obliteration may therefore arise from the di sso lution
and re- precipitation of intertubular hydroxya patite in the tubul e lumens (Kinney et aI. ,
2005 ; Porter et aI. , 2005).
The association of tran sparency with the di sappearance of the predentine layer on
the mes ial and distal aspects of the pulp surface is an intri guing observation deserving of
further investi gatio n (Vasiliadis et aI. , 1983a) . This may represent an essential stage in
the minera li zation of dentine tubul es, particularl y one invo lving the redi stribution of
ex isting dentinal mineral (Vas ili adis et aI., 1983a).
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Physiological Origin

It has been suggested that, despite its assoc iation with age, transparency arises in
response to external stimuli (Blake, 1958). In the crown, areas of dentine adjacent to
coronal carious lesions di splay a similar transparency as those areas of root dentine
affected by sclerosis (B lake, 1958; Weber, 1974). Further, areas of co ronal dentine
adjacent to attrited enamel surfaces appear sclerotic (Tronstad, 1973a). Yet, regardless of
optical simil arities betwee n co ronal and radicular transparency, each may have a distinct
origin. Based on a microradiographic comparison of tubular sc lerosis in root dentine and
coronal dentine, Weber (1974) concluded that the two represent similar results of distinct
processes, the latter being the result of phys iological processes and the former arising
from necrosis of the odontoblast which acts as a site of nucleation for aqueous mineral
(presumably contained within either the dentinal liquor or perhaps transported acti ve ly or
passive ly into the tubules via the pulp). Un like observations on transparent root dentine,
Mendis and Darling (1979) report that tubul es of dentine adjacent to carious lesions are
filled with a granular material that is not continuous with the peritubul ar matrix and those
subjacent to areas of abrasion remain largely open. Furthermore, unlike intratubular
mineral associated with carious lesions, there is no increase in local magnesIUm
concentration in sclerotic root dentine (Porter et aI. , 2005). In an invest igation of the
assoc iation of root dentine sclerosis, coronal scleros is and numerous other pathological
responses of dentine, Stanl ey et al. (1983) reported that coronal transparency occurred
independently of phys iological sclerosis, irrespective of the location or type of carious
les ion with which the form er was associated. Further, root dentine sclero sis was observed
in teeth free of pathology (Stanl ey et aI. , 1983).
Perhaps the most convincing ev idence of the di stinct phys iological origin of root
dentine transparency is that it appears to develop in a linear manner with age , even in
unerupted teeth (Azaz et aI. , 1977; Stanl ey et aI. , 1983). The observation of transparency
in teeth that have not yet entered occlusion means that one must exclude both occ lusa l
forces and pathological interference as causal factors in the deve lopment of root dentine
transparency (Azaz et aI. , 1977). Transparency ha s also been observed in non-vital teeth
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(Thomas et aI. , 1994). However, the extent of transparency is significantly elevated when
compared to that within age-matched tceth that were vital on extracti on, a finding
suggesting an inhibitory rol e for the odontoblast in intratubular calcification (Thomas et
aI. , 1994).
Bradford ( 1960) suggests that chemica ls contained within the diet of an
individual may diffuse through the enamel and/or pulp into dentine, slowly acc umul ating
as intratubular mineral. Currently, there is no evidence either to confirm or refute thi s
cl aim. However, th e permeability of enamel and the vasc ul ar nature of the pulp suggest
that di et and the contents of the oral environment may be an important factor in the
alterations of dentine both during primary dentinogenesis and thereafter (Bradford,
1960).
Despite the uncertainty surrounding the impetus for and mec hani sm of mineral
deposition within tubules, root dentine transparency increases in a linear manner with age
(Gustafson, 1950; Miles, 1963 ; Bang and Ramm , 1970; Solheim, 1989; Lamendin et aI. ,
1992) . This association has led to the deve lopment of a number of age estimation
techniques employed in both the forensic and bioarchaeological contexts (Bang and
Ramm , 1970; Lorentsen and So lheim, 1989; Drusini et aI., 1990; Lamendin et aI. , 1992).
The next chapter will rev iew the various measurement techniques employed to assess
transparency and examine the accuracy and validity of these methods with regard to age
estimation.
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Chapter 3
TRANSPARENCY AND AGE ESTIMATION
3.1 Qualitative Methods of Adult Age Estimation

The earli est method s of age esti mati on based on the observation of degenerative
changes in the dentition are founded on qualitative descriptions of aged teeth. In the
application of these methods, chronological age is estimated via the comparison of teeth
of unkno wn age with ordinal degrees of degeneration derived from sa mples of known
age-at -death.
Originally published in 1947 and later translated in 1950, Gustafson ' s seminal
paper on age- related changes in the adu lt human dentition, Age determinations on teeth,
presented the first method of adult age estimation using teeth that was grounded in
empiricall y-derived formulae (Gustafson, 1950). According to this method, root
transparency is one of six degenerative changes assessed qualitatively in order to arrive
at an age estimate (Gustafson, 1950). The other variables include: degree of attrition (the
loss of tooth tissue due to wear) , degree of periodontosis (recession of the alveo lar bone
anchoring the teeth within either the maxilla or mandible), amount of secondwy dentine
(depos ition of dentine within the pulp cavity following primary dentine production),
cementum apposition (deposition of cementum on the root surface of a tooth) and root
resorption (the loss of tooth roots beginning at the root apex and advancing in a coro nal

direction) (G ustafso n, 1950). Estimates are derived by substituting the sum of the scores
for eac h of the six vari ab les into the following regression formula:

y = II. -13 + -I.50x
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where x is the sum of the scores for each of the vari ab les and y is age in years
(G ustafso n, 1950).
Although Gustafson reported an extremely hi gh degree of prec ision (in on ly one
th ird of the cases did the error exceed 3.6 years) , subsequent tests of the method have
fa iled to reprod uce thi s leve l of accuracy (Da litz, 1963; Map les and Rice, 1979; Kashyap
and Koteswara Rao, 1990). Thi s is in part due to methodological inaccuracies in the
ori ginal work. Gustafso n' s research is plagued by statistical errors, the most profound of
which is the publication of an incorrect regress ion equation (Map les and Rice, 1979;
Lucy and Pollard, 1995) . Further, the small, heterogeneo us samples on whi ch the initial
predicti ve form ula was based (N=19) and subsequently tested (N=4 1) make stati stical
confidence in the accuracy and precision of thi s method rather low (Map les and Rice,
1979; So lheim, 1993; Lucy and Pollard, 1995).
Numerous modifications to Gustafson ' s ori ginal method have been proposed (for
example Dalitz, 1963 ; Johanso n, 197 1; Burns and Map les, 1976; Map les, 1978 ; Pilin,
1981 ; Kilian and Vlcek, 1989; Xu et aI. , 199 1). In an effort to increase the preci sion of
the method, Dalitz (1963) raised the number of categories for each variabl e from fo ur to
fi ve , reporting a greater accuracy with a refined description of the age-re lated changes
(Dalitz, 1963). Johanson (1971 ) offered a clearer and more refined protocol for tooth
preparation and presented a mod ified formula based on multiple regress ion analys is.
Solheim (1993) presented an age-pred ictive form ula which incorporates a number of
nove l variab les including dental co lor and length of root surface area.

3.2 Quantitative Methods of Adu lt Age Estimation

The reli ab ility of these amended form ul ae is limited by the replicability of the
qualitati ve assessments upon which the pred ications are based (Mi les, 1963; Burns and
Map les, 1976; So lheim, 1993). Although comparison standards are prov ided for each of
the va ri ables under co nsideration , consistently ass igning teeth to a given category is
somewhat diffic ult (So lheim, 1993). For all qualitati ve methods of age estimation , the
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subj ective nature of the de scriptions represents an unavoidab le source of inconsistency,
elevating both inter- and intra-observer error (Kashya p and Koteswara Rao , 1990;
So lheim, 1993). A re-evaluation of Gustafso n's predictive formula by Kashyap and
Koteswara Rao (1990) bore this out. The rep lacement of qualitative measures with index
values based on phys ical measurements of attrition, seco ndary dentine deposition,
cementum appos ition and tran sparency resulted in more accurate and reliable age
predications than those generated by Gustafso n' s qualitati ve formu la (Kashyap and
Koteswara Rao , 1990).
Due to the error introduced by the subj ec tivity of qualitative assessments, current
ad ult age estimat ion techniques, regard less of the particular morphological criteria they
employ, utili ze standardized empirical measures in their descriptions (M iles, 1963 ; Bang
and Ramm, 1970; Lamendin et aI. , 1992; So lheim, 1993; Kvaal and Solheim, 1994).

3.3 Un ivariate Age Estimates

Although multi-variate estimates of age offer a good degree of accuracy , it
appears that not all variab les co ntribute significantly to the acc urate estimation of age
(Dalitz, 1963; Miles, 1963; Johanson, 1971 ; Maples, 1978 ; Kashyap and Koteswara Rao,
1990). Rather, some may actually interfere with the acc uracy of estimates of
chronological age (1 alband ian et aI. , 1960; Mil es, 1963 ; Burns and Map les, 1976;
Map les, 1978; Kashyap and Koteswara Rao, 1990). Furthermore, inter-correlations
between several of Gustafso n' s variables, suggest that the indepe ndence necessary for
regression analys is, a co nditi on upon which many multivariate formulae rest, may no
longer be reaso nably assumed (Johanson, 197 1).
Dalitz ( 1963) and Miles ( 1963) suggested that root resorptio n and cementum
deposition be discarded as vari ab les for consideration due to low correlations with age.
On the other hand , Map les (1978) reported that measures of secondary dentine deposition
and root transparency have lower standard errors than do the other vari ab les within
Gustafson's formu la. These findings are in keeping with those of Johanson (1971) who
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has evaluated each variable separately and reported the hi ghest corre lation with age for
tran sparency and secondary dentine dcposition at 0.84 and 0.63 respectively.

3.4 Measures of Transparency

Of the six age-re lated variables outlined by Gustafson, measures of root dentine
transparency appear to hold an advantage over the others. Numerous lines of research
have indicated that root dentine transparency is most strongly correlated with age
(Nalbandi an et aI. , 1960; Mi les, 1963; Johanson, 1971 ; Maples, 1978 ; Metzger et aI. ,
1980; Lopez-N ico las et aI. , 1990; Lopez-Nico las et aI. , 1993). Above the age of
approximately 20 years, transparency increases in a roughly positive linear relationship
with chronological age (Miles, 1963 ; Bang and Ramm, 1970; Drusini et aI. , 1990;
Mic heletti Cremasco, 1998). Furthermore, for both intact and sectioned teeth, measures
of transparency are eas ily applied, requiring little experience and no spec ial ized tools
(Miles, 1963 ; Maples, 1978; Pretty, 2003). Therefore, emp irical measures of
transparency alone may be llsed as accurate indicators of chronological age (M iles, 1963 ;
Bang and Ramm, 1970; Maples, 1978; Lorentsen and Solheim, 1989) . Several
researchers have focused exclusive ly on measures of transparency in the formulation of
nove l age estimation techniques (M il es, 1963; Bang and Ramm, 1970; Drusini et aI. ,
1990; Lopez-Nico las et aI. , 1993 ; Micheletti Cremasco, 1998). For each of these
formulae, age estimates are based on comparisons between the observed degree of
transparency fo r a give n individual of un known age and a reference standard for whi ch
the relationship between transparency and chrono logical age has previously been
documented.
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3.4.1 Linear Measures of Transparency

Bang and Ral11l11, 1970

The method of Bang and Ramm (1970) is currently the most widely- used means
of age estimation based solely on the empirical measurement of root dentine
transparency. This technique was based on the examination of 926 teeth co llected from
both li ving and deceased indi viduals (Bang and Ramm , 1970). Data were co llected from
158 men and 107 wo men of known age (Bang and Ramm, 1970). Age estimates were
based on the following meas urements each of which was made to the nearest 0.5 mm
using a sliding caliper in front of a constant light source:

1.

Minimal length of root transparency: TLI (measured from the apex of
the root in coronal section to the borderline between transparent and
opaque dentine)

2.

Maximal length of root transparency: TL 2 (measured from the apex of
the root in coronal section to the borderline between transparent and
opaque dentine)

3.

Mean length of transparency: TM (the average of the above two
vari ables acco rding to the formula (TL l + TL 2)/ 2)

Measurements were made on both intact and longitudinal ground thin sections of
teeth (Bang and Ramm , 1970). All tooth types were used, however, separate coefficients
we re deri ved for eac h (Bang and Ramm , 1970). Although the authors had planned to
measure area of sc lerosis in addition to length, th ese measurements we re abandoned due
to hi gh inter and intra-observer error rates (Bang and Ramm , 1970).
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Based on their initi al inquiry, the authors derived the following two regression
formulae to be used for age estimation.

Eq uation I: A

=

(Bo + B,)X + (B 2)X2

Equation 2: A = 3 0 + (3,)X

where Bo is a tooth-specific constant and BI and B2 are tooth-specific regressIOn
coefficients and X is equal to the mean length of tran sparency (TM) measured in
millimeters (Bang and Ramm , 1970).
In tho se cases where transparent length is found to be less than or equal to 9.0
mm, Equation 1 is employed (Bang and Ramm, 1970). Where transparent length exceeds
9.0 mm , Eq uation 2 is employed. In the deri vation of these formulae , the authors

examined both absolute and relative measures of the length of transparent root dentine;
however, they reported little improvement when measurements were sca led to the overall
root dimensions (Bang and Ramm, 1970). The above eq uations are therefore to be used
for abso lute measures onl y.
In the construction of the formulae, reported correlations between transparency
and chronological age were hi gh, however they appeared to be variable between tooth
types, ranging from 0.62 in upper ri ght cuspids to 0.90 in upper left second incisors
(Bang and Ramm, 1970). On average, the highest correlations were reported for anterior
teeth (Bang and Ramm , 1970). In a subsequent application of this tec hnique Solheim and
Sundnes (1980) reported mea n erro rs of 1.09-14.45 and 0.44-14.11 years for unsectio ned
and sect ioned teeth respect ive ly, with the lowest mean error reported for the 50-60 year
age range (Solheim and Sundnes, 1980). Willems et al. (2002) reported mean errors of
between 0.5 and 1.8 yea rs for this method when ap plied to intact spec imens. However,
significant intra-observe r errors were reported betwee n measures, suggesting that the
reliability of the method may be influenced by the subj ecti ve nature of the assessments
(W ill ems et aI. , 2002).
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The utility of thi s method within the forensic context appears good (Reppi en et
aI. , 2006). Maples (1989) feels thi s tcchnique has the greatest acc uracy with the least
amount of complexity. Pretty (2003) has emphasized its value in those cases where
identification of human remains is otherwi se difficult due to a lack of material ev idence.
In fi ve separate forensic cases he "vas abl e to prov ide age estimates lead ing to positive
identification of the deceased (Pretty, 2003) . This method has been successfully
employed in the identification of human remains recovered from mass graves in Croatia
(Brkic et aI. , 2006). The method has also proven to be of value for archaeological
remains of considerable antiquity (Bang, 1993 ; Kvaal et aI. , 1994; Kvaal and During,
1999). Bang (1993) applied thi s method to sectioned specimens prepared from teeth
dated to the Mesolithic (7950+1-110 yrs BP) . Further, Kvaal and During (1999) were
able to report age estimates for teeth recovered from the Swedish warship Vasa which
sank in 1628 AD in Stockholm harbour and lay submerged until its excavation in 1961.
Limitations do however ex ist in the value of this method. In general , studi es have
reported a tendency to over-estimate age in yo unger individuals and under-estimate age
in older individuals (Bang and Ramm , 1970; Solheim and Sundnes, 1980). Furthermore,
below the age of 20 it has proved impossibl e to assign age estimates, as sclero sis is not
readily apparent (Bang and Ramm , 1970). However, based on similar observations from
alternate measures of sclerosis, it has been suggested that these difficulties may in part be
the result of the particulars of the phenomenon of root transparency , rather than
limitations of the methods employed (Solheim and Sundnes, 1980; Lorentsen and
Solheim, 1989; Lamendin et aI. , 1992; Kvaal et aI. , 1994). This issue will be di scussed in
greater depth below in relation to the methodological shortcomings of the statistical
method s employed in the deri vation of the formulae.

Lamendin el aI. , 1992

The method of Lamendin et al. (1992) invo lves the prediction of chronological
age via the measurement of both transparency and periodontal recess ion. For eac h tooth
the length of transparent dentine is measured on the labi al root surface from the root apex
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to the max imum height (Lamendin et al. , 1992). The degree of peri odo ntos is or gingival
recession is defi ned as the max imum distance on the lab ial surface of the tooth between
the CEJ and the line of soft ti ssue attac hment (Lamendin et al. , 1992). All measures are
made to the nearest millimeter with a sliding ca liper in front of a bright light so urce
(Lamendin et aI. , 1992) . Examinati ons are made on intact teeth, as thi s method is
designed fo r use on sampl es fo r whi ch destructi on is inappropri ate (Lamendin et al. ,
1992). The fo llowing eq uati on is used for age prediction:

A = O. i 8P + O.-IT + 25.53

where A is age in years, P is an index of periodontosis (periodontos is height x
100)/root height and T is an index of transparency (transparency height x 100)/root

height.
Appli cations of thi s method have reported reasonable leve ls of accuracy. Based
on an examination of 400 teeth from the Terry Co ll ect ion, Prince and Ubelaker (2002)
reported a mean error of onl y 8.2 years. In a compari son to six other means of age
estimation (including the Suchey- Brooks system based on pubic sy mphyseal
morphology; analysis of the sternal end of the fourth rib; and osteon counting) , thi s
method gives the greatest predi ctive acc uracy. with a mean error of onl y 5.7 years
(Baccino et aI. , 1999). Furthermore, Bacc ino et al. (1999) reported no signi fica nt interand intra-o bserve r error fo r a test of the method on 306 tee th from 208 indi viduals,
despite a lack of fo rmal training fo r two of three of the observers.
However, in a simil ar pattern to that fo und by Bang and Ramm (1970), mean
error is elevated at either end of the age spectrum (Lamendin et aI. , 1992). In the 50-59
year old group, the mean error reported is only 3.3 years, howeve r, in the 30-39 year age
gro up, mean error ri ses to 13. 1 years (Lamendin et al. , 1992). In an earl y test of the
method, less than half the indi viduals under the age of 40 years had an age in clud ed
within the bo und s of the est imate provided (Lamendin et al. , 1992). Furthermore, the
va lue of the constant within the ori ginal eq uati on prec ludes its app li cati on to indi viduals
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below the age of 25 , thus increas ing the lower age limit by approximate ly five years over
Bang and Ramm ' s method (Lamendin et aI. , 1992) .

3.4.2 Measures of Transparent Area

The relationship between transparent root area and age has been explored as an
alternati ve to linear or qualitative desc riptions of tran sparency. However, the value of
these measurements remain s unclear, as to date no age-predicti ve formu la based on the
assessment of the area of root transparency has been form ulated.

Loren/sen and Solheim, 1989

Earl y work by Azaz et aI. , (1977) indicated that, when expressed as a percentage
of total root area, values of tran sparent dentine area increase in a positi ve linear manner
with age (Azaz et aI., 1977). However, as thi s research was carri ed out using on ly 72
canines, these resu lts were regarded as preliminary finding s (Azaz et aI. , 1977).
A more detail ed analys is of the correlation between area of transparent dentine
and chronological age was undertaken by Lorentsen and Solheim ( 1989). 500 teeth were
sectioned accord ing to the half-toot h technique (So lheim, 1984) and the following
measurements were made on enlarged photographs using a plani graph (Lo rentsen and
Solheim, 1989):

TA: Total area of the sectioned tooth surface excluding enamel
TRA: Total root area of the tooth apical to the cervical margins exc luding the pulp
ATD: Tota l area of transparent dentine

A stepwise multiple regression ana lys is was performed using chronological age
as the dependent vari abl e (Lo rentsen and Solheim, \989). A strong correlation between

ATD and age was reported, however, correlations we re variabl e by tooth type. ranging
from 0.86 for the maxill ary canines to 0. 64 for the mandibular lateral incisors (Lo rentsen
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and Solheim, 1989). Whi le the Pearson correlation coeffic ients for ATD are consistently
higher than those for the method of Bang and Ramm (1970), the method or Johanso n
(197 1), a rev ision of Gustafson's qualitati ve formula , has shown a slightly hi gher
corre lation than either of the others (Lorentsen and So lheim, 1989).

So lheim, 1989

Solheim (1989) examined transparent area using a sampl e of 1000 teeth (100 of
each type exc luding molars) removed from both li vi ng patients and at autopsy. Surface
area of transparent dentine and total root area (defi ned as the area of tooth apical to the
cervical margin) were measured directl y under stereomicroscope usi ng a grid system on
a photographi c pl ate (So lheim, 1989). The length of transparent dentine and the total root
were also recorded both on intact and sectioned spec imens, all abso lute va lues being
ex pressed in square millimeters (So lheim, 1989). The foll owing indices were calcul ated:

F 1: area of root/transparent area
F2: transparent area/length of transparent zone in sectioned dry teeth
F3: transparent area x length of transparent zone in sectioned dry teeth
F4: transparent area x transparent zone accord ing to scores of Johanso n ( 197 1)

Mu ltipl e regression analyses were performed for each tooth type, with age as the
dependent variabl e and eac h of the above variables as the independent variabl e (So lheim,
1989). In line with the results of prev ious research, area appears to increase in a linear
manner with age, howeve r, Solheim (1989) concluded that area of transparency as
measured on sectioned tee th was not so close ly corre lated with age as is the length of
transparent zone meas ured on unsectioned teeth . Thi s was true for al l tooth types
(So lheim, 1989). Furthermore, Johanso n' s (197 1) qua litative description of transparency
appea red more close ly assoc iated with age than either linear or area measures for a
number of tooth types (So lheim, 1989). These findings are in agreement with those of
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Johnso n (1968) who reported a poor correlation (r = 0.36) between age and transpare nt
area for long itudinal thin section s.

3.5 Error of the Methods

Despite the fact that it may be evaluated in situations in whi ch very littl e material
ev idence is recovered , tran sparency is se ldom used as a morphological criterion fo r the
de scription of deceased indi viduals, either in the forensic or archaeo logical contexts
(P retty, 2003). Thi s is true despite the fact that transpare ncy is a ubiquitous phenomenon ,
visible in all teeth of the ad ult human dentition above the age of approx imate ly twenty
years and that it varies in a relatively linear manner with age (M iles, 1963 ; Bang and
Ramm , 1970; Johanson, 1971 ; Stanley et ai. , 1983; Drusini et ai. , 1989; Solheim, 1989;
Kashya p and Koteswara Rao, 1990; Ermenc, 1997). Furthermore, deficiencies
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above methods have limited the adoption of anyo ne technique as a standard
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est imation of age-at-death for ad ult individuals (So lheim and Sundnes, 1980) .
Inconsistenci es in the accuracy of the age-predi ct ive fo rmul ae are perhaps the
greatest concern precluding thei r adoption. Regardless of the way in which transparency
has been meas ured, there appears to be a tendency towards overestimation of age in the
yo ung and underestimation of age in the old (G ustafso n, 1950; Mil es, 1958; Bang and
Ramm , 1970; Wegener and Albrecht, 1980; Kashyap and Koteswara Rao , 1990; Drusini ,
199 1; Lopez-Nico las and Luna, 199 1; Lamendin et ai. , 1992; Whittaker and Bakri, 1996;
Prince and Ubelaker, 2002 ; Olze et ai. , 2004) . It remains uncl ear whether thi s error
rep rese nts a deficiency in measurement or is instead a by- product of the phenomenon of
dentine sc lerosis itse lf. Furthermore, unce rtainty surround s the identity of the extraneous
va riables that may co ntribute to the reported inaccuracies in age estimation and the
magn itude of their influence on the progress ion of transparency (Lopez-N ico las et ai. ,
1993).
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3.5. 1 Endogenous Sources of Error

Predi ctive inaccurac ies may ari se from true di fferences within the indi vidual from
whom the teeth under study were removed. Although a pos itive correlation between age
and transparency has been doc umented, age is not a causal agent in the progress ion of
transparency. In stead, some sa lient yet obsc ure factors influence the amount of
transparency within a give n tooth . It is co nce ivable that geneti c, behav ioral or pathoge ni c
vari ati on may affect the amount of transparent dentine ava ilable fo r measurement. An
analysis of the contribution of each of these factors to the observed inaccurac ies in age
estimati on is therefore necessary. Yet such an examination is co mpli cated by the fact that
each variable may act alone or in a synergistic manner and that the predi ctive error
introduced by each may be either random or regular.

Sex-Linked D(ffe rences

Across a vari ety of meas urement protocols, there ex ists evidence of sex- linked
di fferences in meas ures of transparency (Burns and Mapl es, 1976 ; Solheim, 1989 ; Prince
and Ubelaker, 2002). A compari son of the methods of Bang and Ramm (1970), Miles
(1963), Johanson (1971 ) and Dalitz ( 1963) performed on a samp le of 100 recentlyextracted teeth reported a greater tendency towards overestimation of age amongst males,
a result whi ch suggests a fas ter rate of intratubular mineralizati on for males (Solheim and
Sundnes, 1980). These results were echoed by Lorentsen and So lheim (1989) and
Solheim ( 1989). However, the amount of transparency is not consistentl y greater for
males (Olze et aI. , 2004). Johanson ( 197 1) indi cated a sex- linked difference in which
females have a greater amount of transparency than their age-matched male counterparts.
Age- predicti ve formul ae that ta ke sex into acco unt have been formul ated with
pos iti ve results. Burns and Maples ( 1976) reported an improved correlati on with
chronologica l age for a modifi ed formul a based on Gustafson' s vari abl es in whi ch sex
was included as a variabl e for co nsiderati on. A rev ision of the method of Lamendin et al.
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(1992) in which sex was co nsidered produced a mean error as low as 7.4 1 years for
males and 7.86 years fo r females (Prince and Ubelaker, 2002) .
The observation of sex- linked differences in the rates of transparency makes
intuiti ve sense, given documented differences between males and females in the
development of the permanent dentition. Both calcification and root apex closure of
female teeth precedes that of males for the majority of tooth types (Garn et aI. , 1958 ;
No lla, 1960; Demitjian and Levesque, 1980). Within a give n tooth, di ffe rences in the rate
of root formation are more pronounced than for crown deve lopment (Moo rrees et aI. ,
1963). The erupti on of permanent teeth is also significantl y advanced in females (Hagg
and Taranger, 1985). Since the sclerosis underl ying transparency begins only following
primary dentine production (see Chapter 2), it is reasonable to ass ume that signifi cant
di ffe rences should be observed between the sexes.
Yet the use of tooth age instead of chronolog ical age does not appear to improve
the correlation between age and transparency, regardless of the means of meas urement
(Lo rentsen and So lheim , 1989). Furthermore, sex has not consistently been found to
make a significant contribution to the association between transparency and age (O lze et
aI. , 2004). In the original deri vation of their formula Bang and Ramm (1970) reported no
signifi cant di ffe rences betwee n tran spa rency in mal es and femal es. A subsequent test of
thi s method in which Drusini (1991) performed a simpl e linear regression of
transparency va lues against chronological age, reported that neither the slope of the
regression lines nor the y-intercepts were signifi cantly different between males and
fe males when compared to a pooled sampl e. Although variance was slightly lower in
females , this was not statisti ca lly significan t at the 0.05 leve l (Drusini , 199 1). Several
others studi es report simil ar findings (Na lbandi an et aI. , 1960 ; Lorentsen and Solheim,
1989; Brkic et aI. , 2006).

TOOlh Type

For an indi vidual of a given age, the amount of transparency is variab le accord ing
to tooth position (Da litz, 1963 ; Bang and Ramm, 1970; Johanso n, 197 1; Map les, 1978 ;
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Lopez-Nicolas and Luna, 1991 ; Solheim, 1993). Therefore, when the same predictive
formula is tested usin g several teeth from a single subj ect, di screpancies are apparent in
the values of the estimated ages (Lopez- icolas and Luna, 199 1). These differences
appear to persist ac ross a number of diffe rent measurement protoco ls (Bang and Ramm,
1970; Drusini et aL, 199 1; Lamendin et aI. , 1992).
Unfortunately, there is no consensus as to what tooth type is preferable for age
estimation. Several authors have reported hi gher correlations for more di stal teeth ,
including premolars and mol ars (Bang and Ramm, 1970; Drusini et aL, 1991 ; So lheim,
1993), while others have reported better results based on anterior tooth types (Lamendin
et al. , 1992) . It is ge nerally accepted that contralateral variation in transparency is
neg ligibl e (Bang and Ramm, 1970; So lheim and Sundnes, 1980; Solhei m, 1989).
However, given the apparent differences in the extent of transparency within the same
dentition, the majority of researchers have limited the scope of their findings to the
particular tooth types they have examined (Bang and Ramm , 1970; Johanso n, 1971 ;
Drusini et aL , 1990; Micheletti Cremasco, 1998). This limits the applicability of age
estimation techniques to those particular tooth types from which the formulae were
derived. Yet, where tooth ty pe is not accounted for, differences in the degree of
transparency both within the same indi vidual and between subjects may contribute to any
dev iations in the observed association between transparency and age.

Root Size

It is possible that differences in root size may underlie the afo rementioned sex
and position-related vari ati on (So lheim, 1989). Root size is vari able by tooth type and is
larger in males than in fe males (Lahdesmaki and Alvesa lo , 2004; 2005 ; 2006). Yet even
after controlling for sex and age, partial correlation anal ys is of transparent area and total
root area have revea led a significant association (So lheim , 1989).
In an effo rt to miti gate the influence of this association, indi ces express ll1g
transparency as a fraction of both total root length and area have been constructed (for
exampl e Banu and Ramm , 1970; Azaz et aL, 1977 ; Drusini et aL, 1989 ; Drusini et aL,
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1991 ; Seng upta et al. , 1998). Drusini et al. (1989 ; 1990) have followed the method of
Lamendin and Cambray (1981) who compute the percentage ratio betwee n the exte nt of
root dentine transparency (mm) and the total ro ot length (mm) . Ho weve r, the value of
these relative indices is uncertain, as they do not consistently di splay a better co rre lation
with age th an do absolute meas urements (Bang and Ramm, 1970; So lheim, 1989; 1993).

Changes in the Rate o(Mineralization
It has been suggested that the systematic overestimation of age in yo ung
indi viduals and und erestimation of age in the elde rl y arises from real changes in the rate
of intratubular mine rali zation underl ying transparency (Bang and Ramm , 1970). Suc h
variation may arise eithe r from patholog ical inte rfere nce or biolog ically-co ntrolled
changes in the phys iolog ical processes unde rl ying sc le rosis .
Although the root dentine scleros is and coronal transparency associated w ith
cari es infection are di stinct processes (Azaz et al. , 1977; Vasiliadis et al. , 198 3b), it is
conceivable that de ntal disease (periodontal or pulpal) may inte rfere with the
phys iological mechanism(s) underly ing root dentine transparency. Pilz (1959) reported
that the distribution of transparenc y appeared to be influenced both by th e vasc ular
condition of the pulp and by the hea lth of the surrounding pe riodontium. Johanson
(197 1) reported that root-filling of teeth appeared to interrupt the progression of
transparency, thi s likely being due to a necrosis of the pulp. Acco rdin g ly, Bang and
Ramm (1970) reported that several non-vital teeth failed to show transparency while v ital
teeth fro m th e same indi vidual sho wed appropriate leve ls of transparency. These studies
seem to impli cate patholog ica l inte rfe re nce in observed dev iations. Ho weve r, Solheim
( 1989) reported th at periodontal destructi o n was not correlated with the mag nitude of the
transparent area for a ny tooth type. Furth ermore it seems unlike ly th at rand om
path o log ica l inte rference wo uld introduce a syste mati c e rror in age esti mates, particularly
in th e yo un gest age categories.
A non-linear relationship betwee n age a nd the ph ys iolog icall y-controlled
processes unde rl y ing transparenc y may a lso ex ist. Lorentsen and So lhe im ( 1989)
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reported that for several teeth , squared measures of transparent area contributed
significantly to a multipl e regress ion, a result they interpreted to indi cate a dec rease in
the rate of minerali zation with advanced age. Bang and Ramm (1970) specul ated that
inaccurac ies at the upper end of the age spectrum may be the result of a dec rease in the
rate of the mineralization underlying transparency . However, regression analyses of age
and transparency have consistently demonstrated a pos iti ve, linear relati onship between
the two (M il es, 1963; Bang and Ramm, 1970; Lamendin et aI. , 1992) . Although
explorati on of alternate curve-fitting models has recently been undertaken, second and
third degree po lynomial functions appear to offer littl e, if any, advantage ove r age
estimates ge nerated with linear regressIOn equations (Drusini et aI. , 1989; 1990;
Micheletti Cremasco, 1998).
Diffe rences in the rates of mineral deposition related to genetic fac tors have also
been noted (Whittaker and Bakri , 1996). In a compari son of the extent of transparency in
teeth extracted from individuals of varying geographi cal affinity, Whittaker and Bakri
(1 996) reported hi gher correlati ons between transparency and age for indi viduals from
Britain than they do for teeth co llected from Ma lays ian dental clinics. These results may
indicate the contribution of ancestry to inacc uracies in age estimation ( 1996). However,
hygieni c and dietary di fferences are likely more salient factors underl ying thi s variation
(Whittaker and Bakri, 1996; Prince and Ubelaker, 2002) . At any rate, the magnitude of
di ffe rences between geographi cal groups is small (Prince and Ubelaker, 2002).
Furthermore, in the generation of an age- predictive formul a, selection of a
geographi cally and behav iorall y homogenous sample will result in a rather imprec ise
method in a real world context (Mapl es and Rice, 1979).
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3.5.2 Exogenous Sources of Error

The current lack of information regarding the degree of variation in the rates of
sclero sis (due either to pathology or indi vidual va ri ation) and the contributi on that this
may make to the observed deviations in the linea r relationship between transparency and
age represents a significant so urce of error in age estimates based on transparency.
However, although the causal facto rs underl ying the advancement of transparency ex ist
within the indi vidual from whom a tooth has been removed, it is likely that a number of
factors exte rnal to the tooth under observation may affect the amount of transparency
observed within a given tooth. Methodo logical dec isions assoc iated with the preparation
of specimens and the subsequent description of any observed transparency represent
significant sources of error in age estimates based on transparency. Furthermore, the
environment to whi ch a tooth has bee n exposed fo llowing extraction may alter the
amount of transparency ava ilable for meas urement. These external factors are of
importance when considering sources of error in the deri vation and application of agepredictive form ul ae based on transparency.

Post-mortem Interval

Several autho rs have reported significant differences between measures of
transparency between teeth co llected from archaeo logical contexts and those removed
more recentl y, either in a clinical setting or from cadavers (Vlcek and Mrklas, 1975 ;
Sengupta et aI. , 1999). Research has been undertaken to better understand the
relationship betwee n post-mortem interval and measures of transparency (V lcek and
Mrk las, 1975 ; Solheim and Sundnes, 1980; Kvaa l and During, 1999; Se ngupta et aI. ,
1999; Mandoj ana et aI. , 2001 ; Megyesi et aI. , 2006). Mandojana et al. (200 1) reported
significantly hi gher va lues for measures of transparency, attrition, ce mentum ap position,
seco ndary dentine and dental co lor in teeth co llected from ske letal remains than from
those

extracted for

clini cal reaso ns.

Furthermore, qualitative

assessments of

archaeo logica lly-deri ved teeth ap peared to be signifi ca ntl y associated with the extent of
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a poor state di sp laying hi gher measures of transparency

(Megyesi et a!. , 2006).
Varying taphonomic conditions may underli e the observed differences between
tee th based on post-mortem interva l (Kvaa l et a!. , 1994; Sengupta et aI. , 1998; Sengupta
et aI. , 1999; Mandojana et aI. , 2001 ). So il staining threatens the ability of researchers to
accurately distingui sh transparency, espec ially for intact spec imens (Kvaal et a!. , 1994).
Bacteria \,vithin so il may also interfere with transparency. In an examination of the dental
remains of a subsample of the Spitalfields co ll ection, Sengupta et a!. (1999) reported
difficulti es in accurately outlining areas of transparency due to "chalkiness" of the root
dentine. Such chalkiness, characterized by peri-pulpal reg ions of filiform opacity,
confounded the accurate meas urement of transparency, thereby altering its linear
relationship with age (Sengupta et a!. , 1999). While the origin of this post-depositional
alteration is unclear, it may be related to the deminerali zation of root dentine (both
opaque and transparent) by the acidic byproducts of collagen-consuming microorganisms (Bee ley and Lunt, 1980; Sengupta et a!. , 1999). The bacteria responsible for
these di stortions were likely introduced by the surrounding soil, making their way into
the dentinal tubules through the pulp (Sengupta et ai. , 1999). Given that recentlyextracted teeth are not exposed to such bacteria, differences in the strength of the
association between age and transparency in modern and archaeological samples may be
an artifact of the post-extraction environment.
At the same time, root dentine transparency appears elevated with prolonged
post-mortem interva l, irrespective of taphonomic interference. Although so il conditions
appear to exert a significant influence on the degree of transparency, teeth of unburied
cadavers also show elevated leve ls of transparency, a result which has not yet been
exp lained. So lheim (1993) indi cated a significant positive correlation betwee n root color
and tran sparency with the latter being elevated in darker teeth. Compared to those
extrac ted from li ving indi viduals, those teeth taken from cadavers were darker and
displayed more trans parency (So lheim, 1988; So lheim, 1993). As these bodies had not
yet been interred, taphonomic interference via so il staining seems unlikely.
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Sample Preparation

Discrepancies between the preparation method s of various researchers may
significantly contribute to the difficulti es associated with the adequate visualization of
transparent dentine, thereby affecting the association between transparency and age. In
particular, the question of whether or not to section teeth remains unreso lved. Although
intact methods do not req uire the destruction of teeth , they may reveal less about the
indi vidual from whom teeth were removed and about the surrounding archaeological
environment. Bang and Ramm (1970) reported that although intact and sectioned
methods produce comparable leve ls of accuracy in age estimation, for so me teeth,
transparency was only visible following sectioning. Therefore, provided that it is neither
prohibited nor inappropriate, several authors feel that sectioning of teeth prior to
examination is appropriate (Bang and Ramm, 1970; Soomer et aI. , 2003).
A number of parameters surrounding the preparation methods for sectioned
specimens remain to be standardized. Sections have been prepared to a wide range of
thicknesses. The original method of Bang and Ramm (1970) specifi es that sections
should be prepared to 400 )..tm. However, this method has not been uni versally applied.
The method of Johanson (1971), invol ving the manufacture of longitudinal thin sections
ground to a thickness of 250 )..tm, has also enjoyed wide use . This technique has been
used for studies employing both the methods of Bang and Ramm (1970) and Solheim
(1989) (Soomer et aI. , 2003). Other authors have produced sections ranging in thickness
from 500 )..tm to 1.0 mm (Kashyap and Koteswara Rao, 1990; Sengupta et aI. , 1998;
Monzavi et aI. , 2003).
Although thinner section s may allow for a clearer defi nition of areas of opacity
and transparency, they allow more li ght to pass through undi storted and therefore appear
to contain a greater amount of transparent root dentine than they truly do (Johanson,
1971 ; Metzger et aI. , 1980). The use of thicker sec tions has therefo re been suggested .
Due to artificially hi gh transparency values in sections observed at thicknesses of 25 0 )..t111
and below, Metzger et al. (1980) advocated the use of 1.0 mm thick ground sections. The
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authors noted that thicker sections allow for accurate visualization of the entire pulp
chamber and root canal while simultaneously ensuring an even slide thickness (Metzger
et aI. , 1980). Solheim (1984) has developed a half-tooth preparation technique invo lving
the grinding of teeth in the labio-lingual plane from the outer surface to the tooth midline
as an expeditious alternative to thin sectioning. This technique has been employed by a
number of researchers (Lorentsen and Solheim, 1989; Solheim, 1989; Mandojana et aI. ,
2001). Although the transparency va lues deri ved from measures made on samples
prepared in thi s manner are sli ghtly elevated when compared to samples prepared as thin
sections, thi s difference is not statistically significant (Solheim, 1984) .
Variation in the orientation of the cutting plane during sectioning will also affect
the amount of transparency apparent within a tooth. In general , the standard path of
sectioning is oriented in a bucco-lingual plane, passing along the root center and through
the apex (Bang and Ramm , 1970; Johanson, 1971 ; Kashyap and Koteswara Rao, 1990;
Sengupta et aI. , 1998; Monzavi et aI. , 2003). However, this method of sectioning has
rarely been adhered to, as roots are frequently irregular in their orientation, often
dev iating from the midline and curving distally at their apex (for a more detailed
description of root morphology see Ko vacs, 1971). For the majority of teeth with
irregularly positioned roots, either the entire length of the root will fail to be included in
the section or the section will not pass through the root center. It is therefore possible that
di screpancies in the orientation of the section may account for inaccuracies in the
association of transparency with age.
Yet, even the most carefully made sections will not capture the true extent of
transparency. Even for tho se cases in which it is possible to manufacture a longitudinal
thin section that includes the entire length of the root at midline, a single section will
neve r refl ect the true extent of transparency (Sengupta et aI. , 1998). Based on serial
sectioning of transparent tooth roots, Vasiliadis et al. (1983b) demon strated that
transparency progresses unevenly in three dimensions, advancing at a faster rate

111

a

mesio-d istal pl ane (Vas ili adi s et aI. , 1983b). The traditional means of sectioning, ori ented
111

a bucco-lingual plane, does not capture the maximum extent of transparency,
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regardless of the measurements applied. In recogniti on of this, it has been suggested that
vo lumetric assessments of transparency be carried out in the future (Sognnaes et a!. ,
1985). However, to date, no three dimensional description of the extent of transparency
has been undertaken.

Variables

The supremacy of either linear or area measures of transparency has not been
establi shed. Several authors have reported hi gher correlati ons with age fo r meas ures of
transparent length than for area (Solheim, 1989; Whittaker and Bakri , 1996). Yet the area
of transparency has in some cases been shown to be strongly correlated with age and is
therefore still considered a viabl e means of meas urement (Micheletti Cremasco, 1998).
However, given that inaccurac ies of age estimates based on root dentine transparency
may be related to inadequate descriptions of the age-related changes, novel forms of
quantification should be expl ored (Kvaal and Solheim, 1994). To thi s end , Kvaal and
Solheim (1994) examined the length of transparency on radiographs. However, poor
results were reported, likely due to the di stortion of tooth roots by X-rays and the
superimposition of contralateral teeth.
It has been suggested that volumetric analyses of transparency should be

explored, in order to better describe the extent of transparent dentine within a given root
(Bang and Ramm, 1970; Bang, 1989; Lorentsen and Solheim, 1989; Lopez-Nico las and
Luna, 1991 ). Such measures would simultaneo usly depict the quantity of transparent
dentine and offer a description of its di stributi on within a root. Se rial secti oning of
affec ted teeth has revea led that transparency is not di stributed evenl y throughout root
dentine (Vas iliadi s et a!. , 1983a). Therefore, the amount of transparency visibl e in a thin
secti on ca n be ex pec ted to vary acco rding to the depth and ori entati on at which it was
removed from the root (Vasili adi s et a!. , 1983 b). Since vo lumetri c measurements do not
rely on sampling of the root, but rather describe the entirety of the affected reg ions, a
vo lumetric description of transparency wo uld avo id the artefactual inacc urac ies that ari se
during the secti oning process (Lo pez-Nico las and Luna. 1991). Furthermore. since a
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vo lumetric ana lys is would be necessaril y computer-based, it would also avo id the
subjectivity that plagues measurements performed under light microscope. To date,
vo lumetric measures have not been ex plored. Their cost and the training invo lved in
performing them are deterrents which may ultimately limit the applicability of such
methods, regardl ess of their accuracy.

jvfeasuremenl

Measurements of tran sparency and the tool s with which they are performed may
not adequately describe the true extent of transparency. Inaccuracies in measurement
may significantly contribute to errors in age estimation by distorting the true relationship
between transparency and age in regression analyses. Due either to limitations in the
sensitivity of the equipment or to inconsistenci es in the protocols, data recorded for a
given section may fluctuate. Where any data are obscured or omitted, the accuracy of any
predictive formul a based on the observed correlation will be adverse ly affected. The
methods of Bang and Ramm (1970) and of Lamendin et al. (1992) rely upon caliper
measurements. Solheim (1989) examined transparent area and length apical to the
cemento-enamel junction under a stereomicroscope using a grid system on a
photographic plate. Both of these instruments are limited in their ability to resolve
differences between transparent and normal dentin e. Further, they can only offer one and
two-dimensional descriptions of transparency.
The question of whether to exclude cementum and pulp from area and len gth
measures of transparency has not bee n settled. The exclusion of both resulted in
correlations with age for linear measurements of transparency as hi gh as 0.91 for a recent
sampl e of sectioned teeth (Micheletti Cremasco, 1998). The omission of cementum
seems particularly appropriate given that cementum apposition continues throughout life
and that there ex ists a significant correlation between cementum appositi on and area
measures of transparency (So lheim, 1989; Micheletti Cremasco, 1998). However, several
measurement protoco ls do not address this issue (see Bang and Ramm, 1970; Lorentsen
and Solheim, 1989; So lheim. 1989). a situation whi ch may weaken co rrelations with age
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and threaten the consistency of measurements across independent applications of a given
method. Even when measuring the same criteria, some researchers may have been
measuring the absolute and relative amounts of transparent dentine , while those that
choose not to exclude pulp and cementum may have been in rea lity measuring the
amount of transparent root.
The measurement of transparency is further confounded by a lack of consensus
regarding the di stribution of physiologically-deri ved transparent root dentine. There is
agreement that transparency begins at the root apex and advances in a coronal direction
(Miles, 1963 ; Bang and Ramm, 1970; Vasiliadis et ai. , 1983a; Drusini et ai., 1991 ;
Lamendin et ai., 1992; Micheletti Cremasco, 1998). However, Bang and Ramm (1970)
considered the area of transparency at the periphery of the root, adjacent to the COl, to
be the product of reactionary responses by odontoblasts to attrition of the overlying
enamel layer. They therefore di sregarded thi s zone in the measurement of the length,
meaSUrIng instead from the root apex to the junction between transparent and opaque
dentine at a point midway between the pulp cavity and the root surface (Bang and
Ramm , 1970). However, this di stinction has not been universally recognized, a situation
which may have contributed to the differences in the strength of the correlation between
age and transparency reported in various studies.

rn an effort to standardize the delineation of transparenc y, the use of automated
technologies has been explored (For example Ricco et ai. , 1984; Sognnaes et ai. , 1985 ;
Lopez-Nicolas et ai. , 1990; Drusini et ai. , 1991 ; Lopez-Nicolas and Luna, 1991 ; LopezNicolas et al.. 1993). Computer programs deve loped for use in the medical imaging
context have bee n employed in the description of transparent root dentine. Such
pro grams rely upon differences in the gray leve l values of the constituent pixels of digital
images to di stingui sh between transparent root areas (which appear li ghter due to an
increased amount of transmitted li ght) and areas of opaque normal dentine (which appear
darker due to the scattering of incident li ght) (Sognnaes et ai. , 1985). Importantly, the
thres hold va lues of graysca le intensity can either be controlled by the observer to a
desired effect or automatically controlled by the software itse lf (Sognnaes et ai. , 1985).
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However, the value of automated approaches to measurement remain s uncl ear.
Lopez-Nicolas et a!. (1990) and Lopez-Nicolas et a!. (1993) reported improved preci sion
for meas ures of transparency using an lB AS -I semiautomatic image analysis system.
Micheletti Cremasco (1998) re ported a hi gh level of precision, acc uracy and ease of
application for both linear and area va lues of transparency based on the application of
image analysis software to a mixed sample of teeth . However, Drusini et al. (1991) found
a hi gher correlation for caliper meas ures of transparency compared to those performed
via computer analysis of grayscale di g ital video camera images .

Observer Error
For a give n observer, it appears that experience plays an important role in the
consistency of measureme nts (Willems et aI. , 2002) . Several authors have reported
difficulty in consistently outlining areas of transparent dentine, a necessary first step in
the meas urement of both sclerotic area and length (Miles, 1963; Bang and Ramm , 1970;
Lorentsen and Solheim, 1989; Kvaal and During, 1999). Despite low inter-observer error
rates, Willems et al. (2002) reported sig nificant intra-observer errors in the application of
the intact method of Bang and Ramm (1970) to a sample of 160 anterior teeth.
Imprecision and inaccuracy between repeated measurements of transparency stem
largely from the indi stinct natu re of the margin separating areas of sclerosis from those
of normal dentine (Vasiliadis et aI. , 1983a). Transparency begins at the apex and
peripheral marg ins of the root, advancing toward the pulp cavity with age (Vasiliadis et
aI. , 1983a) . Yet, transpare nt tracts may extend into areas of opaque dentine and the
opacity to wa rds the pulp center may be poorly defined (Vasiliadis et aI. , 1983a). Both for
intact and sectioned teeth, the diffuse nature of sc lerosis may introduce an element of
subj ecti vity to empirical meas urements, as an observer may be required to render a
dec ision regarding the limits of transparency based on perso nal exper ience (Miles , 1963;
Ban g and Ramm , 1970; Bang, 1989; Lorentsen and So lheim, 1989; Kvaal et a I. , 1994). It
has been suggested that this judgment may re present one of the major so urces of both
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inter and intra-observer error in estimates of age based on transparency (Lorentsen and
So lheim, 1989; Kvaal and During, 1999).

3.6 Purpose of This Investigation

Research into the endogenous so urces of error described above may reveal the
phys iologica l origins of the intratubular mineralization underlying transparency. Yet, the
process of di stingui shing and weighing the contribution of the physiological sources of
variation affecting the progress of root dentine transparency can only proceed after the
most appropriate means of description have been di scerned. The current research will
have as its focus the identification of the most accurate and precise means of describing
transparency via the quantification of the variation arising from the alternate empirical
measurements of transparency.
The primary goal of this research is to determine the most appropriate means of
measuring root dentine transparency in age estimation. While inquiry into the cause of
root dentine transparency and the sources of variation in the rate of its progression is
certainly called for, the current research will focus only on identifying the most suitable
means of quantifying transparency. Sample preparation methods and instrumentation will
be standardized. However, aside from screening for obvious evidence of pathology or
taphonomic interference, factors affecting indi vidual variation in the amount of
transparency will not be controlled for. This is in part due to the obscure identity of the
salient variables. However such a decision is also guided by the belief that an adequate
age estimation technique must be applicable across a wide range of individual and
population variation in the morphological parameter under investigation.
It is hoped that the results of thi s research will suggest an optimal measurement

technique where no firm consensus ex ists. This would rep resent a critical refin ement of
current methods invo lved in the quantification of root dentine transparency. Such a
re vision has the potential to improve the accuracy and precision of age estimates based
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on the examination of the human adult dentition in both the archaeo logical and fo rensic
settings.
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Chapter 4
MA TERIALS AND METHODS
4.1 Introduction

Both arc haeo log ically-deri ved teeth and teeth recently co llected from dental
practices following extraction from li ving patients were included within this study. In
tota l, 64 teeth including 32 archaeological specimens, taken from 7 female and 13 male
individ uals, and 32 recently extracted specimens, removed from 7 female and 9 male
individuals, were exam ined. Originall y, 69 teeth were examined. However, S recentl yextracted specimens were excluded following measurement, based on a fa ilure to meet
the criteria outlined below. The distribution of tooth ty pes and ages within the pooled
sample are summarized in Tab le 4.1 and Table 4.2. A more detai led description of the
samp les and the populations from which they were drawn is given below.
Incisor
Age Cohort (years)

Male

Premolar

Canine
Female

10 - 19

0

0

20 - 29

2

0

30 - 39

2

40 -49

3

50 - 59

Male
0

Fema le
4

0

3

0

5

0

5

2

5

60 - 69

2

2

2

70 -79

0

80 -89

0

0

90 -

0

0

Total

Male

Tota l
Fema le

0

5

0

5
8

4

0

12

1

1

15

3

0

11

0

0

3

3

0

0

4

0

0

0

20

2

31

13

64

Mean Age

48 .84

Median Age

53 .00

Mode

60.00

Tabie 4. i Distribution of age ami tooth type for the pooied sa mpie.
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Canine
Female

Male

Premolar
Female

Male

9

3

9

2

6

5

3

8

12

3

20

Total

31

Female

Total

3

32
32

13

64

Table 4.2 Age distribution sep arated according to sam ple.

4.2 Materials

4.2.1 Archaeological Sample

Measurements we re performed on a subsample of teeth extracted from skeletal
re mains buried in the St. Thomas ' A nglican Church cemetery site in Belleville, Ontario
dating betwee n 1821 and 1874 (Roge rs, 1991 ; Saund ers et al. , 2002) . These teeth are
currently he ld in the department of A nthropolo gy at McMaster U ni ve rsity . The St.
Thomas' co llection is of great value, as it is one of the largest historic No rth America n
skeletal sampl es a nd the remains are accompanied by complete pari sh registe rs for the
period under study (McKillop et aI. , 1989; Ro ge rs, 1991 ; Saund ers et al. , 1995). It
consists of the remains of 577 individuals excavated in the summer of 1989 by an
archaeological firm under contract to the church (Rogers, 1991 ; Saund ers et al. , 1993) .
Preservation of this sampl e is exce llent, such that for 87% of all adult skeleto ns, all bones
we re complete eno ugh to evaluate pathology (Saunders et aI. , 1995; 2002).
The collection co nta ins indi v idual s of relati ve ly homo ge nous bi o logical affinity ,
large ly of Briti sh and A meri can a ncestry (Boyce, 1990; 1991 ). Belleville was settled in a
seri es of three waves of immi gration , the first beginning after th e A meri can Revo lution,
the second afte r th e war of 181 2, a nd the third beginning in 1830 (Hoppa, 1996 ;
Saund e rs et aI. , 1997). Overseas immi gration flo\,ved large ly from Britain, France,
Holland and Germany (M ika a nd M ika, 1986; Rogers, 1991 ; Boyce, 199 1). Following its
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1834, the population of Bellev ille grew from approximately 1,700 to

over 11 ,000 by the late 1870 's (Mika and Mika, 1986; Roge rs, 1991). Hi gh caries rates
w ithin the St. Thomas ' sample are indicative of individual s of middl e to hi gh socioeconomic status who consumed large amounts of processed food s including refined
flours and pastries (Saunders et al. , 1997; Saunders et al. , 2002). Ho weve r, previo us
research indicating a low to moderate prevale nce of ename l hypoplasia is " ... consistent
w ith a developing pioneer community , where the quantities of food were ge nerall y
suffi cient and chronic disease leve ls we re relati ve ly lo w" (Saunders et al. , 2002: 15 1). For
a more detail ed description of the population of Be lleville for the period under
examination, see Boyce (1991), Rogers (1991), Hoppa (1996) and Saunders et al. (2002).
The St. Thomas' church was completed in 182 1 and its cemetery was in Lise from
A ugust of that yea r until its closure in May of 1874 (Rogers, 1991). Ove r thi s period , a
total of 1564 indi viduals were interred in the cemetery. The 577 individuals recovered
during excavation constitute roughly 40% of all interments in the cemetery durin g this
interval (Rogers, 1991 ; Saunders et al. , 1995). For the entire sample, age and sex of the
remains are known with a high degree of confidence, both throu gh consultation of the
church's parish registers and via the application of multiple pe lvic and cranial age and
sex estimation techniques (Rogers, 1991 ; Roge rs and Saunders, 1994; Saunders et al. ,
1995). The parish registers represent an extremely valuable resource for this ske letal
sample, as they offer age and sex data for all but 125 of the burial s.
Teeth used in the current in vesti gation we re selected based upon the following
criteria:

1. Age and sex must be known \IIith a high degree of confidence. Based on thi s
criterion, only teeth collected from 72 personally-identified indivi duals for w hom
age-at-death had bee n previously determined through the comparison of coffin
pl ates to li stin gs of interm e nts in the parish reg isters we re eli g ibl e for inclusion
(Ro ge rs, 1991 ; Boyce, 1991 ; Saunders et al. , 1997).
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2. Teeth must be Fee of obvious taphonomic intn:ference. Of those that were

available for examination, a large proportion of teeth were excl uded based on
evidence of post-depositional alteration to the root dentine, a process that had
obscured the true amount of root transparency. This taphonomi c change appeared
similar to that noted by Sengupta et al. (1999) in their description of chalky
dentine for teeth from the Spitalfields collection. Such alteration likely arose as a
result of exposure to the acidic byproducts of soil bacteria (Sengupta et al., 1999).
3. Thin section preparation sholiid allovv./or the visualization of the entire length of
the root, at a thickness that does not obviously distort the true amount of
transparency . Thin sectioning of the teeth had prev iously been performed for the

purpose of ondonto-chronological research based on growth markers within
enamel. Teeth were embedded in epoxy resin and sectioned in a labio-lingual
plane. Sectioning was performed to a variety of thicknesses and at varying
positions relative to root center. In some cases, sections were too thin to be
examined adequately. In others, the plane of the section did not pass through the
root apex, resulting in an incomplete root section. In order to ensure that
measured areas of transparency were the byproduct of physiological processes
rather than artifacts of sample preparation, any teeth for which translucency of the
section was elevated due to thinness of the material were not included within the
sample under study (Metzger et aI. , 1980; Solheim, 1984). Similarly, those teeth
for which the entire length of the root was not prese rved were excluded from
analysis.
4. Teeth must be Fee of ante-mortem /'Oot pathology or root destruction. Although

total percentage prevalence of caries within the St. Thomas' sampl e is
approximately 30%, a value hi gher than contemporaneous British and American
popul ations (Saunders et aI. , 1997), no lesions extending below the cervica l
margin were detected. Pathology did not interfere with measurement of
tran sparency fo r any of the teeth, either by obscuring transparency or through root
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destruction. Furthermore, all of the teeth under examination appeared to have
been vital at the time of death .

Afte r excluding those teeth for which the above criteria could not be met, a total
of 32 teeth were included for measurement. Of these, 8 were co ll ected fro m females and
24 from male subj ects. In all, 20 indi viduals (7 females and 13 males) are represented
within thi s sampl e. Age-at-death within the sample ranges from 17 to 75 years of age.
The mean, median and mode ages for the sample are 46.97, 48.50 and 60 years
respecti ve ly. Therefore, although all 10 year age cohorts between 10 and 80 years are
represented within the sample, it is more heavily weighted towards the upper end of the
age range. These data are summarized in Figure 4.1 and Table 4.3.
Mandibular single-rooted incisors, canines and first premolars were available for
analysis. All teeth had previously been embedded in epoxy resin and sectioned in the
labia-lingual plane, such that the section passes both through root center and root apex.
Section thickness (as measured by digital calipers) varies between 0. 28 and 1.6 111m (see
Appendix II). In total , 12 incisors, 11 canines and 9 first premolars were examined.
Although the quadrant to which each tooth belongs is uncertain, current research
indicates the absence of significant contra-lateral variation in measures of transparency
(Bang and Ramm, 1970; Solheim, 1989). The relative freq uency of each tooth type is
summari zed in Table 4.3.
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Incisor
Male

Age Cohort
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Department of Anthropology

Total

Premolar
Female

Male

Male

Female

(years )

10 -19

0

0

20 - 29

2

0

30 - 39
40 - 49

3

0

0

0
0

5
0

3

0

7

0

0

0

2

0

2

3

0

0

2

0

3

0

8

0

0

0

2

50 - 59

6

60 - 69

2

70 ·79

0

80 ·89

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

90·

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total

9

3

9

2

6

3

32

Mean Age

46 .97

Median Age

48.50

Mode

60.00

Table 4.3 Distribution of age and tooth types for the St. Thomas ' A nglican Church cemetery sample.

20.00

40.00

60 .00

80.00

Age (years)

Figure 4.1 Age di stribution for the St. Thomas' tooth sa mple.
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4.2.2 Recent Sample

Recentl y-extracted, intact teeth were obtained from two denti sts' offices in the
Greater Toronto Area and from the Winnipeg School of Denti stry. Eight teeth were
collected at the office of Dr. Vito Gallucci in Oakville, Ontario and 2 teeth were
collected from the office of Dr. Alan Zucker at the Ancaster Family Denti stry Center in
Ancaster, Ontario. The remaining 26 teeth were supplied by the Winnipeg School of
Denti stry. Onl y vital, permanent, singl e- rooted teeth free of obvious root pathology were
included within thi s sample. Prior to collection, ethics approval for thi s research had been
obtained, both from McMaster Research Ethic s Board and from the Winnipeg School of
Dentistry. A copy of the certificate of ethics approval is included in Appendix If I. Also
included are copies of the participant information sheet and the consent form provided to
the patients as well as the labels used to catalogue the teeth after they were collected.
Participants were approached to donate their teeth during prev iously-sc heduled
extractions for clinical reasons unrelated to thi s research.
Although data were collected from all 36 samples, four specimens were omitted
from statistical analysis because they failed to meet the requisites for inclusion within
this study. One spec imen had been root-filled and two other specimens had broken roots .
A molar was not included for analysis since it had more than one root. In total, 32
rece ntly-extracted teeth (8 incisors, 20 canines and 4 premolars) were included for
measurement (see Table 4.4). Following data collection, one specimen was excluded
based on observed pathology within the dentine which appeared to have limited the
progression of transparency (see Figure 5.17). Although the cause of thi s remain s
uncl ear, it may be related to metabolic defic iencies or some obscure pathology (Sengupta
et aI. , 1999; Megyesi et aI. , 2006). This spec imen was included in the descriptive
examination of the sampl e. However, it was omitted from further analys is. Therefore, in
tota l, 31 recentl y-extracted teeth (8 inci sors, 20 canines and 3 premol ars) were included
in the subsequent correlation and regression analyses.
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For the recent sample the ages range from 15 years to 94 years of age (see Figure
4.2 and Table 4.4) . The mean, median and mode ages for the sample are 50.71 , 53 and 15
years respective ly. The total number of individuals is 18, with 11 males and 7 fe males
represe nted. The ancestry of the individuals within the sampl e and their relative soc ioeconomic status and di et are unknown. However, fo r those teeth co llected from denti sts'
offices, one may ass ume that the indi viduals are wealthy enough to afford dental care.
Although all teeth within the sample were vital at the time of extraction, a large
number showed signs of dental pathology. Fo r the oldest individuals, periodontal
recession was often pronounced. Ca lculus was observed at the cervical margin of several
teeth. The crowns of six teeth had been repaired with both metal and porce lain fillings.
Co ronal carious les ions were commonly observed throughout the age range, particularly
at the cervical margin and at inter-pro ximal locations. For one individual all four teeth
di spl ayed complete crown destruction. It is suggested that this may have been due to
extremely advanced caries or to individual be hav ior which elevated the acidity of the oral
environment (i. e. bulimia or drug use). However, without an adequate dental and medical
hi story, the validity of thi s hypothesis remains uncertain. With the exception of those
recent samples omitted from anal ys is, there was no evidence of root pathology.
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Canines
Fema le

Male

Premolars
Female

Male

Total
Female

(years)

10 -19

0

0

0

4

0

0

4

20 - 29

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

3

0

2

30 - 39
40 -49

0

50 - 59

4

2

60 - 69

0

0

70 -79

0

0

80 -89

0

90 Total

0

5
0

5

0

9

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

3

8

2

12

3

4

32

Mean Age

50.71

Median Age

53.00

Mode

15.00

Table 4.4 Distribution of age and tooth types for the recentl y-ex tracted sample of teeth.
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Fi gure 4.2 Age distribution of the recently extracted sa mple of tee th
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4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Tooth Pl"eparation

Cataloguing
Upo n co ll ection of the recentl y extracted samples, a ll teeth we re immediately
soaked in ethy l alc ohol for a pe riod of 48 hours. Teeth we re then indi vid uall y catalogued
in a database according to the identification number assigned at the time of collection. ID
numbers we re ge nerated based on the site of collection and the individual tooth 's
position within the sequence of collection . For example, the third tooth collected by Dr.
Vito Gallucci was assigned the ID number GAL003. In addition to the ID number, the
following variables were recorded for each tooth: date of extraction; date of birth ; age at
extraction (meas ured in yea rs and months to one decimal pl ace); sex; vital at extraction
(Y IN); and any ev idence of root pathology . These data were been collected at the time of
extraction by the attending dentist. Tooth position was record ed based on the refe rence
illustrations of Hillson (1996; 2005). However, since the exact tooth position could not
be determined for the majority of th e St. Thomas ' tooth specimens, each tooth was later
ass igned to broad tooth categories. All incisors, canines and pre mol ars were grouped
toge ther regardl ess of true po sition .

Gross l\1feasul"ement
The crown dime nsions of each tooth we re the n recorded according to the protocol
of Hillson et al (2005). The vari a bles reco rded for eac h tooth included : Cervical Buccoling ual Diameter, Cervica l Mesiodistal Diameter, Maximum Bucco-lingual Crow n
Diameter and Maximum Mesio-Distal Cro w n Diameter. A ll meas ureme nts we re made to
the nearest 0.0 I mm using Hill so n-F itzGerald di g ital calipers. A lthough the crown was
not of interest for this pa rticular study, th ese data we re reco rd ed prior to sectionin g in
anticipation that they may be of use in the future for alte rnate lines of research. These
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data were not collected for the St. Thomas ' thin sections as the epoxy embedding
materi al prec luded such measurement.

Sectioning Me thods

In the current research, a thickness of 1mm was employed in the preparation of
the recentl y-extracted teeth. In 1ine with the findings of Metzger et al. ( 1980), section
thi cknesses helovv thi s threshold we re found to be of little advantage. Furthermore, below
25 0 !lm the amount of transparency was elevated due to the overall thinness of the
spec imen. Thi cker secti ons also required less time to prepare and captured a greater
proportion of the entire root at midline, espec ially in those cases wherein roots were
irregularly curved at their apices
After micro-Computed Tomography (mi cro-CT) scanning (for whi ch the protocol
is outlined below) was carried out on intact teeth, all teeth within the recent sample were
sectioned according to the following protoco l, which represents a modifi cation of the
FitzGerald - Saunders Protocol f or the Prep aration of Undecalcified Ground Tooth
Sections (2 006 ).

1. Marking the Cutting Line: Each tooth was marked with a cutting line drawn on

the buccal/labi al surface . The line was made to pass through the root apex, the
lowest point on the cervical margin on the buccal aspect of the tooth and the
cro wn tip. All lines were drawn with an indelibl e marker, to ensure that they
wo uld not fade during the sectioning process
2. Embedding: Although th e FitzGerald - Saunders (2 006) protoco l call s for modern

tooth sampl es to be dipped in cyanoacrylate pri or to sectioning in order to prevent
chipping of the enamel, thi s step was omitted. Through ex perimentati on it was
fo und that the enamel was of good enough qu ality that teeth did not fracture.
Furthermore, the cro wn was not of interest in thi s resea rch. Therefore, the
embedding step was dee med unnecessary.
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3. Sectioning : Intact teeth were mounted to a wafer chuck with dental sticky wax

such that the inscribed cutting line was parallel to the surface of the chuck. An
initial "zero cut" was made to the right of the cutting line, passing almost, but not
quite, through the root apex. A slide was then attached to the cut surface of the
tooth with cyanoacrylate. After drying, the tooth was remounted on the saw and a
second cut was made approximately 2.0 mm to the left of the zero cut. All
sectioning was done using a Buehler IsoMet 1000 Slow Speed Saw set to 100
rpm. The blade was a 4- inch di amond blade mounted to the saw using two 2.5inch flan ges. A counter- we ight of 137g was used to increase the pressure applied
by the saw to the tooth, thereby controlling the speed at which the saw
progressed.
4. Lapping: Each tooth was ground to a thickness of 1.0 mm using 400 grit carbide

paper attached to the base of a plastic polishing bow!. Water was used for
lubrication . All grinding was carried out using a Beuhler MiniMet 100 GrinderPolisher. A proprietary jig previously manufactured for the McMaster University
Department of Anthropology Hard Tissue and Light Microscopy Laboratory was
used to grind the teeth while attached to a microscope slide. This jig, combined
with the "random polishing action" of the MiniMet poli sher eliminated any
directional polishing artifacts in the resultant section and produced a spec imen of
extremely uniform thickness. During the grinding process, measurements of
section thickness were monitored and recorded using digital calipers connected
directly to an Exce l spreadsheet (see Ap pendi x II). To ensure a plano-parallel
section, measurements were recorded at six standard points on the tooth surface.
Although the amount of time required to reach a thickness of 1.0 mm vari ed
between samples, it rarely exceeded 10 minutes.
5. Polishing: No polishing of the sect ions was carried out, as transparency

IS

a

mac roscop icall y apparent phenomenon visible at low magnification. For the same
reason, the second tooth surface, which had immed iately been fixed to the slide
after the first cut was made, was neither lapped nor polished.
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4.3.2 Data Collection

Computed Tomography
Following gro ss measurement, teeth we re provided to Dr. Moran, Ass istant
Professor in the Department of Medical Physics and Applied Radiation Scie nces at

t-/1cMaster Uni versi ty, \·\,Iho oversaw imagin g of the teeth using a micro-CT imaging
system located in the l\IJCfV/as ter Centre for Pre-Clinical and Translational Im aging.
Since the teeth of the St. Thomas ' sample co nsist of sectioned spec imens, micro-CT
scanning could not be performed on them . Volumetric data were therefore collected only
from the recentl y extracted teeth.
CT imag ing invo lves the visual re presentation of the density of tissues

V ta

meas ureme nt of the deg ree to w hich they di srupt the path of x-ray photons (Jackson and
Thomas, 2004) . A lthough a variety of different scanning arrangements ex ist, vary ing
primarily with regards to the number, sensitivity and move ment of their detector arrays,
the principles of x-ray computed tomography remain unchanged (for a complete rev iew
of each "generation" of scanner see Rydberg et al. , 2000 ; Siemens AG Medical
Solutions, 2003 ; Ritman, 2004 ; Kal e nder, 2006) . A n object undergo ing measurement is
placed between an x-ray tube and a radiation detector w hi ch co nverts incoming x-rays to
electrical signal s (Siemens AG Medical So lutions, 2003 ; Jackso n and Thomas, 2004 ;
Ritman, 2004). The item is the n bombarded w ith x- rays emitted from the x- ray tube
which focu ses the beam on a concentrated reg ion of the object (Jackson and Thomas,
2004 ; Ritman, 2004). The intensity of each beam after it has passed throu gh the object is
meas ured by the detector array opposite the x- ray tube (Morgan, 1983).
As an incide nt x- ray trave ls throug h a give n medium , the amplitude and intensity
of its constituent photons is reduced, a process referred to as aNenuation (Mo rga n, 1983).
Attenuation of the beam ari ses due to the abso rption and scattering of indi vidual photons
by the materi al under study and is related both to the density and thickness of the

material as we ll as to the energy of the incident beam Uv!organ, 1983) . The linear
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attenuation value of an object is expressed in Hounsfield units (HU), a unit of measure
based on a scale of known attenuation values for which the value for water has been
made equal to zero (Bushong, 2000; Jackson and Thomas, 2004). For a given thickness,
denser materials are characterized by a greater attenuation of x-ray beams and therefore
hi gher HU values (Morgan, 1983). Measurement of the linear attenuation va lues for
various regions within an object therefore allows for the den sity of that material to be
quantified.

During data collection, the angle and position of the x-ray tube in relation to the
object under study are manipulated in a systematic manner in order to produce a seri es of
two-dimensional images of the object located within the axial plane (Jackson and
Thomas, 2004). Each of these slices is divided into a matri x of elements referred to as
voxels, small regions whose "cross-sectional area corresponds to that of a pi xe l and

whose depth corresponds to the tissue slice thickness" (Morgan, 1983 :28). These
elements represent datum points within the scanned object for which HU values have
been averaged over a number of readings (Jackson and Thomas, 2004).
The data for an object are recorded and saved on a computer (Morgan, 1983 ;
Bushong, 2000). These data are then processed by a software program which uses a
series of mathematical formulae referred to as reconstruct ion algorithms, convolution
filters or reconstruction kernels, to translate the electrical signals ge nerated by the

elements of the detector array into HU values (Bushong, 2000; Siemens AG Medical
Solutions, 2003). This pre-processing of the data is designed to both increase the
resolution and dec rease the " noise" within the resultant images (Bushong, 2000).
Following this data filtering, the attenuation value for each voxe l is then transl ated into a
visual representation of the density of an object, through a process referred to as
reconstruction (Bushong, 2000; Siemens AG Medical Solutions, 2003). Densities are

represented by a range of grey-scale values for the corresponding pixel within each twodimensional slice of the CT image (Morgan, \983). Within eac h image , the regions of
greatest density are di sp layed towards the whitest end of the spec trum while areas of
lower density are displayed as darker reg ions (B ushong, 2000 ; Jackso n and Thomas,
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2004). In this way , external and internal densitometric differences within the object are
made di scernable based on visual inspection of the resultant image (Jackson and Thomas,
2004). A three dimensional model of the object can then be generated via computerautomated reconstruction of the data from a number of slices (Jackson and Thomas,
2004). As such, reconstructed CT images represent extremely accurate qualitati ve
descri ptions of material density, based on quantitati ve data.

Micro- CT Da/a Co llec/ion

The current research involved the use of micro-CT analysis. This alternate form
of CT scanning has become increasingly utilized over standard CT as it employs a finer
detector pixel spacing
focal point

(~ 1

(~ 50

11m) and a micro-focal x-ray unit which produces a smaller

0 nm), thereby offering enhanced spatial reso lution for reconstructed CT

images (Bushong, 2000; Olejniczak and Grine, 2006; Holdsworth and Thornton, 2006).
Images were acquired using a Gamma Medica-Ideas X-SPECT micro -CT
scanning system , employing a single panel direct-detector array (approximately lOx 10
cm) with a cone beam x-ray source. Within this system, the panel and source are fi xed
within the gantry, directly opposite one another, and rotate around the specimen while
acquiring proj ection data. Measurements were performed at the rate of 1024 projections
0
per 360 rotation of the gantry (i .e. one projection for every 0.351 0 of rotation). X-rays
were emitted at a vo ltage of 75 kvp and a current of 180 amps. Specimens were pl aced
225 mm from the x-ray so urce and 164mm from the detector panel in order to achieve
optimal magnification of the acquired images. Acqui sition time was approximately four
minutes per spec imen.
Following filtered-back projection reco nstruction , the data fil es were saved with
an isotropic pixel size of 0.0586 mm (decreased from 0.115mm during image
reconstruction) and a matri x size of 512 x 512 x 512 pi xels per slice (with the exception
of sampl es WINOO 1A and WIN003A for which matrices were 512 x 512 x 640 due to
abnormally large root lengths). All slices were conti guolls, res ulting in se ri al overlapping
two-d imensional sections.
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CT Image Analysis

The micro-CT scans provided the vo lumetric data for eac h of the recently
extracted teeth under study. Volumes, both of transparent and opaq ue root dentine, were
recorded using Amira image analysis software (version 3. 1.1). Differences in the tissue
density of transparent root areas were ex ploited in order to extract a vo lumetric reading
from the three-dimensional images. Through the qualitative co mpari so n of CT images
and di gital images of teeth prepared as thin sections, it proved poss ibl e to define a
density threshold whi ch corresponded well to areas of the root that appeared transparent
under stereomicroscope. At similar locations within the CT images, transparency
appeared to correspond

to a locali zed elevation

111

tissue density.

Through

experimentation, a range of +4,500 to +6,000 HU was defi ned as the density values that
corresponded best to areas of opticall y-transparent dentine. These abso lute threshold
va lues were subseq uently applied to the data from each tooth in order to outline in three
dimensions the reg ions of root dentine that appeared transparent.
For eac h tooth , the opaque and transparent areas within the root were
di stingui shed by creating two different " materials" for which di ffe rent densitometric
properties were defin ed. The material "Trans" included all voxe ls within the root with
HU values falling within the aforementioned range , while the material " Roo t " included
all voxels of the root within the range of +2,500 to +20,000 HU, excluding those that fell
within the transparent range of density values. For both material s, voxe ls of the pulp
we re excluded from analys is. Tooth crowns were excl uded from meas urement by
creating a third materi al whi ch included all voxe ls above the ce rvica l margi n. This
materi al was created by manually outlining the cro wn in each of the seri al sections of the
tooth while moving along the x-axis in a mesio-di stal direction . In many cases, thi s
mate ri al included not onl y voxels within the crown, but a number of imag ing artifacts
that vvere necessaril y exc luded fro m analysis. Interferenc e due to the presence of metallic
fillings was eliminated in thi s way. As such, the materi al "Cr ol Fn " may be more
properly detined as a material layer that included all coro nal areas of the tooth under
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study as we ll as any imaging artifacts which were thought to interfere with accurate
measureme nt of opaq ue and transpare nt root dentine vo lume.
For each tooth , the following variables were recorded based on an analysis of the
material layers:

1. Vo lume of'Transparent Root Dentine (VT) - Defined as the region of the tooth

root with attenuation va lues between +4,500 and +6,000 HU , thi s was equivalent
to the vo lum e of the material layer Trans. Va lues were expressed in mm 3 .
2. Total Root Dentine Vo lume (VR) - Thi s is the sum of the materi al Trans and the

material Root and therefore represents the compl ement of the transparent and
opaque root vo lumes. Values were expressed in mm 3 .

In addition , the following index was calculated for each of the teeth under study:

F4: VT / VR

This ratio represents the proportion of the root dentine that was transparent. It was
calculated as a scaling factor to control for the influence that root size and morphology
may have on the absolute measures of transparent vo lume. Figure 4.3 provides a captured
image of the work ing area within Amira 3. 1.1 in order to illustrate the data collection
process more clearly.
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Figure 4.3 Screen shot of the working area in Amira 3.1.1 image analysis software. Tooth sample WIN006A is pictured. A
3D rendering of the tooth is visible in the top left corner of the screen. One can see from the materials list that the purple
volume describes the root, while the yellow and blue material layers have been used to define the crown and transparent
area within the tooth. In addition to the 3D image, three 2D slices of the tooth, each lying within one of the coordinate
planes, are apparent. Once again, each of the material layers is visible within the slices. At the right of the screen are two
frequency histograms. The graph towards the upper part of the screen represents the distribution of the various densities
within the entire tooth. The lower graph represents the frequencies of the densities within the range of values defined as
transparent (+4500 - +6000 HV). A summary of the properties of each of the material layers is provided at the bottom
right of Figure 4.3. Included amongst these statistics is the cumulative volume occupied by each of the materials.
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Figure 4.4 Micro-CT images of specimen WIN006A. The area outlined in green corresponds to a
region identifed as transparent based on a density of +4500 - +6000 HU. The axial slice at the top
right and the 3D reconstruction at top left make it clear that this region exists only at the periphery
of the root and towards the apex.
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Polarized Light lvlicroscopy

Following micro-CT analysis, recently-extracted teeth were sectioned according
to the protoco l outlined above. All tooth thin secti ons were then examined under a Nikon
SMZ800 stereo mi crosco pe equipped with two polarizing fi lters. Ectop ic illumination
was pro vided by a Fiber-Lite MI - 150 High Intensity Illuminator set to 100 (maximum) .
.All photographs were captured at CI'OSS po/aI's, with the polarizer and the analyzer at
right angles to one another. Co ntrary to the findings of Johanso n (1971), this was
ex perimentally found to enhance the contrast between areas of transparent and normal
dentine.
All teeth were examined at a combined mi croscope magnification of 5X (where
eye piece magnification
=

=

lOX; obj ective magnification = 0.5X; and zoo m magnification

1X). This level of magnification was chosen because in the majority of cases it allowed

for the visuali zation of the entire length of the tooth root from the apex to the labial and
lingual cervical margins. However, for several teeth with larger roots (usually canines), it
was not poss ible to fit the entire extent of the root in the image at this magnifi cation. In
these cases, two images of the root were captured: one in which the apex was visible and
the other in which both the labial and lingual cervical margins we re visibl e. In order to
create a larger montage of the root, both images were imported into Adobe Photoshop
CS2 version 9.0 and merged using the automated photo-merge function. For these
images, the calibrations assoc iated with each pi cture were lost during the merging
process. Therefo re, following the automated photo-merge, the resultant montage was
reopened in NIS Elements BR version 2.20 and re-calibrated at the same magnifi cation
as those images fo r which merging was unnecessary.
Images of each tooth section we re captured with a Nikon Digital Sight - 5M 5
Mega-pi xe l camera mounted directly to a Nikon SMZ800 stereo microscope. The camera
was linked to the computer on whi ch data were co ll ected via a Nikon Digital Sight
Remote USB co ntrol box. Images captured with thi s camera were co ntrolled and
manipulated prior to capture using the 1'11S - Elements BR version 2.20 image ana lys is
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software. Both linear and area measureme nt of thin sections were performed usi ng thi s
software.
For all thin sectioned teeth, both archaeological and recently-extracted, the
camera settings for each of the images were as follows:

Mode: Normal (no binning)
Reso lution: 2560 x 1920 pi xe ls
Exposure: Auto exposure with + 1.0 EV
Co ntrast: Hi gh
Illumination: Brightfield

Images were captured only after the appropriate manual calibration had been
carried out. This calibration was done once and saved so that all subsequent images were
captured at this setting. All images were saved as JP EG-2000 (JP2) files , as thi s is a lossless form of compression which does not di stort the data. Figure 4.6 provides an example
of a captured image upon which measurements were later performed.
Linear and Area Data

Images were imported into the NIS - Elements BR version 2.20 image analysis
program. After ensuring that the ap propriate image calibration had been saved to the file ,
the following measurements were reco rded for each tooth (see Figure 4.5 and Figure
4.7).

1. To tal Area of Root (A RER) - the total root area ap ical to the cemento-enamel

junctions on both the labi al and lingual root surfaces (So lheim, 1989) .
2. Area of Transparent Root (A TR) - the area of the root (including the pulp)

di splay ing transparency (Lorentsen and So lheim, 1989). Solheim (1989) utili zed
a simil ar variab le, which he termed Area of Transluce nt Zone (ARET).
3.

To tal Root Length (RL) - the length of a line drawn perpendicular to a line

connecting the labial and lingual ce mento-enamel junctions and a line parallel to
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this pass ing through the root apex. Here, the root apex was defined as the last
point on the root through which such a line passed when moved in an apical
direction.
4. Minimum Transparent Length (TL Min) - the distance between two lines parallel

to the cervical margin, one pass ing through the root apex and the other passing
through the minimum extension of transparency in a coronal direction at a
di stance of lmm from the root surface on the side of the tooth which di splays the
least extent of tran sparency (Bang and Ramm, 1970) .
5. Maximum Tran.sparent Length (TL Max) - the distance between two lines draw'n

parallel to the cervical margin, one passing through the root apex and the other
pass ing through the max imum extension of transparency in a coronal direction at
a di stance of 1mm from the root surface on the side of the tooth which di splays
the greatest extent of transparency. This variable represe nts a modified version of
the variable of the same name outlined by Bang and Ramm (1970) .
6. Me an Transparent Length (TL) - the average linear extent of tran sparent dentine

in a coronal direction measured from the root apex (Bang and Ramm, 1970). This
variable was calculated according to the formula (TLA +TLI)/2 and was measured
111

mm.

Linear measurements were made in mm , while area measurements were recorded in
mm 2 . All data were reco rded in individual Excel spreadsheets that were later combined
such that stati stical comparisons could be made. Although an attempt was made to
measure the area of the pulp such that it could be eliminated from the meas urements of
transparent root area, this proved to be impossibl e for a large number of the spec imens,
both archaeological and recent. Th is is because, although section s were carefully ground
to root ce ntre, in many cases the root canal was not equidi stant from all root surfaces
throughout its entire course and cou ld therefo re neither be visuali zed nor measured.
Measurements of transparent dentine area were therefore abandoned. Onl y ATR, F1, TL
and F3 were reco rded.
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HI.

Figure 4.5 Diagram illustrating the area and linear measurements applied to the sectioned tooth
specimens. CM and RA denote the lines markin g the cervical margin and the root apex respectively.
All area and linear measurements are explained above. This dia gram was made in Adobe Photoshop
CS2 using the magnetic pen tool as per Chan (2007).

As per Bang and Ramm (1970) and Lorentsen and Solheim (1989) the following
ratios we re then calculated as sca ling factors to control for the contribution that vary ing
root dimensio ns may have on the abso lute measures of transparency:

Fl: (ATRJARER) x 100
F3: (TLlRL) x 100
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4.3.3 Statistical Analyses

In the following chapter, the results of data co llection are summarized. Standard
descriptive statistics were calculated for all of the variab les measured on each of the teeth
within the archaeological and recentl y-derived samples. Fo llowing a standard descriptive
analysis, known chro nological ages were plotted aga inst the observed values for each of
the measurements of transparency. The strength of the association with age for each of
these variab les was assessed by an examination of the appropriate corre lation
coeffic ients. A description of these relationships was also approximated using linear and
polynomial regression functions. Multivariate descriptions of the changes in transparency
with age were explored as an alternative to simp le regression. In each case, the
corresponding R2 values were exam ined to describe the goodness of fit for the statistical
models. Finally, partial correlation coefficients were examined in order to assess the
degree of variance in measurements of transparency that could be attributed to sex and
tooth category. All statistical analyses were carried out using SPSS™ for Windows
(version 15.0).
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Figure 4.6 Stereomicroscope image of sample 429C captured under polarized light at 5X
magnification. Transparency is visible at the apical end of the root.

Figure 4.7 Stereo microscope image of specimen 429C with accompanying measures of transparency
recorded using NIS - Elements BR (version 2.20) image analysis software. The area shaded in blue
identifies the region of transparency measured via computer analysis. Both area and linear
measurements have been burned onto the image.
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Chapter 5
RESULTS
5. 1 Intra-O bserver Error

Afte r an interva l of approx imate ly fo ur weeks fro m the date at w hi ch initial
measurements were perfo rmed, intra-o bserve r error was assessed using a randomlychosen set of five teeth (three from the St. Tho mas ' sample and two from the Wi nnipeg
Dental School sampl e). Each tooth was re-photographed and the area and linear
measurements of transpare ncy we re re-applied to the captured images acco rding to the
protoco l olltlined in Chapte r 4 . Wi!coxon signed-rank tests we re used to assess the
degree of intra-o bserver error between measurements (see Table 5. 1). T he res ults of
these tests indi cate that the magnitude of the diffe rence betwee n each se parate
applicati o n of the measurements is not signi ficant for any of the vari ables.
Since the CT data co uld not be re-co llected from the teeth, the exact magnitude of
the error betwee n meas urements is un know n. Ho wever, previous research conducted on
li ve animal s using the same micro-CT mac hine as was employed in thi s research have
demonstrated an error of 5- 10% betwee n repeated measurements (Saa b, 2007). Ho weve r,
the magnitude of the error wo uld likely be lower for thi s research, since much of the retest error re ported for prev ious stud ies was introduced by the breathin g movements of the
animals fro m whom data we re being collected (Saa b, 200 7). Furtherm ore, w ith the
excepti on of the delineation of the crown, all data collecti on made using the A mira
software was automated.
In ge neral, prev io ll s research ind icates that the acc uracy of quantitati ve
descripti ons based on micro-CT analyses is hi g h. In an investi gati o n of root canal
morpho logy Rhodes et al. ( 1999) de mo nstrated a hi gh correlati on (r

=

0.94) between

meas urements of intern al and extern al surface areas made on video-di g iti zed images of
teeth and th ose made via co mputer analys is of reconstructed mi cro-CT images. K im et a l.
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(2007) have reported a close correspo ndence between linear measurements based on
scanned images and those made directly on the teeth under study. Similarly, Ol ejniczak
and Grine (2 006) reported a mean error of only 3.5% in measurements of enamel
thickness deri ved from micro-CT scans when compared to those made on physical
sec tions. Furthermore, McEriain et al. (2004) have demonstrated that micro-CT may be
successfull y applied to arc haeo logicall y-de ri ved dental material s with a high degree of
acc uracy and reproducibility.

ATR - ATRR

F1 - F1R

TL - TLR

F3 - F3R

Z

-0.674

-0.1 35

-1 .214

-0.405

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

0.500

0.893

0.225

0.686

Ta ble 5.1 Wilcoxon paired comparisons of the mean values for re-measurements of the area and
linear measurements of tran sparency for fi ve sa mples randomly-selected from the pooled sample.

5.2 Methodological Summary

The recent and archaeological samples were analyzed separately and then
together, following an assessment of the significance of the difference betwee n the
sampl es. The ass umption of equal variances was confirmed by Levene ' s test, while
normality was assessed using the Kolmogoro v-S mirnov and the Shapiro- Wilk tests.
However, for both the St. Thomas ' Anglican Church sampl e and the recently-extracted
sample of teeth, a number of variabl es were not normally di stributed. Attempts to
transform the data we re unsuccessful ; therefore, nonparametric stati stics were employed
for the entire sample. After a description of the distribution of each of the variables, an
examination of the relat ionship between chronological age and measurements of
transparency is provided.
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5.3 An Examin ation of the Data

Recently Extracted Sample
For the sampl e of recentl y extrac ted teeth, the desc riptive stati sti cs are
summari zed in Ta ble 5.2. A n examinati on of the mean values fo r eac h of the
measure me nts of transpa re ncy indicates that for the maj ority of teeth (for w hich the mean
age was 50. 7 yea rs) tra nsparency was visible . Furthe rmore, the simil ari ty betwee n the
mean scaled proporti ons w ithin this sample indi cates a hi gh degree of agreement
betwee n area and I inear meas urements of transpa rency . For both F 1 and F3 , on ave rage
ro ughl y 14 and 113 res pecti ve ly of the root appeared transpare nt fo r a give n tooth. S ince
the teeth und er examinati on ranged in age from 15 to 94 yea rs, it is not surpri sing that the
observed range of values appears broad. Values range from 0% to 46% and 56% for the
relati ve indices of transparent area and length respectively. T he fact that area and linear
measurements of transparency were not reported for teeth extracted fro m a IS year old
subj ect, is in agreeme nt w ith the res ults of prev ious research regarding the age at onset of
tra nsparency (G ustafso n, 195 0; M iles, 1963; Bang a nd Ramm, 1970; Bang, 1989;
Lamendin et aI. , 1992) .
An examinati o n of the frequency histograms for eac h of the variabl es prov ides a
descripti on of th e degree to w hich the mean values of the meas ure me nts are
re presentati ve of the true variation in measureme nts (see Fig ures 5.1 to 5.6) . For the
abso lu te and relati ve meas ure me nts of transparent area and length, the standard
dev iati ons are quite la rge, being on average roughly half that of th e mean values . Yet,
this is not un expected g ive n the range of ages fo r which meas ure me nts have been made.

It is of considerabl e interest that the di stributi on of the vo lume tri c meas ure ments of
tra nsparency , VT and F4, appear di stinct fro m the othe r meas urements of transpa re ncy.
T he range of observed values fo r VT appears quite broad, rang ing from 42.7 1 to 18 1. 03
mm 3 . Acco rdin g ly, the ra nge of va lues fo r the index of thi s meas ure, in whic h the tota l
vo lume of tra nsparency is expressed as a proportion of tota l root dentine vo lume, also
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appears large, ranging from 0.24 to 0.82. The max imum proporti on of transparent root
vo lume is nearl y doubl e that for transparent area (F I) and roughly 30% greater than the
index of transparent root length (F3). Furthermore, although both area and length
measurements ass ume zero values the same is never true of either VT or F4.
With the excepti on of F 1, all of the vari ables within thi s sample appear normally
di stributed, an observation whi ch is empiri cally supported by both the KolmogorovSmirnov and Shapiro-Wi lk tests of normality. For F l , a skewness va lue of -0.401
indicates a negati ve ly skewed di stributi on, suggesting that there are a di sproportionate
number of observati ons whi ch fa ll below the mean (p < 0.05). An analys is of the
frequency histogram for thi s va ri able indi cates a strongly bimodal di stribution (see
Figure 5.2). The scarcity of observations towards the mean may refl ect the age
di stribution of the sample from which measurements were taken or' the relative ly small
sample size . However, the range of variation in overall root dimensions, which are
known to vary by tooth type, may also have exerted a significant influence given that
such bimodality is not apparent for absolute measurements of the same parameter (A TR)
made on the same teeth .
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ATR (mm )

F1 (%)

TL(mm)

Department of Anthropology

F3 (%)

VT (mm J)

F4

Mean

17.61

24.95

4.15

28.74

112 .39

0.478

Std. Error of Mean

1.766

2.55

0.46

3.13

6.38

0.03

Median

20.47

30.18

4.17

28.85

109.2 4

0.48

Mode

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

42.71

0.24

Std. Deviation

9.99

14.40

2.63

17.69

36 .10

0.14

Variance

99.80

207.39

6.89

312.81

1302.95

0.02

Skewness

-0.45

-0.40

-0 .04

-0.191

-0.11

0.33

0.41

0.414

0.41

0.414

0.41

0.41

-0.77

-0.928

-0 .83

-1.079

-0.64

-0.17

0.81

0.809

0.81

0.809

0. 81

0.81

34.57

46 .73

9.68

56 .77

138.32

0.58

Minimum

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

42.71

0.24

Maximum

34.57

46.73

9.68

56 .77

181 .03

0.82

Std . Error of Skewness
Kurtosis
Std. Error of Kurtosis
Range

Table 5.2 Descriptive statistics for the recently-ex tracted tooth sample (N=32) .
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Figure 5. 1 Frequency histogram illu strating the distribution of absolute measurements of
tr ansparent area (ATR) for the recentl y-ex tracted tooth sa mple.
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Figure 5.2 Frequency histogram illustrating the distribution of the scaled index of the area of
transparent root dentine (Ft) for the recently-extracted sample of teeth . Note the di stinctly bi-modal
distribution
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Figure 5.3 Frequency histogram illu strating the distribution of absolute mea surements of
transparent len gth (TL) for the recently-collected san1ple of teeth.
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Figure 5.4 Frequency histogram illustrating the distribution of the scaled index of transparent root
length (F3) for the recently-collected sample of teeth .
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Figure 5.5 Frequency histogram illustratin g the distribution of absolute measurements of
transparen t volum e (VT) for teeth of the recentl y-extracted sa mple.
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Figure 5.6 Frequency histogram illustratin g the distribution of the scaled index of tran sparent
volume (F4) for the r ecently-extt'acted tooth sa mple.

St. Thomas 's Sample
The descripti ve statistics for thi s sample are summa ri zed in T able 5.3. In gene ral , the
means and obse rved range of values for the area and length measurements of
transparency appear si mil ar to those for the recently-extracted sample. Once aga in, the
standard deviati ons for all of the va ri a bles a re extre mely la rge. Yet, as was th e case for
the recentl y-ex tracted sampl e of teeth, thi s is likely a refl ecti on of the broad age ra nge of
the teeth from w hic h the data we re co llected.
In contrast to the recent sampl e, the res ults of th e Ko lmogo rov-S mirnov a nd Sha piroW ilk tests of normali ty indi cate that both abso lute and relative meas ure ments of
tra nspare nt area are normall y di stributed (p < 0.05). H owever, both TL and F3 di spl ay a
non-no rmal di stributi on, a findin g w hi ch is not surpri sing g ive n the skewness values for
these va ri ables. An examination of the freque ncy hi stogra ms fo r TL and F3 (see Figure
5.9 and 5. 10) revea ls a large numbe r of observati ons for wh ich the length of transparency
fa ll s belo w the mean. Acc ording ly, th e med ian values for the linear meas ure ments of
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transparency are considerably lower than the mean, indi cating the presence of outlier
values. The cause of thi s is unclear; however, the mean age of the sampl e, 46.97 years, is
lower than that for the recent sample.

Age (yrs)
Mean
Std. Error of Mean

ATR (mml )

F1 (%)

TL (mm)

F3 (%)

46.97

18.74

30 .54

4. 25

3 1.93

2.85

1.96

3.38

0.53

4.24

48.50

18.47

30 .82

3.30

20. 02

Mode

60.00

1.88

1.74

0.67

5.81

Std . Deviation

16.12

11.09

19.10

2.98

23.96

259 .77

123 .06

364.99

8.87

574.16

Skewness

-0.27

0.14

0.44

0 .87

0 .92

Std. Error of Skewness

0.41

0.41

0.41

0.41

0.41

Kurtosis

-0.90

-1.11

-0.50

-0 .51

-0 .35

Std. Error of Kurtosis

0 .8 1

0.81

0.81

0.81

0.8 1

Range

58.00

37.82

73.12

10.17

80.35

Minimum

17.00

1.88

1.74

0.67

5.81

Maximum

75.00

39 .69

74.86

10.85

86.16

Median

Variance

Table 5.3 Descriptive stati stics for the St. T homas ' Anglican Church cemetery sample (N=32).
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Figure 5.7 Frequency histogram illustrating the distribution of absolute measurements of
transparent area (ATR) for the St. Thomas' Anglican Church cemetery sample.
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Figure 5.8 Frequency histogram illustrating the distribution of a scaled index of the area of
transparent root dentine (F 1) for the St. Thomas ; Angiican Church cemetery sample.
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Figure 5.9 Frequency histogram illustrating the distribution of absolute measurements of
transparent length (TL) for the St. Thomas' Anglican Church cemetery sample.
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Figure 5.10 Frequency histogram illustrating the distribution of the sca led index of transparent root
len gth (F3) for the St. Thomas' Anglican Church cemetery sa mple.
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5.4 The Association of Transparency with Chronological Age

Recent Sample

Figures 5.11 through 5.16 illustrate the assoc iation with chronological age for
each of the measurements of transparency for the recentl y-extracted sampl e. An
examination of these scatterpl ots reveals that for both area and linear measurements of
transparency, there is a positive, roughly linear relationship with age. With advancing
age, there appears to be an increase in the amount of transpare nt root dentine. An obvious
exception to this trend is apparent for the volumetric measurements of transparency , for
which there appears to be no cl ear pattern of increase. In fact, the association betwee n the
abso lute vo lume of transparency (VT) and age appears to have a slightly negative slope.
Although a positive linear relationship appears to exist between age and
measurements of transparent area and length, there is a large amount of variation in the
rate of increase. At any given age, there is a broad range of observed transparency
values. Most notably, for the relative index of area (FI) , at the age of roughly 60 years,
the array of corresponding values appears quite broad, ranging from 15 to 45% (see
Figure 5.1 2). Furthermore, for both area and linear measurements of transparency,
several outliers are evident. Most prominent is a tooth from an indi vidual of 79 years that
appears to have far less transparent area (both in absolute and relative terms) than wo uld
be ex pected based on the pattern displayed by the remaining teeth (see Figure 5. 11 and
5.12). An examination of the unmodifi ed image of the particular tooth in question revea ls
an area of pronounced opacity within the dentine immediately surrounding the pulp
cavity (see Figure 5. 17). Given the anomalous nature of thi s tooth and the extremely
irregul ar values of the measurements, it assoc iated data were removed from the
co rrelati on and regression analyses. Accordin gly, the statistica l discllssion that follows is
based on a reduced sampl e of 31 spec imens.
Tab le 5.4 presents the results of the nonparametric tests of assoc iati on for eac h of
the va ri ab les under examination. As noted above, not all of the variab les are norm ally
distributed. Attempts to transform the data to obtain normality were unsuccessful. It was
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therefore necessary to perfo rm ranked corre lati on analyses rather than parametric tests of
assoc iati on in order that compari so ns co uld be made between all of the va ri abl es under
examinati o n. The res ults of these analyses indicate that each of the va ri abl es based upon
area and linear measureme nts of transparency di splays a signifi cant corre lati on w ith age
(p < 0.0 I). When a ll of the vari abl es are compared, the hi ghest correlati ons are apparent
fo r the area meas urements of transparenc y. The coefficient for A TR and F I are 0.68 1
and 0.632 respecti ve ly . However, the corre lati on coeffi cient for T L is also high (r
0.62 9).

For both area and

=

linear measurements, vari ables based on un sea led

measureme nts of transpare ncy show hi gher correlati o ns with age th an do their assoc iated
indi ces . In ag reement w ith the v isual assessment of their associated scatte rpl ots, there is
not a significant corre lation between age and transparent volume, either for the absolute
or relative meas ureme nts. The values of volumetri c measurements of transparency do not
appear to increase w ith age .
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Age
(years)
Age

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

ATR

Correlation

F1

Correlation

(mm

2

TL

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

F3

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

VT

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

F4

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

VT

F3(%)

(mm)

)

(mm

F4
3

)

0.681 **

0.632**

0.629**

.613**

-0 .050

0.142

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.788

0.447
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0.632 **
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1.000

0.783**

0.861 **

0.085

0.339

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.648

0.062

0.629**

0.852**

0.783**

1.000

0.962**

0.165

0.091

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.374

0.628

0.613**

0.779**

0.861 **

0.962**

1.000

0.076

0.150

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.684

0.419

-0.050

0.160

0.085

0.165

0.076

1.000

0.533**

0.788

0.391

0.648

0.374

0.684

0.000

0.002

0.142

0.085

0.339

0.09 1

0.150

0.533**

1.000

0.447

0.651

0.062

0.628

0.419

0.002

0.000

Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

TL

F1 (%)

1.000

Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

ATR

Department of Anthropology

Table 5.4 Spearman rank correlations for the recently-extracted sample of teeth. Significant correlations
have been highlighted. Significant associations (2-tailed) are identified at the 0.05 level (1') and the 0.01 level
(**). Note that significant correlations are apparent between a number of the variables, indicating
significant inter-correlation of the measures.
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Figure 5.11 Scatterplot illustrating the association between ATR and chronological age for the
recently-extracted tooth sample. A roughly positive linear relationship exists between the two
variables. Note the persistence of an outlier specimen (age = 79 years) across all area and linear
measurements of transparency. This specimen was later removed from the pooled sample.
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Figure 5.12 Scatterplot illustrating the association between FI and chronological age for the
recentl y-ex tracted tooth sa mple. The stren gth of the association appears poorer than for ATR.
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Figure 5.13 Scatterplot illustrating the association between TL and chronological age for the
recently-extracted tooth sample. Similar to ATR and Fl, a positive linear relationship with age
appears to exist. However, there is a greater variance in measurement values with increasing age.
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Figure 5.17 Stereomicroscope image of specimen GAL002 captured under polarized light. Note the
peri-puplal area of increased opacity within the root dentine.

St. Thomas' Sample
Figures 5.18 through 5.21 illustrate the associated ages and measurements of
transparency for the St. Thomas ' Anglican Church cemetery sample. As was the case for
the sample of teeth derived from living subjects, there appears to be a positive, linear
relationship between age and transparency. This is true for both absolute and relative
measurements of transparency . Based on an examination of the scatterplots, there
appears to be slightly less deviation in the St. Thomas' sample than in the recent sample.
The increase in the amount of transparency with advancing age appears more distinctly
linear. With the exception of a 60-year-old individual for whom there is considerably less
transparency than expected, there do not appear to be any other obvious outliers (see
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Figure 5.19). The general shape of the association with age is simi lar for both area and
Iinear measurements of transparency.
Table 5.5 di splays the results of the nonparametric tests of the association
between each of the variabl es under study for the St. Thomas' sampl e. When the
Spearman correlation coefficients are compared, it is evident that there are significant
correlations with chronological age for each of the variables (p < 0.0 I). The highest
co rrelation is found for ATR (1' = 0.722) .The lowest correlation with age is found for F3
(r = 0.636). Two observations seem important. First, as was observed for the recentlyextracted sampl e of teeth, a closer correlation is evident for measurements of area than
for measurements of transparent length. ATR, an unsealed measurement of transparent
area, ex hibits the closest association with age. Secondly, for both area and linear
measurements of transparency, the association with age is weaker for the corresponding
sca led indices than for the raw values from which those scaled figures were derived.
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Figure 5. 18 Scatterplot illustrating the association between ATR and chronological age for the St.
Thomas' Anglican Church cemetery samp le. A more distinctly linear relation ship with age is evident
than for the recent sample. However , there is a wider range of variance in values towards the middle
of the age distribution.
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Figure 5.19 Scatterplot illustrating the association between Fl and chronological age for the St.
Thomas' Anglican Church cemetery sample. No improvement in the association is evident.
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Thomas' Anglican Church cemetery sample. A strong positive correlation is evident.
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Figure 5.21 Scatterplot of the association between F3 and chronological age for the St. Thomas's
Anglican Church cemetery sa mple.

Age

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tail ed)

ATR

Correlation

Age

ATR

F1 (%)

TL (mm )

F3 (%)

(years)

(mm2)

1.000

0.722**

0.673**

0.683**

0.636**

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.722**

1.000

0.929**

0.860**

0.777**

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.673**

0.929**

1.000

0.857**

0.803**

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.683**

0.860**

0.857**

1.000

0.929**

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.636**

0.777**

0.803**

0.929**

1.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
F1

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tai led)

TL

Corre lation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

F3

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-ta iled )

Table 5.5 Spearman rank correlations for the St. Thomas' sa mple of teeth. Significant associations
(2-tailed) are identified at the 0.01 level (**). As for Table 5.3, significant inter-variable associations
aloe apparent. This is to be expected given that eac h is measuring the same ph enomenon.
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5.5 An Exploration of the Pooled Sample

Mann-Whitney and Wilcoxon W tests we re performed to compare the means for
each of the va ri abl es in both of the samples. T he results of these non-parametric tests are
summari zed in Tab le 5.6. T here appears to be no significant di ffere nce between the mean
va lues of the two sa mples for any of the va ri abl es. Based on these res ults, the sampl es
were pooled in order to examine the assoc iation betwee n measurements of tran sparency
and chronological age for a large r number of spec imens.
The association with age for each of the meas urements of transparency is
provided in Table 5. 7. Once again, ATR has the hig hest correlation coeffic ient at 0.711 ,
followed by TL at 0.695. Both of these associations are significant (p < 0.01). The degree
of va riation between the correlations appears re lati vely small. The lowest correlation
with age is reported for F 1 (r

=

0.651). This pattern of association is similar to that seen

for both samples w hen considered separately. A rea meas urements ap pear mo re c losely
correlated w ith age than do linear meas urements of transparency. For both area and
linear measureme nts, absolute values sho w a closer correlation w ith age than do the same
values when they are expressed as a proportion of overall root size.
Once again, an inspection of the scatterplots for each of the meas urements of
transparency plotted against clu'onological age reveals a positive, roughl y linear pattern
of increase in transpare nc y w ith age (see Figures 5.22 to Figure 5.25). T hi s pattern
appears to persist across all forms of meas urement. However, it is clear that there is a
high degree of vari ation w ithin this relationship, the magnitude of w hi ch also increases
w ith age. This increased vari ance in observed va lues of transparency with age gives each
of the graphs a funnel-shaped appearance.
Figures 5.26 through 5.3 1 illustrate the simple least-squares regress ion lines for
each of the abo ve scatterpl ots. Table 5.8 provides both the equation of the line and the
assoc iated R2 value for each of these gra phs. R2 va lues range fro m 0.49 for AT R to 0. 36
for F3 . In keeping w ith the results of the ana lys is of correlation, the best fit is
a pproximated for area meas ureme nts of tran sparency. Desp ite strong corre lation
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coefficients, these values indicate that less than half of the total vanance

ll1

the

measurements of tran spa rency can be attributed to an increase in age. For VT and F4 the

R2 values approach zero, indicating that there is almost no degree of association with age
for either variabl e (see Figure 5.2 8 and 5.29). The slopes of the regress ion lines indicate
that there is no increase in either measurement with age. In fact, the regression line for
VT appears to have a sli ghtly negative slope.
For all of th r ress ion ea uations. the standard error of the estim ates anneal' hi 2:h
1

"

I..

......,

(see Table 5.8). Although each of the absolute measurements is made in di ffe rent units, a
comparison can be made between them by an examination of the scaled indices. For Fl
and F3 , the standard errors are +/-13.42 and 16.93% respecti ve ly, while the ratio of
transparent volume to total root vo lume has a standard error of +/-0.140
Age

ATR

F1

TL

F3

Mann-Whitney U

472.000

483.000

431.000

475.000

491.000

Wilcoxon W

1000.000

979.000

927 .000

1003.000

1019.000

Z

-0.330

-0.179

-0.894

-0.289

-0.069

Asymp. Sig. (2-

0.741

0.858

0.371

0.773

0.945

tailed)

Table 5.6 Mann-Whitney U and Wilcoxon W tests for differences between the recently-extracted and
St. Thomas' tooth samples. The results of both tests indicate no significant differences for any of the
variables.
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Age
(years)
Age

Correlation

ATR
(mm

2
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F1 (%)

TL

F3 (%)

(mm)

)

VT
(mm

F4
3

)

1.000

0.711 **

0.651 **

0. 695**

0.663**

-0.050

0.142

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.788

0.447

0.7 11 **

1.000

0.881**

0.863**

0.826**

0.160

0.085

Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)
ATR

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

F1

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.391

0.65 1

0.651 **

0.881 **

1.000

0.823**

0. 842**

0.085

0.339

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.648

0.062

0.695**

0.863**

0.823**

1.000

0.966**

0.165

0.091

0 .000

0.000

0.000

0.00

0.000

0.374

0.628

0.663**

0.826**

0.842 **

0.966**

1.000

0.076

0.150

Sig. (2-tailed)

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.684

0.419

Correlation

-0.050

0.160

0.085

0.165

0.076

1.000

0.533**

Sig. (2-tailed)

0.788

0.391

0.648

0.374

0.684

0.000

0.002

Correlation

0.142

0.085

0 .339

0.091

0. 150

0.533**

1.000

0.447

0.651

0.062

0.628

0.419

.0002

0.000

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

TL

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

F3

Correlation
Coefficient

VT

Coefficient

F4

Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

Table 5.7 Spearman rank correlations for the pooled sa mple of teeth. Significant correlations (2tailed) are identified for p<O.O 1 (**).
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Figure 5.22 Scatterplot illustrating the association between ATR and chrono logical age for the
pooled tooth sample. A distinctly positive association is observable. However, rath er than a linear
relationship, the increasing variance in measured values with age gives the graph a funnel-shaped
appearance.
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Figure 5.23 Scatterplot illustrating the association between Fl and chronological age for the pooled
sample. No marked change in the shape of the graph is observed for the sca led measure of area.
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Figure 5.24 Scatterplot illustrating the association between TL and chronological age for the pooled
sample. The slope of the graph appears shallower than for both of the area variables. However, the
funnel shape is once again apparent.
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Figure 5.25 Scatterplot illustrating the association between F3 and chronological age for the pooled
sa mple. No improvement is apparent for the scaled index of transparent length.
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Equation of the Line

R

R2

Adjusted R2

-0.485 + 2.654X

0.698

0.487

0.478

7.564

F1 (%)

0.911 + 0.561 X

0.620

0.385

0.375

13.424

TL (mm)

-0.477 + 0 .097X

0.652

0.425

0.415

2.140

F3 (%)

-2.22 5 + 0 .677X

0.603

0.364

0.354

16.933

117.599 - 0.091 X

0.053

0.003

-0.032

37.047

0.445 +7 .96E-04X

0.122

0 .015

-0.019

0.140

Variable
ATR (mm

VT (mm

3

2

)

)

F4

Std. Error of the Estimate

Table 5.8 Model summaries for the linear regressions of measurements of transparency against
chronological age for the pooled sample of teeth. Age has been identified as the independent
variable.
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Figure 5.26 Linear regression equation for ATR as a function of age for the pooled sa mple. This line
has the best fit with the observed measurement va lues for any of the variables.
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Figure 5.27 Linear regres sion equation for Fl as a function of age for the pooled sample.
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Figure 5.28 Linear r eg ression equation for TL as a function of age for th e pooled sample.
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Figure 5_29 Linear regression equation for F3 as a function of age for the pooled sample_
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Figure 5.30 Linear regression equation for VT as a function of age for the pooled sample_ The
strength of the association is extremely poor.
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Figure 5.31 Linear regression eq uation for F4 as a function of age for th e pooled sa mple. T he slope
of this line is nearly zero, indicating an extremely poor association between the two variables. The
associated R2 value indicates that only 1% of the variance in F4 can be accounted for by changes in
age.

5.6 The Influence of Sex and Tooth Category

Partial correlations for w hich the influence of both sex and tooth category we re
controlled for were performed in order to assess the influence that each factor has on the
observed correlations between age and meas urements of transparency. Table 5.9 di splays
the parti al correlations betwee n age and each of the meas urements of transparenc y when
sex was he ld constant. When compared to the original Spearman rank correlations, it is
ev ident that there is a decrease in the observed corre lations with chronological age for all
of the variabl es. On average, there is a rou ghl y 10% decrease in the strength of the
observed associations. A n exce ption to this is seen for VT and F4, for which the
magnitude of the decrease is less . Ho weve r, note that the degree of decrease in the
corre latio ns never threatens the sig nificance of the associations w ith chrono log ica l age,
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except for the vo lumetric variab les for whi ch sign ifi cance was not previously observed
(p < O.Ol).

Table 5. 10 provides the partial corre lation data for each of the variab les when
tooth category was held co nstant. An inspection of this table reveals that the effect on the
observed correlations is less than that exerted by sex. On average, there is only a 2-3%
decrease in the associations with age. An obv iolls exception is seen fo r ATR for whi ch
the strength of the corre lation with age is improved when the influence of tooth category
is controlled for. Once again, the observed associat ions with age for area and linear
measurements of transparency are still signifi cant (p < 0.0 1).
ATR (mm2)

F1 (%)

TL

F3 (%)

(mm)
ATR

VT

F4

(mm3)

Age
(years)

Correlation

1.000

0.875

0.834

0.789

0.144

0.092

0.686

Significance (2-tailed)

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.448

0.629

0.000

Correlation

0.875

1.000

0.808

0.870

0.051

0.334

0.608

Significance (2-tailed)

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.791

0.071

0.000

TL

Correlation

0.834

0.808

1.000

0.956

0.134

0.080

0.644

Significance (2-tai led)

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.482

0.674

0.000

F3

Correlation

0.789

0.870

0.956

1.000

0.063

0.163

0.596

Significance (2-tailed)

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.743

0.391

0.000

Correlation

0.144

0.051

0.134

0.063

1.000

0.496

-0.030

Significance (2-tailed)

0.448

0.791

0.482

0.743

0.000

0.005

0.873

Correlation

0.092

0.334

0.080

0.163

0.496

1.000

0.118

Significance (2-tailed)

0.629

0.071

0.674

0.391

0.005

0.000

0.535

Correlation

0.686

0.608

0.644

0.596

-0.030

0.118

1.000

Significance (2-tailed)

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.873

0.535

0.000

F1

VT

F4

Age

Table 5.9 Partial correlations for th e pool ed tooth samp le controlling for the influ ence of sex.
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F3 (%)

(mm)

VT

F4

(mm3)

Age
(years)

Correlation

1.000

0.889

0.837

0.794

0.117

0.101

0.701

Significance (2-

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.539

0.594

0.000

Correlation

0.889

1.000

0.817

0.873

0.057

0.313

0.617

Significance (2-

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.767

0.093

0.000

Correlation

0.837

0.817

1.000

0.957

0.122

0.080

0.652

Significance (2-

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.521

0.675

0.000

Correlation

0.794

0.873

0.957

1.000

0.061

0.153

0.601

Significance (2-

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.748

0.419

0.000

Correlation

0.117

0.057

0.122

0.061

1.000

0.553

-0 .039

Sign ificance (2-

0.539

0.767

0.521

0.748

0.000

0.002

0.838

Correlation

0.101

0.313

0.080

0.153

0.553

1.000

0.106

Significance (2-

0.594

0.093

0.675

0.419

0.002

0.000

0.576

Correlation

0.701

0.617

0.652

0.601

-0 .039

0.106

1.000

Sign ifi cance (2-

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.838

0.576

0.000

tailed)
F1

tailed)
TL

tailed)
F3

tailed)
VT

tailed)
F4

ta iled)
Age

tailed)

Table 5.10 Partial correlations for the pooled tooth samp le contro llin g for the influence of tooth type.

5.7 Association of Volume with Other Measurements of Transparency

When qualitative compansons are made between thin sect ions and their
corresponding Micro-CT images at a simi lar depth within a given tooth , there is not
always a strong simi larity between the two. When one compares Figure 5.32 to Figure
5.33 it is clear that for specimen GAL007 there is a good degree of agreement between
the micro-CT and stereomicroscope approx imations of transparency. However, this does
not hold true for the majority of cases. Figure 5.34 is a micro-CT sli ce for sample
WINOOIA oriented in the labio- lingual plane at approximately root center. The region
identified as tran sparent is outlined in blue, extending from the root apex and periphery
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towards the pulp cavity. Figure 5.35 is a stereo microscope image of the prepared thin
section of the same tooLh. No Lransparency is vis ibl e.
The scatterplots illustrating the associations between the vo lumetric vari ab les and
the other measurements of transparency are provided in Figure 5.37 through Figure 5.43.
Neither VT nor F4 are linearly related to area or linear measurements of transparency.
Increases in abso lute and relative measurements of vo lume are not met with regular
increases in ei ther linear or area measurements. The Spearman rank correlations for these
assoc iations are provided in Table 5.7. The strength of the co rrelations between
volumetric measurements of transparency and area and linear measurements is not
significant for any of the variab les.
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Figure 5.32 Micro-CT image of GAL007 oriented in the labio-Iingual plane at mid-root.
Transparency is outlined in purple.

Figure 5.33 Stereo microscope image of GAL007 illustrating the extent of transparency visible under
polarized light.
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Figure 5.34 Micro-CT image of WINOOIA oriented in the labio-Iingual plane at approximately root
center. The root is outlined in purple, while the area identified as transparent is outlined in green.

Figure 5.35 Stereomicroscope image of WINOOIA captured under polarized light. Total length and
root area have been measured. However, no root dentine transparency is visible for measurement.
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Figure 5.36 Scatte rplot of ATR against VT for the recent sam ple
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Figure 5.37 Scatterplot of FI against VT for the recent samp le.

Figure 5.38 Scatterplot of TL against VT for the recent sampl e.
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Figure 5.39 Scatterplot of F3 against VT for the recent sample.
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Figure 5.40 Scatterplot of ATR against F4 for the recent sample.
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Figure 5.4 1 Scatterplot of FI against F4 for the recent sample.
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Figure 5.42 Scatterplot of TL against F4 for the recent sample.
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Figure 5.43 Scatterplot of F3 against F4 for the recent sample. Absolute and scaled measurements of
transparent vo lume do not appear to be correlated with either area or linear measurements of
transparency
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5.8 Alternate Curve-Fitting

Give n that the ass umpti on of linearity in the relati onship between chronolog ical
age and transparency has been questi oned by others (Bang and Ramm, 1970 ; Drusin i et
aI. , 1989; Lo rentsen and Solh eim, 1989; Solheim, 1989 ; Drusini et aI. , 1990; Micheletti
Cremasco , 1998), alternative curve fi tting procedures were ap pli ed to eac h of the plotted
assoc iations between age and measurements of transparency. The equations for each of
these models are provi ded in Tabl e 5. 11 . Fo r all measurements of transparency, the R2
va lues fo r the quadratic and cubi c functions appear to be hi gher than fo r the linear
regress ion equati ons, indicating a close r fit betwee n the observed values of transparency
and those predicted by the polynomi al functi ons. Fo r each of the variabl es, the best fit is
provided by a third degree polynomi al equation. The magnitude of the improvement
based on a cubic model of association is not large; however, fo r the area and linear
vari abl es a cubi c model of assoc iation accounts fo r an addi tional 3-5% of the variance in
transparency due to age. The R2 va lues remain extremely low for the vo lumetric
measurements of transparency, regardl ess of the descriptive model empl oyed.
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R2

Equation of the line

F

Sig.

Value
ATR

Fl

TL

F3

VT

F4

Linear

y = -0.485 +0.39x

Quadratic

y = - I 1.068 +0 .896x -0 .005x2
3

0.487

57. 866

0.000

0.535

34 .5 79

0.000

0.538

22.907

0.000

Cubic

y = -5 .766 + 0.479 x + 0.004X2 - 5.8 7E-5x

Linear

y = 0.911 +0 .56 Ix

0.385

43 .963

0.000

Quadratic

0.443

23.845

0.000

Cubic

y = - i 7.855 + i .459x -O .OO9X2
y = - 11.93 + 0.993x + 0.00 I x 2 - 6.56E-5x 3

0.444

15 .7 1

0.000

Linear

y = -0.4 77 +0.097x

0.425

45.053

0.000

Quadratic

y = -2 .3 I 0 +0.185x -0.00 I x 2

0.445

24.077

0.000

0.453

16.27 1

0.000

3

Cubic

y = 0. 100 - 0.005x + 0.003X2 - 2.67E-5x

Linear

y = -2.225 +0 .677x

0.364

34.9 17

0.000

Quadratic

y = -1 7.424 + 1.45x -0 .007X2

0 .389

19 .087

0.000

Cubic

y = 4.079 - 0.287x + 0.030X2 - 0.000X3

0.399

13 .079

0.000

Linear

y = 11 7.599-0.09Ix

0.003

0.082

0.777

Quadratic

y = 138.277 - 1.069x + 0.010x 2

0 .024

0.341

0.7 14

C ubic

Y= 201.33 1 -6 .35 Ix + 0.127xl -0 .00I x3

0.064

0.616

0.616

Linear

Y= 0.445 + 0.0 I x

0 .015

0.441

0.512

Quadratic

Y= 0.493 - 0.002x + 2.26E-5x 2

0.023

0.329

0.722

C ubic

Y= 0.326 + 0.0 13x + 0.000X2 + 2.00 E-6x 3

0.043

0.40 1

0 .754

Table 5. 11 S ummary of alternative curve fitting models for the pooled sa mple of teeth
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5.9 Mu ltiple Regression Analysis

In order to assess the degree to whi ch eac h of the vari abl es contribute to an
accurate age prediction, a series of multipl e regression analyses was performed, resulting
in six alternate fo rmul ae. In these analyses, age was identified as the dependent var iab le
and eac h of the independent measurement variables was entered into the eq uation via
hierarchi cal forced entry. The order in which they were entered was determined based on
the strength of the Spearman rank coeffic ients provided in Tabl e 5.7 . A summary of the
multiple regress ion equation s and their assoc iated contribution to chronological age

IS

provided in Table 5. 12 and Table 5.13.
The standardi zed Beta coefficients contained in Table 5.1 2 provide a measure of
the co ntribution of eac h vari ab le within each eq uation to the observed variance in age.
Note that for several of the equations, some variab les display negative coefficients,
indicating that they actually detract from the accuracy of predi ction. Tab le 5. 13 reveals
that the hi ghest H? is reported for the last equation, for which all of the area, linear and
vo lumetric measurements of transparency have been included. However, the standard
errors of the esti mates for these equations are not improved, being +/-13.83 years on
average. Furthermore, note that the F change is sign ifi cant only fo r the first model in
which ATR is the lone predictor of age (see Table 5. 13). For mode ls 2 though 5, the 95%
confidence intervals for the coefficie nt values cross zero, indicating that the sign of the
co ntribution for each of these variab les is not constant (Field , 2000). The collinearity
stat istics provided in Tab le 5. 12 indi cate that for equat ions 3 through 6, the variance
inflation factors (V IF) for the majority of variabl es are above 10 and the tolerance va lues
lie below 0.2. Both results indicate significant inter-co rrelation amongst variab les, a
result whi ch is corroborated by the signifi cant co rrelations provided in Table 5.7 (F ield ,
2000). Figure 5.44 prov ides a scatterplot of the standardized res iduals aga in st the
standard ized predicted va lues. The funnel shaped pattern indicates a violatio n of the
ass umpti on of heteroscedasticity.
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95% Confidence

Coefficients

Collinearity

Interval for B
Std.

Upper

Lower

Error

Bound

Bound

25.42

5.01

15.17

35.68

1.25

0.24

0.76

1.73

Constant

25 .24

5.03

14.93

35.53

ATR

0.91

0.44

0.02

TL

1.52

1.63

Constant

25 .33

ATR

B
1

Tolerance

VIF

1.00

1.00

1.80

0.30

3.33

-1 .82

4.86

0.30

3.33

5.15

14.76

35 .90

0.97

0.57

-0 .20

2.13

0.18

5.46

TL

1.61

1.74

-1.96

5.17

0.27

3.64

F1

-0.06

0.33

-0 .73

0.62

0.21

4.81

Constant

25.17

5.25

14.38

35.95

ATR

0.78

0.73

-0 .72

2.29

0.11

8.81

TL

3.30

4.50

-5.94

12.54

0.04

23.68

F1

0.10

0.51

-0.95

1.15

0.09

11.26

F3

-0.26

0 .64

-1.58

1.06

0 .04

27.41

Constant

33.83

9.33

14.62

53.04

ATR

0.81

0.73

-0.70

2.31

0.11

8.82

TL

4 .08

4.53

-5.25

13.40

0.04

24 .25

F1

0.09

0.51

-0.95

1.14

0.09

11 .26

F3

-0.36

0 .65

-1.69

0.97

0 .04

27.90

VT

-0.08

0 .07

-0 .23

0.07

0 .94

1.06

Constant

22.29

10.85

-0.11

44 .68

ATR

1.62

0.82

-0.08

3.31

0.08

12.26

TL

3.81

4.32

-5.11

12.73

0.04

24.28

F1

-0.68

0.64

-2.00

0.64

0.05

19.54

F3

-0 .15

0.63

-1.44

1.14

0.03

28.83

VT

-0 .2 1

0.10

-0.40

-0.01

0.49

2.04

F4

56 .15

30 .20

-6 .17

118.4 7

0.34

2.91

Constant
ATR

2

3

4

5

6

Table 5.12 Desc ription of the multiple regr ession anal yses for th e pooled sa mple of teeth with
chronological age as the d epend ent va r iable. Model s ha ve been created via hi erarchical forced entry.
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Change Stats

R2 Change

F Change

Sig. F
Change

1

0.70

0.49

0.47

13.67

0.49

27.51

2

0.71

0.50

0.47

13.70

0.02

0.87

3

0.71

0.50

0.45

13.94

0.00

0.03

<+

A

0.71

O.5 -j

0.43

14.16

0.00

0.17

5

0.73

0.53

0.44

14.09

0.02

1.26

6

0.77

0.59

0.49

13.45

0.06

3.46

0.00
0.36
0.87
0.69
0.27

0.08
Table 5.13 Model summaries for the m ultiple regression models for which age is the dependent
variab le.
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Figure 5.44 Scatterp lot of the Regression Standardized Residual against the Regress ion
Standardized Predicted Value for the mu ltiple regression analyses of the pooled samp le. The
distinctly
funne l-shaped
di stribution
of
the
graph
indicates
unequal
variance.
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Chapter 6
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Introduction

The principle goai of thi s investigation has been to determine the most
appropriate means of quantifying root dentine transparency. To thi s end , traditional area
and linear meas urements have been applied to tooth thin sections for which
chronological age-at-extraction or age-at-death was known with certainty. In addition,
for a sample of recently-extracted teeth, micro-CT densitometric measurements of
transparency have been mad e in order to approximate a volumetric measure of
transparency. In this chapter, the results of these investi gations are compared in a
di sc uss ion of the relati ve value of each meas urement. Differe nces in the observed
amounts of transparency due to sex, tooth category and antiquity of the specimens are
examined. The chapter concludes with a summary of the tindings and a seri es of
suggestions for future research in light of the current findings.

6.2 Area and Linear Measures of Transparency

The

most widely-used method

of age estimation

based on empirical

measurements of transparency is the method of Bang and Ramm (1970) which involves a
description of the length of transparency measured in a coronal direction from the root
apex to the most apical extension of normal dentine. This method can be employed both
for intact and sect ioned tooth specimens. Several alternate techniques of measurement
have also been ex plored based on the assessment of the area occupied by transparent root
dentine meas ured on sectioned teeth (Azaz et a!. 1977; Lorentsen and Solheim, 1989;
So lheim, 1989). In ge neral, the strength of the observed co rrelation with age for each of
these forms of measurement is va riable (Solheim, 1989; Whittaker and Bakri. 1996;
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Micheletti Cremasco, 1998). So too is the acc uracy of age-predicti ve formulae based on
these parameters. Furthermore, direct compari sons of the relati ve value of each ty pe of
measurement of transparency are scarce (Lorentsen and Solheim, 1989). As such, there
exists no consensus as to whi ch measurement(s) should be empl oyed in the estimation of
age based on root dentine transparency.
In the current research, both area and linear measures of trans parency have bee n
appli ed to 1mm lon gitudinal tooth thin sections prepared in the labio- lingual plane.
Measurements were made on di gital images of the spec imens, captured with a digital
camera attached to a stereo microscope equipped with a polarizing filter. These
measurements have been reco rded both as abso lute values and relati ve indices of overall
root dimensions.
When the correl ations with age for area and linear meas urements of transparency
are compared, it appears that area measurements are more closely corre lated with
chronological age than are linear measurements. Thi s is true both for the St. Thomas'
sample of archaeologically deri ved teeth and for the recently-extracted tooth specimens
collected from local denti sts' offices and fro m the Winnipeg School of Denti stry (see
Table 5.4, Table 5.5 and Table 5.7). Although the magnitude of the di ffe rence for each of
the variables is not large, ATR, an unsca led measure of the root area occupied by
transparent dentine, consistently displays the hi ghest correlation with chronological age.
For the poo led tooth sample ATR is the only variable with a Spearman rank correlation
va lue above 0.7 (p < 0.01). This finding is in line with the values repo rted by Lorentsen
and So lheim (1989). However, it runs counter to seve ral studies that indicate a stronger
co rrelati on with age for linear measures of transparency (So lheim, 1989; Whittaker and
Bakri , 1996).
[n agreement with the results of the Spearman rank tests of correlation, the R2
value for the least-square regression lines fo r ATR plotted aga inst chrono logica l age is
hi ghe r than for any of the other measurements (see Table 5.8) . Therefore, the resi duals
fo r the pred icted values of ATR based on the regress ion line are less than for linear
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measures of transparency. This impl ies that a greater proportion of the observed vari ance
in transparent area can be acco unted for by chronologica l age.
The consistently hi gher correlation with age for area measurements of
transparency makes se nse give n that area measurements offer a more comp lete picture of
the irregul ar distribution of transparency. Linear measurements of transparency represent
a one-dimensional description of a phenomenon which progresses in a three-dimensional
tissue. In this regard , it is therefore reasonable to assume that descriptions of area may
offer more accuracy give n that they offe r two-d imensional descriptions of the affected
regIons.
However, these findings may in part ari se from the increased precision invo lved
in the co mputer-aided methodology empl oyed in the measurement of transparency. In
previous inquiri es, the process of consistently outlining transparent area has presented
difficulties given that the separation between transparent and opaq ue dentine is often
diffuse (M iles, 1963 ; Bang and Ramm, 1970; Bang, 1989; Lorentsen and Solheim, 1989;
Kvaal et aI. , 1994). In thi s regard, the current results may indicate the value of automated
approaches to quantifying transparency in which the subj ective nature of area
measurements is reduced by the use of a computer algorithm des igned to identi fy all
similar pi xe ls once a given threshold of values has been provided.
Yet, previous research that employed automated technologies to measure dentine
transparency has produced mixed res ults (Lopez-N icolas et aI. , 1990; Drusini et aI. ,
1991 ; Lopez-Nicolas and Luna, 1991; Micheletti Cremasco, 1998). In particular, Drusini
et al. (199 1) were unab le to demonstrate an improveme nt in the precision of
measurements of transparency when automated methods were co mpared to ca liper
measures of the same specimens. Furthermore, the threshold funct ion within the NIS
Elements software used in the current research does not operate without guidance fro m
the researcher. [n order to perform measurements of transparent regions, one must
manuall y identify areas of interest. Once this is done, it is then possible to adjust the
threshold va lues to expa nd or limit the measured area. The current app roac h can
therefore more acc urate ly be desc ribed as a semi -a utomated protocol in whi ch the
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researcher guides the automated functions of a software program. It therefo re see ms
unlikely that the entirety of the improvement in the observed correlation between
transparent area and chronological age is attributabl e to the nove l instrum ents employed
in its measurement.
Given the consistently higher co rrelation with chronological age for unsealed
measurements of transparent area within both tooth samples and the hi gher R2 values for
the assoc iated regress ion equations, it is suggested that future research be directed
to ward s the construction of age- predictive formulae based on meas urements of
transparent area made on sectioned tooth specimens, since none currently ex ist.

6.3 Absolute and Relative Measurements

Absolute measurements of transparency are more strongly correlated with
chronological age than are the indices for which these values are considered as scaled
proportions of overall root size (see Table 5.7). For both area and linear measurements of
transparency, the R2 values indicate a better tit for the associated linear regression lines
for un sea led values (see Table 5.8). These findings apply to each of the samples
separately and to the pooled sample. It is not immediately ev ident why this is so;
however, these results are in agreement with those of other researchers who report a
more regular, linear relationship with age for un-sca led measurements of transparency
(Bang and Ramm, 1970; So lheim, 1989; Solheim, 1993).
One explanation for the strength of the observed association for absolute
measures may lie in the inconsistent manner in which scaling was performed. The
original measurement protocol called for transparent area and length to be ex pressed both
as proportions of total root area (including pulp) and total root dentine area (excluding
pulp). However, the latter measurements had to be abandoned since the irregulari ty of the
positioning of the root canal meant that, for the majority of thin sections, the entirety of
the canal was not visible under mi croscope. Since both pulp ti ssue and root canals were
incl uded within measures of transparent area and length, despite the fact that they do not
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undergo scl erosi s, it is conceivable that di ffere nces between teeth in the relative size and
appearance of the pulp cavity may have disrupted the uniformity of the scaling process.
Furthermore, for seve ral of the recentl y-extracted teeth , the cervical margins used to
define the coronal-most extent of the root were indistinct due to the presence of carious
les ions.
Regardle ss of the cause, it is ev ident that absolute measurements of transparent
area consistently appear to correlate better with age than do their scaled indices. Given
that they are eas ier to calculate and require less time, it is suggested that absolute
measures of transparency be performed in the quantification of transparency. However,
the magnitude of these differences in the assoc iations is not overwhelming. Therefore, a
similar investigation should be performed on a larger, more homogeneous sample of
teeth prior to making any recommendation to exclude relative measures of transparency.
Until measurements are performed on a larger sample of teeth for which tooth type is
carefully controlled, neither method of describing transparency should be abandoned.

6.4 Volumetric Measures of Transparency

Correlation with Age

Prev ious research in which serial sectioning of transparent tooth roots has been
performed has re vealed that transparency is not evenly distributed throughout root
dentine (Vasiliadis et aI., 1983a). Rather, it appears to progress in a "butterfl y" pattern,
advancing more quickl y in the mesio-di stal plane (Vasiliadis et aI. , 1983a). Since
traditional area and linear measures do not describe the entirety of the affected dentine,
vo lumetric measures of transparency have bee n suggested (Sognnaes et aI. , 1985 ; Lopezicolas and Luna, 1991 ).
fn the current stud y, micro computed tomography (micro-CT) analysis of the
rece ntly-extracted sampl e of teeth was undertaken on intact speci mens prior to thin
sect ioning. Volumetric measures of transparent root dentine were approximated via the
measurement of densitometric differences in the affected ti ssue. Based on a preliminary
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analys is of four teeth fo r which age-at-extraction was un known, density threshold s
between +4500 and +6000 HU we re used to defi ne these areas. All subsequent
meas urements were performed using Amira 3. 1.1 CT analys is software.
Co unter to the ex pected outco me of the theoreti cal hypothesis outlined in Chapter
3, vo lumetri c measures of transparency di splayed the lowest co rrelati on with
chronological age of all the measures applied. The correlation coeffi cients fo r VT and F4
were -0.050 and 0.1 42 respective ly, while the R2 for the co rresponding regression lines
were 0.003 and 0.01 5 respective ly (see Tabl e 5.7 and Tabl e 5. 8). These results indicate
that less than 2% of the variance in vo lumetri c measures of transparency can be
attributed to changes in age . While the results are improved for scaled indices of volume,
in no case is there a stati sticall y significant association with age.

Explanation of the Observed Association

The micro-CT

instruments employed

111

thi s research cannot

measure

transparency directl y. Rather, densitometric changes in root dentine have been
di ffe rentiated based on differences in the attenuation of x-ray beam s (Jackson and
Thomas, 2004). As such, changes in ti ssue structure have been used as a proxy for a
volumetric measurement of optical transparency . Thi s methodological dec ision was
based on current research indi cating that transparency arises as the result of the
depositi on of hydroxyapatite within the tubules of normal radicul ar dentine (Bradford,
1960; van Huysen, 1960; Nalbandi an et aI. , 1960; Weber, 1974; Vas iliadis et aI. , 1983a;
Vasiliadi s et aI. , 1983b).
The poor correlati on betwee n volumetri c measurements of transparency and
chronolog ical age may be due to three di stinct poss ibilities. First, it is conce ivable that
signifi cant changes in the density of root dentine may ex ist, yet may be too small to be
detected with the current mic ro-CT tec hnol ogy. Although the contrast resolution of
current reconstructed CT images is increased by a fac tor of 10 over radiographi c images,
a number of factors may diminish their ability to acc urately di scern changes in ti ssue
density (Bushberg et al.. 2002) . Included amongst these are: the dose, the number of x-
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ray photons used per scan; the gantry rotation .speed, the speed at which the housi ng
containing the x-ray tube and/or the detector array circles the object under study ; and the
pixel size, the dimension s of the two-dimensional units of data acquisition (Bushberg et

al. , 2002). In addition, the reso lvi ng power of the scanned images, termed the spatial
resolution , is limited by a number of factors (Kim et al. , 2007). Included amongst these

are: detector pitch, the spacing of the detector elements within the detector array ; foca l
spot size, the size of the focal point of the x-ray beam used to measure object density ;
object magn(/icalion , the amplification of the data collected from the detectors which is

enhanced by increas ing the di stance betwee n the object and the array; and the slice
thickness, the depth along the z-axis of a given voxel , large ly determined by the detector

aperture in the cranio-caudal plane (Bushberg et al. , 2002). As any of these factors
increases, so too will the magnitude of the distortion of the reconstructed micro-CT
images in relation to the true dimensions of the object under investi gation (Bushberg et
al. , 2002).
Second, it is possible that the accuracy of volumetric measures based on microCT analysis may also be flawed. Although the accuracy of linear measurements based on
micro-CT analyses has been demonstrated , significant underestimation of tooth tissue
vo lumes when compared to corresponding three-d imensional

surface scanning

measurements has been reported (Kim et al. , 2007). When iso lating indi vidual ti ssues for
measurement, their dimensions are ultimately defi ned by manipulation of the density
threshold values by which each of the ti ssues are di stingui shed (Olejniczak and Grine,
2006; Kim et al. , 2007). Variation in the threshold may therefore significantl y alter the
proportions of these ti ssues and ultimately change the va lues derived from their
measurement (O lej ni czak and Grine, 2006 ; Kim et al. , 2007).
In the current research, the threshold va lues applied to the micro-CT images
appeared to correspond well to the di stribution of transparency for the initial test
spec imens. However, for the recent sampl e of teeth there was not a significant correlation
with density for the area and linear measures of transparency made on the sectioned
spec imens (see Figure 5.36 through Figure 5.43). It is poss ibl e that the threshold of
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density va lues app lied to these teeth may have been too broad to adequately distinguish
transparency. Furthermore, the pattern of elevated density in the periphery of the roots
may indicate a pre-ex isting structural di stinction in the root dentine which ex ists
regardl ess of the advancement of sc lerosis. The appearance of thi s di stribution of density
values in teeth for wh ich no optical transparency was visible (see Figure 5.34 and 5.35)
may indicate that the observed density distinctions are artefacts of a greater proportion of
intertubular dentine in these areas whi ch ex ists regardless of the advancement of
scl erosis with chronologica l age. It is therefore possible that an alternate set of density
values may better describe optically tran sparent root dentine.
The final and perhaps most plausible explanation for the poor corre lation between
micro-CT meas urements of transparency and age, is that no fi xed corre lation between
density and transparency exists. Transparency is an optical phenomenon which arises
from the filling of tubul es. Previo us research indicates that there is a change in the
mineral content within affected areas, however the magnitude of thi s difference is
extremely minute (Brinkmann and Hartmann, 1980; Hawkinson and Eisenmann, 1983 ;
Kinney et aI. , 2005). Yet, if the rate of scl erotic mineralization is constant, then areas of
dentine in which there are fewer tubules or tubule diameters are reduced (for example at
the periphery and apex of the root) will appear opticall y transparent in advance of those
reg ions of dentine where the number and diameter of tubules is greater (closer to the pulp
canal) (Mjor, 1984; Ten Cate, 1989; Marchetti et aI., 1992; Dourda et ai. , 1994; Mjor and
No rdahl , 1996; Orchardson and Cadden, 2001). Therefo re, differences in the basic
structure of radicular dentine betwee n and within teeth mean that equi valent amounts of
intra-tubul ar mineral deposition will produce varying leve ls of transparency. As such,
there may be no uni versa l, abso lute density va lue that corresponds to areas of
transparency. Indeed, the lack of a significant assoc iation between densitometri c vo lumes
and area and linear measurements of transparency (see Figure 5.37 through Figure 5.43)
indi cates that there is not a linear assoc iation between optical transparency and
densitometric changes in radi cul ar dentine. Yet, while unexpected. the poor correlations
between ti ssue density and age are also of importance since they stress the influence of
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the pre-ex isting di stributi on of tubules in the deve lopment of transparency and illustrate
the necess ity for further research into the relationship between tubul e density and the
threshold at whi ch optical transparency becomes mani fest.

6.5 Modeling the Rate of Increase in Transparency

The results of the least-squares regression of area and linear measurements of
transparency again st chronological age indi cate a relative ly linear increase in
transparency with age . These findin gs are in agreement with those of other researchers
(M iles, 1963; Bang and Ramm, 1970; Solheim, 1989; Lamendin et aI. , 1992) . Yet fo r all
measurements, examinati on of the scatterplots reveals a large amount of variati on in the
values of transparency. For all vari ables the R2 values for the regress ion equati ons were
below 0.7, the generally-accepted lowe r limit fo r age-predicti ve mode ls of assoc iation
(see Table 5.8). In additi on, the high standard errors for the linear regress ion lines for
area and linear measurements of transparency imply that changes in age are not an
adequate predictor of the observed vari ance in transparency . Therefore, much of the
observed vari ability in measurements of transparency could not be accounted for by
diffe rences in age.
For all measures of transparency, a better fit with age was approx imated by
polynomi al functions than by a linear regress ion line (see Tabl e 5. 11 ). The R2 values for
the cubic and quadrati c equations were higher than those for the linear functi ons. Thi s
implies that fo r these equations, changes in age are a better predictor of vari ance in
transparency. These results may indicate that the relationship betwee n transparency and
age is not linear, that it is not co nstant throughout li fe , but rather that it decreases with
age . Given that there is a limited number of tubul es in whi ch mineral may be depos ited,
it makes se nse that the rate of mineral depos iti on would slow with advancing age (Bang
and Ramm , 1970). Yet, despite the improved fi t fo r these models, the assoc iated R2
va lues are still below 0.7, the hi ghest being 0.538 fo r a third degree polynomi al functi on
of ATR . As such, the improvement for the polynomi al fun cti ons over linear equati ons is
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not pronounced and may instead be a refl ection of the large amount of vari ance in the
amount of transparency toward s the upper end of the age spec trum.
Multipl e regress ion analyses were perfo rmed with age as the depe nde nt vari able
and each of the measures of transparency as the ind ependent vari ab les. Variables were
entered in a hi erarchi cal manner based on the obse rved co rrelati ons with chronologica l
age. Model summ ari es for each of the six equati ons are prov ided in Tabl es 5. 12 and 5.13.
Based on the results of these analyses, the va lue of multi vari ate measures ap pears low.
While the R2 va lues are improved, the F change is significa nt onl y fo r the fi rst equati on
whi ch is identi cal to the ori ginal linear regress ion fo r ATR. Furthermore, the standard
erro r of these models is still large, being on average +/- 13.83 years.
In addition to the predictive inadequacy of these models, the ass umptions
underl ying them have not been met. The co llinearity stati stics indicate significant interco rrelation amongst variables (see Tabl e 5.12). Figure 5.44 illustrates that for these
models, the assumption of heteroscedasticity (equal variance) cannot be met either.
These results call into question the validity of any age-predicti ve model based on
multiple measures of transparency, regardl ess of any observed improvement in the age
prediction for the sample from which the data were drawn.

6.6 The Influence of Sex on Transparency

The strength of the partial correlations between each of the measurements of
transparency and chronol og ical age decreased by roughly 0.10 when the influence of sex
was held constant (see Tabl e 5.9). Therefore, it appears that sex exerts an influence on
the ex pected amount of transparency, irrespec ti ve of chronolog ica l age. These
observations are in keeping with those of other researchers who have reported significant
sex-linked diffe rences in the amount of transparency within adult tooth roots (Burns and
Mapl es, 1976; So lheim and Sundnes, 1980; Solheim, 1989; Prince and Ubelaker, 2002).
Such di fferences make se nse given that male roots are on average larger than those of
fe male teeth (see Lahdesmaki and Alvesa lo, 2004; 2005 ; 2006) and that deve lopmental
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timing of permanent root formation and eruption is signifi cantly different for males and
females (Garn et aI., 195R; No lla, 1960; Demiljian and Levesque, 1980; Hagg and
Taranger, 1985).
However, for the poo led sample Spearman rank correlations for sex were not
significant for any of the measures of tran sparency (p < 0.01) (see Table 5.9).
Furthermore, not all researchers are in agreement regarding the importance of sex in the
quantification of transparency (Bang and Ramm , 1970; Lorentsen and So lheim, 1989;
Drusini , 1991 ; Olze et aI., 2004). More research is therefore necessary in order to
understand the influence of sex on the development of root dentine transparency. It is
suggested that in order to adequately address the issue of sex-linked differences

111

tran sparency a large sample of age-matched male and female teeth be compared.

6.7 The lnfluence of Tooth Type on Transparency

When teeth were grouped according to the individuals from whom they were
extracted, the amount of transparency was not constant between teeth . Furthermore, the
partial correlations with age for the area and linear measures of transparency were lower
when the influence of tooth type was held constant (see Table 5.10). However, the
magnitude of the intluence of tooth type on transparency was only approximately 2%,
much smaller than that reported for sex. This finding is interesting considering that many
authors consider tooth position to exert a significant influence on the observed amount of
transparency (Dalitz, 1963 ; Bang and Ramm, 1970; Johanson, 1971 ; Maples, 1978;
Lopez-Nicolas and Luna, 1991 ; Solheim, 1993). Bang and Ramm (1970) reported
stronger correlations for anterior tooth types. Lopez- icol as and Luna (1991) indi cated
that the majority of error in age estimates based on tran sparency ari ses from intraindi vidual variation by tooth type.
In the current research, it

IS

poss ible that the manner

111

which teeth we re

catalogued may have di storted true difference between tooth types. Tooth categories
were created by pooling all tooth positions within a general tooth type. Fo r exampl e, all
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incisors, regardl ess of pos iti on, were ass igned a single identify ing number. Whil e this
was necessary give n the small sample size and the lac k of accompanying info rmation fo r
the St. Thomas ' sampl e, thi s may have obscured important di fferences related to exact
tooth position. Therefore, in order to adequately address the importance of variation
related to tooth type, a much larger sampl e of teeth co ll ected from age-matched
indi viduals for which tooth types can be analyzed separately should be examined. In the
interim , definiti ve conclusions regarding vari ati on in transparency by tooth type cannot
be reached.

6.8 The Influence of Antiquity on Transparency

When the mean va lues for each of the measures of transparency were compared,
the results of the Mann-Whitney tests indicated no signifi cant diffe rences between the St.
Thomas ' and recently-extracted sample of teeth (see Table 5.6). The two samples were
therefore pool ed in order to increase the power of the statistical analys is of the
correlations between transparency and chronological age .
However, the lack of significant differences for the non-parametric comparisons
of the means does not rul e out the practical importance of a consideration of antiquity for
measurements of transparency . Prior to analysis, teeth within the St. Thomas' sampl e
were carefull y se lected to be free of post-depositional damage. Many teeth from the
wider sample were excluded based on ev idence of taphonomic effects related to the
presence of so il bacteri a which had drastically altered the appearance of the radicul ar
dentine. For these teeth, areas of pronounced opac ity that obscured areas of transparency
were ev ident. Had they been included for analys is, the degree to whi ch thi s interference
would have altered the correlati on betwee n transparency and chronological age is
unce rtain; however, Sengupta et al. (1999) reported that the prese nce of simil ar regions
of "c halky" dentine within teeth collected from the Spitalfield s sampl e significantly
di srupted the ex pec ted associati on between age and transparency. In thi s rega rd , the lac k
of any signifi ca nt di fference betwee n the St. Thomas ' sampl e and the rece ntl y-extracted
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teeth may refl ect the dili gence with which the "chalky" teeth were removed from
analysis.
The ev idence of taphonomic interference with the visibili ty of tran sparency for
teeth within the St. Thomas ' s sampl e suggests that, whenever possible, future attempts to
quantify transparency in teeth of co nsiderable antiquity should be made on sect ioned
teeth, rather than on intact specimens. While diagenetic forces may radically alter teeth ,
obsc uring transparency in the process, these effec ts may remain undetected fo r intact
spec imens. A recent application of the Lamendin method to the Spitalfields co llection
revea led a hi gh percentage of teeth for which tran sparency could not be assessed
(Megyes i et aI., 2006). For 35% of the sample transparency was absent, despite the
advanced chronological age of the specimens under study (Megyesi et aI. , 2006). While
examination of the internal aspect of these tee th was not carried out, it see ms likely that
these specimens represent teeth affected by the organisms producing "chalky" dentine
(Megyesi et aI. , 2006). Furthermore, similar changes may have di storted the transparency
values derived from teeth for which measurements were possibl e. Yet, without an
examination of the internal aspect of the roots of these teeth, the degree of error
associated with taphonomic interference remains unkno wn. Such difficulties emphasize
the advantages of sectioned methods over those performed on intact teeth, particularly in
archaeo logical contexts in which the degree of taphonomic interference is unce rtain .
Given the difficulti es assoc iated with measurements of transparency in the
archaeo logical context, it has been suggested that the eva luation of transparency in
historical tee th be abandoned (V lcek and Mrklas, 1975). However, whil e acidi c
environments may interfere with meas urements of tran spa rency, the use of sectioned
methods would guard aga inst this, all owing fo r the exc lusion of those teeth that have
been so affected. No netheless, a controlled exp loration of the affects of varyll1g
taphonomic conditions on transparent and opaque dentine seems appropriate.
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6.9 Future Research Considerations

This study has demonstrated the value of un-scaled area measurements of
transparency over other means of measurement. Yet, in so doing, thi s inquiry has
unearthed a number of other co ncerns. This research has suggested the influence of
pathology on the rate at which transparency deve lops. The exploration of the density of
regions of transparent dentine has also revea led an important area of research conce rning
the mechanics of intra-tubular mineralization. Furthermore, a review of the current
literature has revealed the necessity for caution in the application of regress ion-based
statistical methods to the development of formulae fo r use in age estimation. A
di scLlss ion of the requirement for research in each of these areas follows.

6.9.1 Pathology

The majority of research seems to indicate that the mechanism underl ying root
dentine transparency is a di stinct process from that which produces coronal dentine
transparenc y (Weber, 1974; Azaz et ai. , 1977; Mendis and Darling, 1979; Stanl ey et aI. ,
1983; Porter et ai. , 2005). The latter is characterized as a reactive response to the
destruction of tooth ti ssues due to external stimuli, whil e the former occurs as a
phys iol og ical process, even in the absence of pathological conditions within the oral
environment. Root dentine transparency has been observed for impacted teeth whi ch
have not yet come into occ lusion (Azaz et ai. , 1977). Furthermore, in the current study,
four teeth collected from a 15-year-o ld female for which complete cro wn destructi on was
recorded, were found to be free of transparency (see Figure 5.35). This observation
see ms to strengthen the assertion that phys iological processes related to aging rather than
pathology may be the impetus for the onset of root dentine transparency.
However, it is co nceivab le that pathology may interfe re with the rate at which
transparency advances. Olze et al. (2004) repo rted an error of over 12 years when
app lying the intact method of Bang and Ramm (1970). Thi s error was attributed to a
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hi story of drug use and diabetes, both of which may have altered the metabolism of the
indi vidual from whom the teeth were collected (O lze et aI. , 2004). Ziller (1996) has
discLlssed the difficulties in assess ing root transparency for teeth extracted from drugaddicted indi viduals, noting that transparency is substantiall y advanced in such cases,
perhaps due to a premature aging of the pulp tissue. Kuhl (1984) and Reinwarth et al.
(1987) have asserted that diabetes mellitus acce lerates the advancement of transparency.
In the current stud y, one recently-extracted tooth, collected from a 79-year-old
fe male, was removed from statistical analysis due to abnormally low levels of
tran sparency. Ac ross all measures, transparency appeared dramatic ally lower than
expected. No external trauma or pathology was observed prior to sectioning. However,
the dentine immediately surrounding the pulp appeared far more opaque than expected.
This region formed a halo of dense, white dentine several millimeters di stance from the
pulp canal (see Figure 5.35) . While the medical hi sto ry of the person fro m whom thi s
particular specimen was extracted is unce11ain, these observations may suggest the
importance of metabolism in the progression of transparency. It would be interesting to
have a more complete data set regarding any illness during childhood or adult life that
may have affected the advancement of sc lerosis in this case.
Systemic di sturbances including diabetes mellitus, HIV , osteoarthritis and
rheumatoid arthritis affect the oral hea lth of indi vidual s (Rhodus, 2005) . So too do the
medications prescribed to treat these di seases (Rhodus, 2005). The affects of a negative
calcium balance on skeletal hea lth are also well documented (Nordin , 1996). Yet, the
effects of osteoporosis on the progress ion of transparency have not been explored, nor
have the affects of calcium and vitamin D intake. Give n that transparency appears to
ari se from the deposi ti on of hydro xyapatite within tubules of normal dentine, any
behav ioral or pathological factors whi ch affect the leve ls of circulating blood calcium
directl y or alter the homeostatic balance of ca lcium within the body may conceivably
alter the rate of intratubul ar mineral deposition. Therefore, chronic systemic
abnormaliti es may affect the deposition of intratubul ar materi als by limiting local leve ls
of the mineral assoc iated with sclerosis. Future resea rch should therefo re exa mine the
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degree to which transparency is affected by metabolic di sturbances through a co ntrolled
comparison of teeth extracted from ill and healthy indi viduals.

6.9.2 Chemical Analysis

Although micro-CT anal ys is is capable of identifying differences in the density of
ti ssues, it cannot identify the constituents of the dentinal mineral under study. Thus far,
changes in the chemical contents of dentine with age have not been explored in great
depth. This is unfortunate, given that the chemical content of dentine is dynamic ,
changing over the course of an individual ' s life. For instance, dentinal water content
appears to decrease with age (Pilz, 1959) while fluoride and magnesium concentrations
appear to increase (Nakagaki et aI., 1987; Schram, 2002).
Chemical analysis of tran sparent dentine has previously been carried out, yet
more detail is still needed . Brinkmann and Hartmann (1980) measured the mineral
content of 101 teeth via photon beam absorption. Seven measurements were made for
each tooth at roughly 2mm intervals and mineral content within each zone was calculated
in g/cm 2 . fn agreement with the results of ashing studies (Simon and Armstrong, 1941 ;
Moore and Leaver, 1974), mineral content was found to decrease in an apical direction.
However, teeth that di splayed high levels of transparency according to the sectioned
method of Bang and Ramm (1970) did not consistently display an elevated mineral
content. Yet, the measurement values recorded in the apical end of the root lay within the
lower range of sensitivity for the instruments employed (Brinkmann and Hartmann ,
1980). Furthermore, the proportion of mineral to organic components within affected
areas of the root was not detail ed, nor was the exact identity of the contributing mineral s
revea led.
Since transparency ari ses from an equali zation of the refracti ve index of dentine
as tubules are fill ed with inorganic material , an analysis of the change in relati ve or
absolute quantiti es of the chemical constituents of root dentine may offer a more viabl e
mea ns of age est imat ion. Despite the uncertainty surrounding the origin of sclerosis, it is
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clear that the relati ve inorganic contents of affected root dentine are in flux (Vasiliadis et
aI. , 1983b; Kinney et aI. , 2005 ; Porter et aI. , 2005). Given that TEM analysis indicates
that tubules within regions of transparent dentine are filled with hyrdoxyapatite, it may
be worth pursuing an analysis of the chemical content of these areas (Takuma and Eda,
1966; Hawkin son and Eisenmann, 1983 ; Porter et aI. , 2005). A more co mprehensive
chemical analys is in which the entirety of the root is analyzed and the proporti ons of the
organi c and inorgani c components of dentine within both transparent and normal regions
are quantifi ed may yield useful di stinctions between transparent and opaque dentine.
Such an ex ploration mi ght reveal an alternati ve means of quantifying changes in root
dentine based not on transparency but on the chemical changes underlying it. If firm rates
of intra-tubular minerali zation could be established , a more objective and prec ise method
of age estimation based on changes in root dentine mi ght be establi shed.

6.9.3 Statistical Inference

The current research has dealt exclusively with the description of the association
between measurements of transparency and chronological age. However, the ultimate
moti vation for any research into root dentine transparency in the anthropological context
is related to the construction of age-predictive formulae. Unfortunately, the inferenti al
stati stical methods currently employed to extend observed assoc iations within a sample
to predict ages for teeth collected from other populations may amplify the error
associated with these age estimates. Furthermore, both the age di stribution of the
refe rence sample and the range of observed values for the samples used to co nstruct the
predictive formulae e) wiII affect the accuracy and precision of future age predictions.
The following di sc ussion of the error associated with the various inferential
stati stica l methods em ployed to date is provided as an illustration of the error introduced
by traditional approaches to age predicti on based on the observation of co ntinuous
morphological indicato rs in the human skeleton. It is hoped that the following di scuss ion
will clarify the necess ity for a Bayesian approach to age estimat ion based on
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transparency . It is also hoped that future research will be directed toward s an ex ploration
of the va lue of such an approach for other skeletal indi cators of age.

Linear Regression
The vast majority of age-predicti ve formul ae based on root dentine transparency
have been formul ated using conventional leas f-squares regression (Gustafson, 1950;
Mil es, 1963; Bang and Ramm , 1970; Azaz et aL, 1977 ; Lorentsen and Solheim, 1989;
Solheim, 1989; Lamendin et aL, 1992). Such an analys is invol ves establishing a
generalized relationship between related vari abl es (although it may be applied to more
than two) by determining the mathematical equation whi ch best describes the observed
variation in the two based on repeated sampling (Aykroyd et aL, 1997).

In the case of transparency, the resultant linear equation takes the form:

y

=

a + bx + e

where, based on repeated observations of transparent teeth of known age, x is the
observed amount of transparency ; y is the corresponding age; a is the age below which
there is no observed transparency; b is the rate of change in age with increasing
transparency; and e is the random error associated with an age prediction (Ay kroyd et aL,
1997).
A linear regress ion equation such as the one above represents an approximation
of the relati onship between the t\;VO vari ables and is therefore a line of best fit for the
observed data set (Aykroyd et aL, 1997). Only two vari ables ex ist and there is no change
in the relati on between the two (in thi s case, the rate of change in transparency remains
co nstant with age) (Ay kroyd et aL, 1997). An equati on is deri ved by determining the
equation of a I ine for whi ch the magnitude of the mean di tfe rences between the observed
values (represented by known data points pl otted on a Cartesian grid) and their
co rresponding points on the regression line, referred to as a residllal, is minimi zed
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(Konigsberg and Frankenberg, 1994; Aykroyd et aI. , 1997). Hence, the values of a and b
are estimated based on an analysis of the data used to derive the formula. Regression
for mulae deri ved in this manner are then used to predict the unknown va lue of
chronological age fo r indi viduals based on the observation (measurement) of
transparency.
The error of a predi ction, equal to the magnitude of the difference between true
age and predicted age, can be tested using a holdback sampl e of known age through a
process referred to as inverse calibration (Aykroyd et aI. , 1997; Ay kroyd et aI. , 1999).
When the errors of such a test are plotted against the known age, a systematic bias
emerges in the error of the age predictions, wherein the magnitude of predictive error is
most pronounced at either end of the regress ion line and reduced towards the center
(Ayk royd et aI. , 1997; Aykroyd et aI. , 1999). The sign of the errors varies in a regular
manner, being negati ve in the lowe r half of the regression eq uation and positive at the
upper end of the age spectrum (Aykroyd et aI. , 1997). This guarantees that yo unger
indi viduals will appear older than their true age and that older indi viduals will appear
yo unger based on observations of given morphological criteria (in this case transparency)
(Ay kl'oyd et aI. , 1997; Aykroyd et aI. , 1999). Importantly, this systematic bias vvill
persist regardless of the data set on which the regression equation is applied (Aykroyd

et aI. , 1997; Ay kroyd et aI. , 1999) .
It appears likely that the systematic bias emerging from the way in which the

relat ionship between age and transparency is desc ribed significantly contributes to the
observed error of the methods applied (Konigsberg and Frankenberg, 1994; Lucy and
Pollard , 1995 ; Lucy et aI. , 1996; Aykroyd et aI. , 1997; Ayk royd et aI. , 1999). As noted
earli er, ac ross a number of different methods age esti mati on based on the observation of
root dentine transparency , numero us authors have reported a tendency towards overestimati on of true age below 40 years and an underestimation of true age above 60 years
(G ustafson, 195 0; Mil es, 1958 ; Bang and Ramm , 1970; Kashyap and Koteswara Rao ,
1990; Drusini, 199 1; Lopez-Nicolas and Luna, 199 1; Lamendin et aI. , 1992 ; Whittaker
and Bakri, 1996; Prince and Ubelaker. 2002).
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Classical Calibration

It has been suggested that a nove l statistical approach to the desc ription of the
relationship betwee n transparency and age will remedy thi s error. In particular, the value
of classical calibration over linear regressio n has been emphas ized (Aykroyd et aI. ,
1997). Such an approach is similar to regress ion except that x and y are reversed, y being
the observed value of transparency and x being the age of an indi vidual (Aykroyd et aI. ,
1997). This is a subtl e yet important distinction, as it recogni zes that age is not truly the
dependent variable in the observed relationship with transparency (as is ass umed by a
traditional regression analys is) (Konigsberg and Frankenberg, 1994). Instead, in a
classical calibration the amount of transparency is designated as the dependent variabl e,
y , which increases with age, x. Since age is designated as the independent variable, its

value is "exactl y determined," and therefore free of error (Aykroyd et aI. , 1997).
Furthermore, since x is fixed and y vari es about x , the systematic bias associated with
estimates of age is eliminated, the error of any estimate being equal , irrespective of the
predicted age (Aykroyd et aI. , 1999).

Such a regression of yo n x produces the following equation :

Xi

=

[(Yi - a)/ bJ + e

where Yi is the observed tran sparency;

Xi

is the age in years; a is the age below

which there is no observed transparency; b is the rate of change in age with increasing
transparency; and e is the random error assoc iated with an age pred icti on (Aykroyd et aI. ,
1997).
The utility of thi s statistical approach has been ex pl ored, albeit to a ve ry limited
extent. Class ical calibration was employed by Micheletti Cremasco (1998) in a
computer-aided analys is of transparent area made on longitudinal thin sections of
premol ars. Although the equations were not tested on a holdback sample, the reported
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co rrelations betwee n age and transparency we re hi gh at 0.91 and 0.88 fo r recent and
poo led samples respective ly (M icheletti Cremasco , 1998).
Yet, the age predi cti ons based on class ica l ca libration are not free of error; rather
the resultant equati ons are still an approx imation of the re lationship between age and
transparency based on a fi nite num ber of observations. The uncertainty fo r any po int
estimate is desc ribed by a parabolic di stribution about the ca librati on line, centered on a
given estimate (Ay kroyd et aI. , 1997). This is beca use the predi cti ve error ari ses from
two so urces: the vari ability in the ages at whi ch a given amount of transparency is
visible; and the uncertainty in the values of a and b, both of which increase with di stance
from the mean of x and y (Ay kroyd et aI. , 1997). Both are byproducts of indi vidual
diffe rences in the rate at which degenerative changes accumul ate within the skeletal
system. Such a di screpancy marks the di stincti on betwee n biolog ica l age (the age an
indi vidual appears when morphological criteria are evaluated in compari son to a
populations standard) and chronological age (the amount of time an individual has been
ali ve) (Aykroyd et aI. , 1999; Hoppa, 2002; Usher, 2002) . Since very few people di spl ay
an average rate of age-related changes, this di stincti on is an important one, which
represents an inescapable source of error in age estimation (Ay kroyd et aI. , 1999; Hoppa,
2002).
Another drawback of a class ica l calibration is that, while the di stribution of the
erro r is flattened, its magnitude fo r any given age estimate actually increases (Ay kroyd et
aI. , 1997) . At a given leve l of confidence, the assoc iated interval of va lues is wider than
that of a simil ar regress ion-based estimate (Aykroyd et aI. , 1997) . The problem of
systematic bi as is addressed; howeve r thi s so lution co mes at the expense of predictive
prec ision (Aykroyd et aI. , 1999). Further research invo lving a direct compari son betwee n
regress ion and ca li brati on-based equations deri ved from the same data is necessary
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ord er to determine the degree to whi ch thi s di ffi culty detracts from the increase
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predi cti ve accuracy assoc iated with the smoothin g of the error.
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A Bayesian Approach

It has been argued that the systematic error associated with age estimates based
on morphological criteria (including transparency) is in part an artifact of the age
di stribution of the sample population upon which such a predictive equation is based
(Bocquet-Appel and Masset, 1982; Aiello and Molleson, 1993 ; Hoppa and Vaupel ,
2002) . The reasoning behind this argument is most eas ily illustrated by di viding a sample
popul ation into two separate sub-samples. The regress ion equations derived from each of
the two will be marked ly different and what' s more, neither will exactly correspond to
the regress ion derived from the sample as a whole (Bocquet-Appel and Masset, 1982).
Since one will never have access to the entire population one is sampling and age
di stributions vary across populations, such a bias is inev itable.
This difficulty is further compounded by the issue of how representative a given
sample is of the variation within the total population, that is, the degree to which the
corresponding proportions and ranges of variation within a population are represented
within the sample drawn from that population (Aykroyd et aI. , 1999; Hoppa, 2002). In
the case of age estimation based on transparency, the accuracy of a universal method is
limited by the size and heterogeneity of the sample upon which it is based (Hoppa, 1996;
Aykroyd et aI. , 1999).
Aykroyd et al. (1997) acknowledge the artefactual influence of a sample
population on the accuracy of subsequent applications of the method. They suggest that
when calibration expressions are employed over traditional regress ion, the influence of
the age di stribution of the reference population on the magnitude of the error of
subsequent age predictions is reduced (Aykroyd et aI. , 1997). Yet thi s approach does not
entirely eliminate inaccuraci es based on the demographic profile of a sampl e or the
refe rence population from which it was drawn.
An alternati ve stati stical approach that accommodates inter-population variation
and incorporates any available knowledge of the population under study has bee n
suggested. This method , based on a theory of probability known as Bayes ' theorem, is
uni ve rsa lly appli cable, and is adaptable to formulate both indi vidual age estimates and
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population profiles (Aykroyd et aI. , 1999; Hoppa and Vaupel , 2002). Three concepts are
central to Bayesian age prediction:
prior probability (the probability of a particular hypoth es is bein g true prior to a considerati on of
any experim ental data); likelihood (the conditional probability of the in form ati on being true, given a set of
experimental observations); and the pusterior probability (the conditional probability of a hypothes is being
true, given a particular points score). (Ayk royd et ai., 1999:65)

For age predictions based on transparency, the prior probability, denoted P (AJ, is
the likelihood of an individual being of a given age, given no information regarding the
amount of tran sparency in their teeth (Aykroyd et aI., 1999). This term is variable
between populations and its inclusion allows for population-specific modifications to be
made to the formula based on any prior knowledge of the age structure of that population
(Aykroyd et aI. , 1999). Likelihood, denoted P (1 1 AJ, is equal to the probability of an
indi vidual being a given age based on the observed amount of transparency (Aykroyd et
ai. , 1999). The posterior probability, denoted P (Ai 11) is equal to the product of the prior
probability and the likelihood (Aykroyd et ai. , 1999). It is this term which represents the
age estimate generated by a Bayesian approach. For a given individual, age predictions
are to be made according to the following formula:

P (Ai 11)

=

[P (AJ

x

P (1 1AJ ] /

[I P (A)

x

P (1 1A) ]

where j refers to all age values within the population, and i refers to the specific
age category of interest (Lucy et ai., 1996). For those cases in which multiple pieces of
information are available for a given individual based on repeated sampling ( i.e. where
seve ral teeth are collected from the same indi vidual), eac h of the observations in the
above equations are made according to the following formula:

P (11/ I AJ = n (11/, AJ / n (AJ
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where n (III' Ai) is the number of individuals in the reference samp le with the
indi cator variable

III

and age i and n (Ai) is the total number of indi viduals within the

refe rence sample of age i (L ucy et aI. , 1996). The ori ginal formula is modified to read

P (Ai I h h ... , II)

= {[

(AJ J x [n (AJ / N J)

n (h AJ / n (AJ ]
-7-

I

x

[n (h AJ / n (AJ ] .. .[ n (III! AJ / n

P (I , I A) x P (h I A) ... P (III I A) x P (A)

The advantage of this ap proach is that it allows for the introduction of prior
knowledge regarding a spec ific population of interest. In thi s way, a Bayesian approach
offers a universal set of procedures that may be tailored to a specific popul ation . The
resultant age estimates (posterior probabilities) are expressed as probability di stributions
about a given mean estimate (Lucy et aI. , 1996; Aykroyd et aI. , 1999).
Another adva ntage to a Bayesian approach is that the estimates generated offer
much more information than do those generated via regression or calibration . Age
est imates are expressed as probability functions, centered on a given mean estimate
(Lucy et aI. , 1996). Since Bayesian ap proaches to age estimation do not make any
simplify ing assumptions regarding the distribution of probability about estimates, each
pred iction is described by a unique probability di stribution which vari es according to the
prior probability of an estimate fo r a particular population (L ucy et aI. , 1996). Estimate
functions may be quite irregular (Lucy et a!., 1996). For those cases in which extraneous
vari abl es have influenced the age prediction , the probability distribution will appear bimodal (Lucy et aI. , 1996). Such cases may eas ily be examined and situated within a
broader discussion of the reference population itse lf (Aykroyd et aI. , 1999).
The acc uracy and preci sion is al so improved for Bayes ian estimates. The Mean

Absolute Deviation, the difference between the predicted age and true age for a given
series of indi viduals, is lower for a Bayes ian approach than for regress ion-based methods
(Aykroyd et a\. , 1999). Except for those cases in which the strength of the correlation
exceeds 0.9, Bayes ian predi ctions show a hi gher degree of preci sion, with narrower 95
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percent confidence intervals than those of regression-based predi cti ons (Ay kroyd et ai. ,
1999).
There are, however, limitations to a Bayes ian approac h. In parti cul ar, the
accuracy of the estimates is dependent lIpon the sample size (L ucy et ai. , 1996; Hoppa,
1996; Ke mkes-Grottenhaler, 2002). The best predictions are generated when the
spec imens under examinati on are drawn from a large reference sampl e of known age,
spanning the entire age range (Ay kroyd et ai. , 1999). Further, although the magnitude of
the error is on ave rage reduced over regression-based methods, the error of Bayes ian
posterior probabilities may di splay a small systematic bi as (Ay kroyd et ai. , 1999).
However, the relative novelty of this technique means that the rea lity of thi s bi as has not
been conclusively proven, nor have its origin and magnitude been ex pl ored (Ay kroyd et
ai. , 1999).

Application ofa Bayesian Approach
In the future, the St. Thomas' sample may serve as an ideal collection of teeth on

whi ch to assess any improvement in age estimation based on a Bayes ian stati stica l
approach. Pari sh registers recording all death during the period for which the cemetery
was in lise are available and can be used to prov ide an estimati on of the pri or probability
for subsequent age estimates. They will provide an approx imation of the likelihood of a
given tooth belonging to an individual of a given age in the absence of any information
regardi ng transparency. The pari sh registers have previously been inspected fo r
completeness and their accuracy evaluated acco rding to the methodol ogy of Drake
(1974) (Boyce, 1990; Rogers, 199 1). They indicate that 1564 indi viduals we re buri ed in
the cemetery between 182 1 and 1874, of vvhi ch 1439 represent individuals of known age
and sex (Boyce, 1990; Saunders et ai. , 1995). Although there we re several month-long
gaps in the registry entri es and several entri es for whi ch age-at-death was not included,
the St. Thomas ' register appears to sati sfy all of Drake' s criteri a (Drake, 1974; Boyce,
1990; De Vito, 1994). Although one can never be sure that all the reported ages are not
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approximations, it may be said that in general "a sex and age profil e created from the
reg ister data should be unbiased and reliable" (Rogers, 1991 :30; De Vito, 1994).
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6.10 Conclusions

1. Area measurements are more strongly correlated with chronological age than
are lineal' measurements of !mnsparency. For both archaeological and recent1y-

derived tooth samples, area measurements of transparency made on sectioned
spec imens should be employed in future age-predictive formulae based on the
observation of transparency. Measurements are eas ily made on 1mm thick tooth
sections for which the line betwee n transparent and opaque dentine is eas iest to
distingui sh.
2. Absolute measurements of transparency are more strongly correlated vvith
chronological age than are scaled indices which account fo r variation in ovemll
root dimensions. It is unclear why this is so. However, since scaled measurements

appear to offer no advantage, despite an increase in time and effort on behalf of
the researcher, absolute measurements of transparency appear to offer a di stinct
advantage.
3. Three dimensional approx imations of the volume of tmnsparent regions of root
dentine do not offer an advantage over either area or lineal' measures of
transparency made on sectioned specimens. The poor associations for both

absolute values and scaled indices may be due to a systematic error of the microCT methods invo lved in data collection or may indicate a non-linear relationship
between tissue density and transparency. Yet, regardl ess of the cause, alternative
methods of quantifying transparency, based on the optical properties of the
affected ti ssue, should be explored.
4. Sex exerts an influence on the amount of tJ'({nsparent root dentine. Yet, future

research should be directed to ward s examining the ex pected degree of sex- linked
vari ation for a large sampl e of age-matched teeth of kno wn age and sex.
5. Tooth category exerts a small influence on the amount of transparency, the
magnitude of which was not large fo r any of the measures of transparency.

However, given the small sampl e sizes employed in this resea rch and the broad
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desc riptive categories used in tooth identifi cation, more research is required to
determine the true nature of variati on related to tooth position.
6. Archaeological and recently -extracted teeth do not dilfer significantly in the
amount of transparency. However, taphonomic interfe rence may limit the degree

to which age- predictive formulae based on transparency can be applied to teeth
collected from the archaeo log ica l context. In order to adequately address the
degree to whi ch post-mortem interva l may influence the exte nt of transpa rency,
larger samples of varying antiquity for which age and sex have been matched
should be compared.

6.11 Summary: The Value of Transparency in Age Estimation

The practical value of age estimates based on the observation of root dentine
transparency remains unclear. Reasonabl e predicti ve accuracy has been achieved in both
the forensic and archaeological contexts (Bang, 1993 ; Kvaal et aI., 1994; Kvaa l and
During, 1999; Pretty, 2003 ). Furthermore, measures of transparency are easily applied,
even on sectioned specimens, for which a minimal amount of preparation time is
required (Pretty, 2003).
Yet, the acc uracy of age predictions has been variable. Mean errors as high as 14
years have been reported both for the method of Bang and Ramm (1970) and that of
Lamendin et al (1992) (So lheim and Sundnes, 1980; Lamendin et aI. , 1992).
Furthermore, for teeth of recent and advanced antiquity , transparency is not always
measurabl e (Megyesi et aI. , 2006) . In the current research, evi dence of taphonomic
interference meant that a large number of eli gibl e teeth had to be exc luded from
examination. Such cases have been noted by other resea rchers (Bang and Ramm, 1970;
Sengupta et aI. , 1999; Megyes i et aI. , 2006) . The magnitude of influence exe rted by
pathol ogy during life is also unclear. Fo r the recentl y-extracted sample of teeth , one
spec imen was exc luded due to abnormall y low leve ls of transparency, perhaps due to an
obscure pathological di sturbance .
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In general, desc ripti ons of the increase in transparency with age are characteri zed
by a wide degree of va riance, regardless of the measurements applied (G ustafson, 1950;
Miles, 1958; Bang and Ramm , 1970; Wegener and Albrecht, 1980; Kashyap and
Koteswara Rao , 1990; Drusini et aI. , 1991 ; Lopez-Nicolas et aI. , 1993; Whittaker and
Bakri , 1996; Zadzinska et aI. , 2000; Prince and Ubelake r, 2002; Olze et aI. , 2004) .Thi s
observed va riation in the amount of transparency is Iikely not random , but rather due to a
number of salient variabl es which influence the rate of minera li zation underl yi ng
transparency. The identity of these variab les, (which may include sex, diet, pathology
and taphonomy) and the magnitude of their influence should be investigated.
Furthermore, it is imperati ve to remember that desp ite the strength of the observed
association, age is not a causal mechanism in the progression of tran sparency. Rather, the
amount of root dentine transpare ncy increases with age due to the influence of an
unkno wn causal mechani sm that acts over time. Observations of transparency have
allowed age prediction in cases where true age is unknown through the compari son of
individual sampl es to predictive formulae. Yet, the exact mechani sm dri ving the
development of transparency remains obscure. Accordingly, researchers are at a loss to
explain, predict or guard against errors in age estimates based on transparency.
Further research into the nature of the sclerosis underlying transparency and the
causal mechani sm controlling intra-tubular mineralization would lik ely increase the
accuracy and precision of age estimates based on the observation of root dentine
transparency. The causal mec hani sms underlyi ng transparency must be understood
before full confidence can be placed in method s of age prediction based on its
observation. In the interim , the value of the methods of Bang and Ramm (1970) and
Lamendin et al. (Lamendin et aI. , 1992) remains uncertain. It is reco mmended that
neither method be used alone, unl ess out of necessity. Wherever possible, these method s
should be used in conjunction wi th alternati ve means of age estimati on based on both
dental and ske leta l indicators of age. When used alone, researchers shou ld be mindful of
the potenti al sources of error related to tooth preparation, pathol ogy, taphonomic
interference, sex and tooth position.
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Appendix I
Raw Measurements for the Arc haeological and Recent Samples
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2.0 1
3.95
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25.54
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34.24
43.8 1 7.53
33 .28
34.42 9.59
20.27
3 1.44 4.09
74.86 9. 27
34.05
26.22
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11.08 3.24
36.67
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23.44
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1.40
6.66
5.97
56.81 10.85
30.57
44. 11 5.62
26.5 1
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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F3
5.8 1
8.86
16.06
17.57
16.74
6.30
34.58
72.7 1
57. 12
50.29
34.46
83.08
49.70
20.42
16.52
19.62
26.48
64.22
12.45
30. 11
32.44
55.5 1
44 .34
13.80
15.78
14.83
8.5 1
11.60
18. 10
69 .65
7.99
86 .1 6
40. 19
0.00
0.00

VT
(mm3)

F4

109. 18
14 1. 67
155 .29

0.73
0.45
0.46 1

Masters Thes is

WINOOIC
WINOOID
WIN002
WINOOJA
WIN004
WIN005
WIN006A
WIN006B
WIN007A
WIN007C
WIN008A
WIN008B
WIN008C
WIN009A
W1N009B
WINOI0A
WINOI0B
WINOI0C
WINOI0D
WIN012A
WIN0128
GALOO I
GAL002
GAL003
GAL004
GAL005
GAL008
GAL006
GAL007

2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
"I

.J

2
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
"I

.J

2
"I

.J

2
2
1
1
1
"I

.J

2
2

H. Kluge

2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
I
I
1
1

McMaster Uni versity

15
15
83
52
48
34
56
56
45
45
62
62
62
53
53
30
30
30
30
46
46
85.95
79.32
54.89
54.89
54.89
54.89
80.47
80.47

0.00
0.00
24.4 1
34.57
29.60
9.31
23.4 1
11 .67
16.46
18.33
27.83
20.80
30.26
2 1.20
30. 19
2.46
13.88
13.13
23.32
12.53
15.57
26.44
6.96
11.1 2
20.34
25.20
20.6 1
22.8 1
24. 71
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0.00
0.00
26.3 2
32.28
44 .56
16.19
46 .73
14.1 4
37.34
35 .22
34.20
39.24
36.3 0
30.89
27.92
5.64
19.13
17.98
29.46
13 . 13
15.52
35 .81
8.39
16.82
30 .97
45.21
31.28
3 1. 35
32. 15
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0.00
0.00
3.62
8.04
6.41
1.87
6.50
4.34
5.3 1
6.21
7.45
3.99
7.16
2.0 1
6.03
0.57
2.44
1.30
5.96
5.43
3.03
9.68
2.49
2.94
2.95
6.47
3.58
6.39
4.96

0.00
0.00
23.7 1
43.84
42 .58
15.06
52.36
25.90
44.30
48.67
52. 94
34.9 1
47 .83
14.40
34.69
3.25
18.94
9.95
4 1.32
30.10
20.48
56.77
17.85
2 1.35
20 .85
54.00
27.60
42 .3 4
33.43

11 3.99
116.69
96 .08
143 .3 3
169.75
42 .71
156.78
93 .99
56.97
5 1.03
63.39
12 1.24
128.66
83 .11
104.86
56.38
104.60
146.24
159.85
181.03
82.46
107.38
90.89
95.48
100.23
109. 3 1
141.03
150.14
122.89

0.40
0.55
0.3 2
0.3 6
0.7 1
0.35
0.62
0.37
0.41
0.32
0.25
0.56
0.48
0.49
0.24
0.50
0.35
0.53
0.63
0.55
0.34
0.5 1
0.26
0.54
0.58
0.82
0.62
0.53
0.46
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Appendix II
Slide Thicknesses for the Sectioned Specimens
Number

07\ \
07\ C

11 5 I
\33 C
\33 I
\33 PM
\56 C
\ 56 I
297 C
303 C
3\7C
374 I
374 PM
375 C \
375 C2
375 I
375 PM\
375 PM 2
385 I
400 PM
429 C
429 I
429 PM
443 I
465 C
467 C
470 I
470 PM
5 \4 PM
5 \6 I
527A PM
544 I
GAL 00 \

Left
(mm)
0.5\
1.26
0.5\
0.66
0.46
0.46
0.48
0.52
0.3\
0.27
1.0 I
0.40
0.34
0.46
0.39
0.55
0.36
0.50
0.42
0.6\
0.35
0.4\
0.50
0.69
0.29
0.57
0.70
0.50
0.55
0.37
0.53
0.29

Centre
(mm)
0.52

Right

Av

1.26
0.5\
0.62
0.45
0.47
0.49
0.49
0.32
0.40
1.0 \
0.39
0.34
0.48
0.40
0.56
0.4\
0.50
0.43
0.6 \
0.38
0.40
0.5\
0.75
0.30
0.58
0.7\
0.49
0.56
0.40
0.56
0. 30

(mm)
0.57
1.3\
0.50
0.56
0.46
0.45
0.50
0.52
0.44
0.5\
1.0 \
0.37
0.36
0.5\
0.4\
0. 56
0.54
0.50
0.42
0.63
0.44
0.37
0.5\
0.80
0.33
0.58
0.7\
0.53
0.57
0.5 \
0.58
0.3\

0.53
\ .28
0.5\
0.6\
0.46
0.46
0.49
0.5\
0.36
0.39
1.0 \
0.39
0.35
0.48
0.40
0.56
0.44
0.50
0.42
0.62
0.39
0.39
0.5\
0.75
0.3\
0.58
0.7\
0.5\
0.56
0.43
0.56
0.30

Left
(mm)
0.42
\. 54
0.46
0.5\
0.40
0.44
0.44
0.43

0.27
0.44
0.98
0.34
0.3\
0.39
0.38
0.49
0.34
0.42
0.4 \
0.46
0.25
0.38
0.47
0.55
0.26
0.53
0.56
0.44
0.54
0.36
0.48
0.32

Centre
(mm)
0.44
1.60
0.47
0.48
0.40
0.44
0.45
0.4\
0.26
0.47
0.97
0.32
0.3 3
0.40
0.38
0. 5 \
0.4\
0.4 3
0.43
0.4 7
0.26
0.38
0.48
0.62
0. 28
0.54
0.56
0.44
0.55
0.39
0.48
0.32

Ri ght
(mm)
0.47

Av

0.47
0.45
0.40
0.43
0.46
0.46
0.29
0.53
0.98
0.3\
0.3 2
0.42
0.4\
0.50
0.54
0.42
0.42
0.50
0.32
0.37
0.47
0.68
0.30
0.56
0.54
0.45
0.56
0.45
0.49
0.32

0.44
1.6\
0.47
0.48
0.40
0.44
0.45
0.43
0.27
0.48
0.98
0.32
0.32
0.40
0.39
0.50
0.43
0.42
0.42
0.48
0.28
0.38
0.47
0.62
0.28
0.54
0.55
0.44
0.55
0.40
0.48
0.32

1.70

\.0\

1.0 \

\ .0 \

1.0 \

\ .00

1.00

\.00

1.00

GAL 002

1.03

1.03

1.03

1.03

1.03

1.03

1.03

1.03

GAL 003

1.0\

1.02

1.03

1.02

1.00

1.02

1.03

1.02

GAL 004

\.0 3

\ .03

1.0 \

1.02

1.03

1.03

1.0 \

1.02

GAL 005

1.00

1.0 \

\.0\

1.0 \

1.00

1.0 \

\. 0 \

1.03

I (\ I

1.03

,I .V.J
"''')

1.0 \
,I .V"" I

GAL 006

!.03

I.V I
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1.00

1.00

0.99

1.00

1.00

1.04

1.01

1.02

GAL 008

1.05

1.02

1.02

1.03

1.00

0.99

1.00

1.00

LOR 001

0.96

1.01

1.06

1.0 I

1.00

0.98

1.0 I

1.00

LOROIO

1.04

1.04

1.05

1.04

1.03

1.05

1.05

1.04

WINOOla

1.03

1.06

1.03

1.04

1.02

I. I I

1.02

1.05

WIN OOlb

1.02

1.0 I

1.02

1.02

1.02

1.0 I

1.02

1.02

WINOO l e

1.00

1.0 I

1.0 I

1.0 I

0.99

1.0 I

1.01

1.00

WIN OOld

0.98

0.98

0.99

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.99

0.98

WIN 002

1.02

1.0 I

1.02

1.02

1.02

1.0 I

1.02

1.02

WI. J 003a

i.Oi

i .02

1.01

1.01

1.02

1.0 I

1.01

1.0 I

WIN 003blll

1.02

1.03

1.02

1.02

1.02

1.03

1.02

1.02

WIN 004

1.00

0.98

0.98

0.99

1.00

1.0 I

0.99

1.00

WIN 005

1.02

1.02

1.02

1.02

1.03

1.03

1.02

1.03

WIN 006a

1.04

1.03

1.04

1.04

1.05

1.04

1.03

1.03

WIN 006b

1.04

1.05

1.04

1.04

1.05

1.05

1.05

1.05

WIN 007a

1.06

1.03

1.0 I

1.03

1.05

1.04

1.02

1.04

WIN 007b

1.03

1.04

1.06

1.04

1.00

1.03

1.03

1.02

WIN 003bd

1.02

0.99

1.00

1.00

1.03

1.03

1.0 I

1.02

WIN 007e

1.0 I

1.0 I

1.00

1.0 I

1.03

1.03

1.04

1.03

WIN 008 a

1.00

0.99

1.0 I

1.00

1.00

0.99

1.00

1.00

WIN 008b

1.02

1.0 I

1.02

1.02

1.02

1.0 I

1.0 I

1.0 I

WIN 008e

1.00

0.99

1.01

1.00

1.0 I

1.03

1.03

1.02

Win 009a

1.05

1.00

0.99

1.0 I

1.06

0.99

1.01

1.02

WIN 009b

1.03

1.04

1.04

1.04

1.04

1.05

1.04

1.04

WIN OIOa

0.73

0.71

0.84

0.76

0.74

0.75

0.78

0.76

WINOIOb

1.0 I

1.0 I

1.04

1.02

1.04

1.05

1.04

1.04

WIN OIOe

1.05

1.04

1.05

1.05

1.04

1.05

1.04

1.04

WIN OIOd

1.04

1.04

1.01

1.03

1.0 I

1.02

0.99

1.0 I

WINOII

1.01

1.0 I

1.0 I

1.0 I

1.01

1.0 I

1.0 I

1.0 I

WIN 012a

1.0 I

1.0 I

1.0 I

1.0 I

1.0 I

1.02

1.0 I

1.01

WIN 01 2b

1.0 I

1.02

1.0 I

1.01

1.00

1.0 I

1.02

1.01
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Appendix III
Certificates of Ethics Approval and Consent Forms Provided to Participants
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~.

McMaster University Research Ethics Board (MREB)
do Office of Research Services, MREB Secretariat, GH·305, a-mail: ethicsoffice@mcmaster,ca

CERTIFICATE OF ETHICS CLEARANCE TO INVOLVE HUMAN
PARTICIPANTS IN RESEARCH
_ . Z lO'S.

A.pplicat!on Status: Ne\A! i~: Addendu:n

r~-1 On~.n' ..... '

<. . •

.... 't v

"

.... al

n

---
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Project Numbe i 2006078

TITLE OF RESEARCH PROJECT :
A C;()i:lp-:) r .l:50n of CCI.I:r€nt ':;;:ld Novel ['1ea s~.:rf:':;Tlen t: Techniques
t he J\JsC'ri ption of T.!:- ~:l3parcnt H.oot Oent i :H:?! i.e HI. . . man Tne t h

i:v,; ~~.ved

~

in

~- '

.....

V
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.~

.Nam ~~ """""', ...

!! -~.-

Dept.lAddress

I Phone

liE-Mail

Anthropo togy

1 24069

I~~~~@mcmaster.ca

Faculty Investlgator(s)1
Supervisor(s)
..
S. Sau nders

-

Student Investigator(s)
H. Klug e

.i 905-52 1-881 4

A nthropolog y

•I
'j
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the

~~e application

In support of the above research project !las bee 1 reviewed by
~'>\R EB to ensu re compliance with
e Tri·Council Policy Statement and the McMaster University Polic'es and Guidelines ior Research l nvotving
Human Participants . The followi ng ethics certification is provided by the MRE 8:
,

I

j] The application pro tocol is approved as presented without questions or requosts for modification.

L1Tile application protocol is approved as revised without Questions or reque sts for modification.
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PARTICIPANT INFORM ATION SHEET
Title of Study: An Examination of Age-Related Changes in Tooth Tissue
LocaHy Responsible Investigator and Principle Investigator: Hagen F N Kluge
Title, Institution: Master's Student, McMaster Uni versity Department of Anthropol ogy
Supervising Inves tigator: Dr. Shelley R Saunders
Title, Institution: Professo r of Anthropology, McMaster University Department of

Anthropology
Sponsor: Social Sciences and Humanities Research Co uncil of Canada

You are being invited to participate in a research study conducted by Hagen Kluge, a
Master's student at McMaster University, because yo u have recently had a tooth
removed by extraction. In order to dec ide whether or not you want to be a part of this
research study, yo u should understand what is involved and the potenti al risks and
benefits. Pl ease take yo ur time to make yo ur dec ision.
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY?

The research in which you have been invited to participate will measure age-related
changes in teeth with more advanced instruments. This research has the potential to help
law enforcement personnel quickly and accurately identify human remains.
WHAT ARE MY RESPONSIBILITIES IF I TAKE PART IN THIS STUDY?

It is important for yo u to kno w that yo u do not have to donate yo ur tooth fo r use in this
study . If yo u vo lunteer to participate in thi s study yo u will be asked to donate yo ur
prev iously extracted tooth for analysis. You will also be asked to provide yo ur date of
birth and sex. However, no records, which ident(fjl you by name, will be kept. If yo u
donate yo ur tooth for this research yo u have the option of removing both y our tooth and
the info rmation you have providedfi'om this study. However, any data generated from
research invo lving yo ur tooth will remain the property of the researcher. At the
compl etion of thi s stud y, both the tooth and the information yo u have provided will be
kept in the researc h collections of the Department of Anthropology at McMaste r
Uni ve rsity.
WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE RISKS AN D DISCOMFORTS?

Your dec ision to participate in this study will not expose YO ll to any additional physical
01' p.sychological harm. Thi s research protoco l has been reviewed and approved by the
McMaster Ethic s Rev iew Board.
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IF I HAVE ANY Q UEST IONS OR PROBLEMS, WHOM CAN I CONTACT?

If yo u have any questi ons about the research now or later, please contact Hagen Kluge at
klugehf@mcmaster.ca or Dr. Sa unders at saunders@mcmaster.ca If yo u have any
question s regarding yo ur rights as a research participant, yo u may co ntact the McMaster
Ethics Review Board at 905-525- 9140 ext. 23 142 or by email at
ethicsoffice@mcmaster.ca

CONSENT STATEMENT
SIGNATU RE OF RESEA RCH PARTICIPANT:
I have read the preced ing information thoroughly. I have had the opportunity to ask
questi ons, and all of my questions have been answered to my sati sfaction. r agree to
participate in thi s study. I understand that r will rece ive a signed copy of this form.

Name of Participant

Date
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Spec imen Number_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Spec imen Number_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date of Extracti on (Y/M /D)- - - - -

Date of Extraction (YI M/D)- - - - -

Date of Birth (Y IM /D)_ _ _ _ _ __

Date of Birth (Y /M /D)_ _ _ _ _ __

Sex: Male

Sex : Ma le

Female

Tooth Vital on Extraction? Y
Ev idence of Root Pathology ? Y_

N

Fe mal e

Tooth V ital on Extrac ti on? Y

N_

N

Ev idence of Root Pathology ? Y_

N_

Spec imen N umber_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Spec imen N umber_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date of Extrac tion (Y /M /D)_ _ _ __

Date of Extrac tion (Y /M /D)_ _ _ __

Date of Birth (Y /M / D)_ _ _ _ _ __

Date of Birth (Y/M /D)_ _ _ _ _ __

Sex: Ma le

Female

Sex : Male

Female

Tooth Vital on Extracti on? Y-N-

Tooth Vital on Extracti on? Y

Ev idence of Root Pathology? Y_

Evidence of Root Pathology? Y_

N_

Spec imen Number_ _ _ _ _ _ __

N
N_

Date of Extraction (YIM /D)- - - --

Specimen Number- - - - - - - Date of Extraction (Y/M /D)- - - - -

Date of Birth (Y /M /D)_ _ _ _ _ __

Date of Birth (Y /M /D) _ _ _ _ _ __

Sex: Male

Sex : Male

Female

Female

Tooth Vital on Extrac tion? Y-N-

Tooth Vital on Extraction? Y

Ev idence of Root Pathol ogy? Y_

Ev idence of Root Pathology? Y_

N_

N_

Spec imen Number_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Spec imen Number_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date of Ex traction (Y /M /D)_ _ _ __

Date of Extrac ti on (Y /M/D)_ _ _ __

Date of Birth (Y /M /D)_ _ _ _ _ __

Date of Birth (Y /M/D)_ _ _ _ _ __

Sex: Ma le

Fe male

Tooth Vital on Extrac ti on? Y
Ev id ence of Root Pathol ogy? Y_

Sex : Male
N

Female

Too th Vital on Extrac ti on? Y

N_

Ev idence of Root Pathology? Y_
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